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higher barometer.

SFBCIAL BULLETIN.

Fair weather prevails on the Atlantic coaBt,
and partly cloudy weather aud local raius are
reported from all other districts except the
Gull States. Southerly to westerly winds coutiuue in the districts east of the Mississippi
with slightly waimer weather on the Atlautio
coast and slightly cooler northerly to westerly
winds are reported from the Northwest.
Slightly cooler aud fair weather is indicated
for New England ou Thursday.
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[Special Despatch to the Press.)
June 12.—Moses Buttertield, son
of S. O. Butterfield of this village, a young
man about 22, at work for A. H. &
C. E. Dureu, was drowued in the pond in front of the
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mills Sanday night. He was missed yesterday*
and search was made for his body, which was
not recovered until this morning.
It is supposed that he fell from the logs or bridge leading to the mill.
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Corn, Wart & Cuuion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; js not
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without
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Ice House Burned at Hampden.
[To the Associated Press,]
Bangor, June 12.—An ice house belonging
to the Dirigo Ice Company in Hampden was
burned this morning with oontents.
The
building was erected in 1880 at a cost of $8,000
and contained 10,000 to 11,000 tons of ice. The

and Callous

leaving a blemish.

Brush for applying in each bottle.
CUKE IS GTTARANTKRn.jp*
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Dm^Kists.
'Frv it and you will be convinced like thousands
wbo have used it and now testify to its value.

Ask for Mch lot ter beck’s t
Solvent and take no other.
nov23

orn

und Wart

plant, including wharf buildings and ice, wa9
valued at $18,000: insurance $14,000. The origin of the fire is unknown
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Oldtown

Decides to Exempt Proposed
Mills from Taxation.
At a town meeting in Oldtown, today, Hon.
J. R. Bodwell, Charles Hamlin, Esq., and
other representatives of the Bodwell Water
Power Company addressed the citizens. It
was ananimonsly voted to exempt from taxation for a term of ten years any mills that the

30C-GHILDRBTS H0SE-I5C
A THREE HOCKS* SALE.

TO

_

DAY

company might erect in Oldtown; also to discontinue certain streets in the vicinity of a
mill site and citizens are offering encourage-

We offer a large assortment of Children’s
Hose, with finished seams, in over 25
different patterns, at only 15 cents per
pair. These are in all sizes and will be
sold from 9 a. m. until noon. As they are
a great bargain, we shall limit every
purchaser to 3 pairs

ment to the company by subscribing towards
the purchase of certain territory which the
Bodwell company desire to secure.
Arrival of

a

Shipwrecked Crew

at

Ban-

gor.

The crew of the wrecked schooner Ocean
Bride of St. John, N. B., arrived here tonight
on schooner Cadet.
Not Financially Embarrassed.
Rockrand, Jane 12.—The report in the
daily press that Sullivan Brothers of this city
are paying 15 cents on $1 is lalse. The firm is
financially solid.
Probable Suicide.
Augusta, June 12.—Mr. Levi Coy of this
city died this morning nnder mysterious circumstances.
TIis symptoms indicated opium
poisoning and it is believed .he committed suicide by taking morphine.

RINES BROS.
No. 241 middle Street.
jn!3

dlt

THE DAY
Sewed

Bangor Blackmailers In Boston
Boston, Jane 12.—George F. Pearson, 30
years old, and his wife Nellie were arrested
this forenoon, charged with blackmail.
It is
alleged that the parties have some time pur-

BOOTS!

sued

a uniform scheme of
blackmailing. Both
natives of Bangor, Me
and have operated
in varioas cities. It is believed that they have

for Ladies.
No nails, lacks or
wax-thread to hurt the feet.
Unsurpassed for fit, style
and contort; indispensable when once wrorn.

SOLD

are

secured a large amount of money by their
operations.
Owing to reluctance to prosecute
on the part of victims the t>air may
escape a
full measure of punishment.

BY

Death of a Portland Man in Boston.
Charles E. Swift, 65 years old, belonging in
Portland, Me., went to a hoase on Harrison
avenue (where he has been
stopping of late)
last evening, somewhat indisposed by reason
of heat and other causes. He retired to his
room where early this morning he
was found
sitting in a chair dead. Medical Examiner
Draper was called and the body was removed to
the morgue. Death is supposed to have resulted from apoplexy.
D
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MARINE NEWS.

$2.00 Veal Clf. do.
Launched at Bath.

Bath, Jnne 12,—C. B. Harrington today
launched steamer Perev V., 70 feet long, 13
feet beam,and 6 feet draught of water. She is
built for the Fort Popham Association to run
between Bath and Fort Popham. She will be
towed to the iron'works of Geo. Moulton, Jr.

The price is on each pair. Be
sure and examine these goods
before paying $3.00 for no
better Shoes.

tomorrow to

receive

machinery.

Hon. William Rogers launched a schooner of
329 tons gross,^wned by the builder and others of Batb.
Captain Butler will command

480

her.
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TEWKSBURY ALMSHOUSE.

THE GREAT SAUCE

A Subject Which Everybody is Tired Of

Boston, Jane 12.—In tbe Tewksbury examination today G. S. Barnard, cook at Tewksbury, produced a sample of tbe tea and coffee
uaed at the institution which be swore were
made and served precisely the same as for several years.
Dr. Benry Latbrop, who came to Tewksbury in 1875, testified that the bathing facilities
were sufficient for cleanliness but not for convenience. He had never known of a lack of
beds or beddfng.
He remembered no complaints concerning the close confinement of insane persons of filthy habits.
Be verting to the general management of the
almshouse Dr. Latbrop said be knew nothing
of any waste of money by the management.
Beferring to the use of a rattail file in performance of craniology upon patients he said the
file was brought him by an attendant whom be
sent for a sharp pointed instrument.
The
proper instruments was not at band and prompt
action was absolutely necessary to save the patient’s life. Such an article was never used
before and probably there never would be an
occasion to use it again.
Adjourned till tomorrow.
State board of health, lunacy and charity at
today’s meeting elected Dr. C. Irvin*. Fisher
as superintendent of the Tewksbury almshouse
and also to be resident physician with no pay
attached to tbe latter office.
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In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
June 6th, A. D. 1883.
In

case
PANY, a

State of

The Basis of the Treaty rtetweo
and Chili.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE COMcorporation existing under the laws of the

of the

Maine, and

located in the

insolvent debtor.

Is to give
of June A.

city

of

THIS

that

on

THE WHITNEY GAITER SHOE COMPANY, of

%

Portland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor corporation, on
of
said
which petition was
tiled
debtor,
petition
the fourth day of June, A. i*. 1883, to which
on

A Steamship Given up for Loss.
New York, June 12.—The steamer Africa
of the Carr line to Leith and Hamburg, which
sailed from this port March 2(1, and has not
been heard of, Is now given np for lost by the
Messrs. Seager Brothers her consignees.
The
Africa was commanded by Captain Buchhoit/,
of Hamburg, an etficer of experience, and she
was leaded with a cargo of wheat,
flour, lard
and ajr cultural Implements, ab< u', 1740 tons
in all, the report of the marine inspector indicating that the work of storage had been done
with due care,while the.1 learner was pronounced perfectly seaworthy. The names of the officers other than the captaio, as well as those of
the crew of the ill-fated vessel, are unknown to
the consignees, nor their exact number, but it
were
was calculated that there
between fifty
and sixty souls on board. She was a comparaoew
and
worth
from
boat,
tively
$125,(Sift to
150,000. She had been to thoEist Indies once,
and made several trips across the Atlantic.
Her last voyage was from Bio Janeiro to this
port With a cargo of coffee.

date Interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said deb
tor corporation and the transfer and delivery of any
property by It are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor
corporation, to prove their debts and choose one
its estate, will be held
or more assignees of
at a Court oi insolvency to he liolden at Probate
Court room in said
Portland, on the eighteenth
day of June A. IJ. 1883, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.

Given under my

hand the date first above written.
H. K. SARGENT,

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
solvency for said County of Cumberland.
jno&13
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WHEN YOU PAINT

USURY'S LIQUID COLOtiS!
The Hestjiii'thelWorld.
No Chemical Combination

or

Death of tv Former Naval Officer.

Soap Mixture.

Petersbubo, Va., June 12,—Admiral John
Bauiioiph Tucker dropped dead at his resiHe was in the
ceuce liere
tonight, aged 72.

WARRANTED PURE LINSEED OIL PAINTS
Ready for application by simply stirrir-g with
Send for sample cards and prices, to

^

a

sties

J. B. FICKETT & CO.
Whole.al.fund

Detail l*niut Dealer.,

403 & 405 Fore Street
PORTLAND, ME*
eo<l&w2ml7
ap20

Peru

Lima, June 12.—The basis of peace signed
by Senors Novoa and L» Salle on behalf of
Gen. Iglesias stipulates for the cession of all
territory south of the river Oamarones to
Chili of Teen a and
Chili, tbe occupation
Arica for ten years, after which a plebiscite is
to decide to whom they shall belong, and the
country getting them is to pay an Indemnity
of $10,000,000 to the other.

Portland,

the fourth
D. 1883, a warrant In insolday
vency was issued by Henry O. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
notice
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FOREIGN.

Another Bill Vetoed by Governor

the Apaches.

Butler.

A tiallaut an«l Successful Kxiielitlou.

And Another Caustic Letter to die Hoard

The Trial of the Dynamite Con-

of Charities.

spirators.

United

I

At the
navy many years.
breaking out of the war he entered the Oonfedera'e navy aid at Its close entered the
P. luvian navy, from which he resigned five
years ag".
States

Conference with insurance Men,
Cleveland, O., June 12.—A large and infl nitial conference of executive officers and

citigers of American
sorance companies

and foreign fire Indoing general business in
the United States began ta-day land will continue to-morrow.
m

Tucson, Arizona, July 12.—A courier arrived at Tombstone last night from Gen.
Crook’s headquarters at Silver Creek, bringing
the first ollioial information of Crook's expedition, It left American soil May 3d, uiarahing
200 miles southeast from San Beiiurdiuo on the
boundary line of Chihuahua aud Sonora, following the trail of the Indians. Crook was
guided by au Apaolie named Nadaski, who was
captured near Sau Carlos just previous to the
departure of the expedition. Leaving it at a
point about 200 miles south of the liue the
command crossed the Sierra Madres range aud
advanced fifty miles over an indescribably
rough trail, eight mules being killed by falling
over precipices.
Thoy passed on without delay, rendered nearly barefoot by the hard
rocks.
After fourteeu days hard marahtng. night
and day, the Indian camps of Chato and Boutto were discovered in the heart of the Sierra
Madres in an almost lmnregnable position.
The Apaches did not dream of an attack, for
the entrance of their stronghold was next to
impossible, and the warriors were principally
out on a raid under .lu, only thirty-seven bucks
being in camp with the women and children.
The Sau Carles scouts, under Capt. Crawford
and Lieut. Atwood aud Mickey Free, the chief
of the scouts, surrouudeJ the camp before the
Indiaus were aware of their proximity, advancing from iifteeu different points, and were
near thorn before they were discovered. The
scoots secreted themselves behind rocks and
commenced firing upon the camp, creating a
perfect panic. A number succeeded in escaping, though nearly all surrendered. Seven
were found dead in the camp.
Five Mexioan
women aud a little girl wore recaptured. They
were taken from Carmen aud Chihuahua and
are now with Crook in good health.
Everything lu the camp was burned or carried off by the scouts. Among the
property
captured were 100 pontes and mules, forty being loaded with plunder, Baddies, clothes, gold
aud silver aud greenbacks, showing that they
have been very successful in their raid. After
the fight most of those who escaped came in.
Altogether 383 prisoners were taken. The
chiefs
captured were Chato, Bonito.Gerouimo,
Nachez, Loco and Nana. The latter two were
long reported dead. The chiefs say that an
Americau boy. six years old, captured a month
ago in New Mexioo, is with squaws in the
mountains. He it no doubt Charley McComas.
Banners were sent out and be is expected in

Boston, June 12.—The Joint special comon prorogation met
this afMruoon aud
carefully canvassed the question of the tempoIt was
rary adjournment of the Legislature!
decided to ask the Goveruor to prorogate the
until
Committee
Legislature
August 27. The
mittee

will reoommeud that matters on calendar Juno
19th he referred to the next legislature.
The Governor, today, vetoed the kill to enable cities, towns, Are distrlots and aqueduct
companies to store and sell water.
Governor Butler has written a catlstio letter
to the State hoard of charities in which he denies their right to delegate to other
the
duties to be performed for pay wheq; members
of the board hold honorary position! without
salary. This is why he refuses-to ‘sign warrants for the pay of certain persons employed
by the board umler their by-laws.
-j
He says: '‘The custom was but is pro longer
to allow certain persons connected : with the
State board to draw money Iron! a state
treasury in gross amounts aud then pay It out
to persons whom they thought ought to have
it as they choose aud to accouut Sir it afterward. This custom during the tin » he holds
his office will not be observed. There is not on
Ale at the Slate house any certid 1 )i«t of
agents aud employes of the board so the
governor oan know who they are aud he Is
responsible for money used to pay them. He
cannot believe that the board has the prerogative of Axing the tenure of their employes
‘during board’s pleasure’ aud cauuot consent
to auy such innovation upon tbe rights of the
people by any law.”
The Governor says he would have gladly furnished the "reasons'’ requested for several of
his acts had the board called
upon him or consulted with him, aud that by this means, perhaps, all controverted questions might have
been avoided. The board, however, has beeu
endeavoring to maintain au antagonistic position.
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MORE TORNADOES.

Lifted From
Track and Wrecked.

Freight Train

The

hourly.
After the light the command with the prismarched leisurely back to American soil
and the entire command with prisoners is now
encamped on Silver Creek about GO miles south
of Tombstone. Not one of Crook’s command
was lost during the campaign.,
The courier states that the reason that Crook
remains at Silver Creek is that he is awaitiug
news from the Secretary of War as to what disposition he shall make of the ludians, as Mr.
Wilcox, the agent at San Carlos, has refused
to receive them and he (Crook) will go back to
the Sierra Madres after the rest of the ludians
if they do not come in. In conversation with
the courier he stated that they had pleuty of
money. Quite a number of the bucks had silver stars aud other ornaments
beaten out of
Mexican dollars on their headgoar, while severs! had Americau double eagles made into
necklaces. A rough estimate of the wealth
among them is fully 83,000 and probably more.
The troops say the place where the capture occurred is the prettiest spot on earth, and the
road leading to it rougher than mortal man
ever trod.
A large number of the captives
seemed pleased with the situation, evidently
an
immediate return to San Carlos
expecting
reservation. The only complaint was from
some squaws whose husbands were among
those who made their escape. The officers cf
the expedition state that General Crook had
surrounded the Indians before they were aware
of his presence and that if he had uot done so
it would have taken six months and all the
men in Arizona to have captured them.
As an illustration of Gen. Crook’s modesty
and the total absence of fuss and feathers in
his make-ap, it may be stated that although
the fight aud capture occurred on the 17th of
last month, he leisurely retraced his steps to
Camp Supply at Silver Creek, not sending a
courier ahead to signal his movement. The
first intimation bad of Crook’s return was the
arrival of a lieutenant at Col. Biddle's headquarters at 8 a. in. Sunday with [despatches
from Camp Bowie, the nearest army telegraph
station. Upon making inquiry concerning the
General, who was supposed to be 100 miles distant in the Sierra Madres, imagine the surprise that awaited the camp when informed
that Gen. Crook was only two hours behind
with the captured Apaches. About 10 o’clock
the General rode into camp with an escort aud
greeted Col. Biddle with ‘‘Nice morning, Colonel,” and straightway struck out for a wash
basin, which he had spied, and was soon engaged in performing his ablutions, after which
he threw himself onto a camp stool aud engaged in conversation about his campaign in
an off-hand way as if banting the fleetest and
most cruel foe ou the continent, in thd wildest
aud most inaccessible conntry to be found was
a matter of every day occurrence.
oners

Many Dwellings Destroyed

and lives

Lost.

Beloit, Jane 12.—This city was struck by a
tornado about 0 o’clock last evening with domoralizing results to the business portion of the
town and killing one mau and wounding several. The storm came from the southwest and
was met by|a current of air going south,causing
a rotary motion, accompanied
by heavy rain.'.It
struck the western portion of the city, wrecked
a number of dwellings, then passed to the heart
of the city, anroofiug a number of business
houses, blowlDg down the Northwestern railway bridge, scattering the machinery room of
the Hock River paper mills, and killing Edward Halloran, one of the hands.
The loss
will be heavy, as the goods in the injured

buildings are damaged by water.
Galbjia, III., June 12.—A whirlwind passed

Elmo, in the southern part of Wisconsin, about 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon,
much
doing
damage. Owing to uninterrupted
telegraphic communication it is impossible to
learn the particulars.
A freight train on the Northwestern railway
was picked up bodily, except the engine, and
passed

over

carried from the track and
completely wrecked.
Wm. Gleason was seriously and W. E.
Comstock, traveling man, of Chicago, slightly
hurt.

Erie, Pa., June 12.—A special from Clarendon, Pa., says a fearful tornado swept over
that town
tonight, demolishing 8G large oil rigs
and five butldings, deluging the town and
a
causing great loss of property.
Abidene, Ks., June 12.—A windstorm occurred at 1 o'clock last night 12 miles north o*
Abidene, and did a large amonnt of damage
along the line of Dickinson and Clay counties,
t hirteen houses, barns and stables were blown
down, several persons injured, one childkilled.
The small village of Industry in Clay county
was almost totally destroyed,all but two houses
being blown down. It is reported that Wakefield, in Clay county, suffered severely. The
storm was accompanied by rain aod bail.

The

THE DOMINION.
Grand Lodge of Good Templars.
Halifax, N. 8., June 12. —The biennial sersiou of the Grand Lodge of Good Templars of

the world commenced hero gtodajr, Joseph Maliue of Kngland presiding. A largo nurnlier of
delegates ftom Great Britian, United States
and Canada are present.
Wore Crop Reports.
Chicago, July 12.—1The Farmers’ Review
in its issue lo-mnrrow, will publish the follow'
ing as a condensed crop summary based on re
poits from its correspondents in Colorado, Tennessee, Kentucky add the Northwestern States
and Territories:
Trier* is little or no change in whiter wheal,
if any lor the worse. Spring wheat is looking
well and g. owing finely. O its arc improving
and promise a fine crop. The first planting of
corn is poor, hut the second is coming on better
Prominent residents of Pall River and New
Bedford have petitioned for the pardon of S.
An tier Chaco, iu State prison for forgery.
J. S. Prince, oi Boston, won the three mile
bicycle race in Washington yesterday.

Expedition to See the
Eclipse.
Han Fbancmco, June 12.—The scientific expedition sent by the government In March
lust to observe the total oollpse of the Hnn at

The American

Inland
South
In
the
returned.
EdProfessor
ward S. Holden of Washburn observatory of
in
Madison, Wisconsin,
charge of (lie parly,Irethe
ports that the weather on the day of
eclipse was perfect for observing purposes and
the result is a great success. Several good photographs of the corona and spectrum were obtained. The supposed planet Vulcan could not
bo found. The parly arrived home in good
health. It will be remembered that this expedition went Irom New York to Lima, Peru,
and thence lor a voyage of some weeks iu the
United Stales sloop
Hartford
Caroline
to
Islands to observe the eclipse of May (ith, 188.'),
having u totality of six minutes.

the

Pacific,

Caroline
has

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
One of the jurors in the Knibbs valve suit,
Sick
on trial at Portsmouth, N. 11., wus taken
and court adjourned.
The directors of the Concord railroad organized yesterday, ro-olecting J. Thomas Vose, of
Boston, president, and .fi seph W. Fellows, of
M inohester, clerk.
Helpers in the Penn iron works In Lanoas"
ter, l*a., strack yesterday. The strike compels
the paddle mill to shut down.
Mayor MacGonagle, of Lancaster,Pa., bas Issued a proclamation requesting all residents to
be vaccinated in order to prevent the spread o(
small pox.
Meeting of the Hill Investigating commltteo
has been postponed to Friday.

in

Starvation

Asia

Minor.

Bkulin, Jane 12.—After witnessing the trial
trip yesterday of the Chen Yuen, a new
Chinese iron clad built at Stettin, Marquis
Tseng on the part of Chlua had an audience
with Connt von Hatzfeldt, the minister of
foreign affairs. The latter had just previously

received the Baron von Brandt, German minister to Chins, on his return from Pekin. He
state,d that Baron von Brandt has oroceeded to
Pyris. The whole affair is the subject of much
comment in Berlin.
Prince von Hohenlobe,
the German ambassador at Paris, is expected
to arrive shortly. The Paris Temps maintains
that if a contest wears betweeu France and
China before tlie Chen Yuen Is ready for sea,
the vessel must be detalued by tier Gorman
builders until hostilities have ceased. It is
the intention to take the Chen Y'uen to China
under the German Hag and manned by a German crew.

Charged with Swindling Emigrants.
Pahis, dune 12.—The trial began to-day of
the Marquis de Kays and seventeen other persons charged with manslaughter in that they
despatched old sailing vessels to the island of
Port Breton, Oceaulca, with emigrants,, most

of wnorn died on the passage or after arrival
from hanger and disease.
They are also
charged with fraud in the sale of imaginary
land in Port Breton.
Trial of the Dynamite Conspirators.
The trial of the men concerned in the dynamite conspiracy, who are cbsrged with treason,
felony, was resumed this morning. The steward of the steamship Parthla, on which Dr.
Gallagher, Bernard Gallagher, and Ansbnrgii
sailed from New York in March last, was
placed on the stand and cross examined by
Ansburgh, who elicited from the witness that
no more connection
apparently existed betweeu him (Ansburgh) aud either of the Gallaghers than existed between him and the
other passengers.
Precautionary measures on
an elaborate scale are being taken to preveut a
rescue of the prisoners while they are being
conveyed to aud from the court. Twelve
mouuted policemen with drawn swords surround the van containing the prisoners, aud
policemen armed with revolvers ride inside
the wagon.
The streets tbrongh which the
van passes are also cleared to allow the rapid
passage of the vehicle.
The boy employed in Whitehead’s shop at
Birmingham, on beiDg called to the witness
table, refused to swear that Wilson was one of
the men who visited his employer. Some servants at a hotel in Birmingham, and other
witnesses from there, however, swore that they
saw Wilson
leaving the town with a trunk,
which was noticeably heavy.
Heavy Failure in Amoy.
The Times, in its financial article this morning, says Elies & Co., the largest merchants id
Amoy, have gone into liquidation. Unfavorable results are expected. It is understood that
the firm has been unfortunate in operations in
tea and sugar.
Famine In Asia Minor.
Intelligence has been received of the existence of a famine in the Kurdish district of
Asia Minor.
Man; persons have died from
starvation. Grain is selling at six times its
usual price.
The German Church Bill.
Berlin, June 12*.—The gevernment’s church
bill has been referred by the lower house of
the Landstag to a committee'composed of 21
members, and the House has adjourned until
the 21st inst.
Proceedings in the House of Commons.
London, June 1L—In the House of Com,
mons this afternoon
Mr. Trevelyan, Cbie1
Secretary for Ireland, stated that the body of
Jury, the Dublin hotel keeper, whose death it
was reported was caused by poison administer
ed by Invincibles, had been exhumed and that
uoltrace of poison bad been discovered.
Trevelyan also stated that Peter Tynan (No.
1.) had boasted after the death of Jury that he
had poisoned him, and no donbt this was
generally believed among the Invincibles.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

Special

Meeting Board of Mayor
and Aldermen.

SPORTING

Halifax Rowing Association and
Haitian's Proposed Race.
Halifax, N. S., June 12.—The Halifax
Association
held a meeting last night
Rowing
to consider the new propositions of Hanlan
and Lee for a doable scull race with the Halifax oarsmen, Hamm and Conley.
The mem
bers of the association took the view that
THE STAR ROUTES.
they
had already conceded quite enough to Hanlan
and his mate, first agteeing to change the time
for the proposed contest from June to
August,
then to have a race of four miles instead of
Tho Case Goes to the Jury.
live, as proposed by Hanlan in bis challenge
last year. In the new propositions of Hanlan
and Lee a number of new courses were mentioned, on any of which they would row, but
No Verdict Agreed Upon Last Night' no reference was made to Point of Pines,
Maranocook or Campbellton, at any of which
places they expressed to Thomas Spellman at
Lowell their perfect willingness to have the
contest take place. Hamm and Conley’s backWashington, Jane 12.—Members of the jury ers resolved not
to agree to enter a race on auy
were in their places;] the court room was well
course now proposed, but to make another and
filled with spectators wlieu the star route trial
last
to substitute New London,
offer,
namely,
was resumed this forenoon.
Soon after the
Conn., for Campbellton, and agree to row at
court opened Judge Wylie began the delivery
that
place, Point of Pines or Lake Maranoof liis charge to tho jury. He complimented
cook, allowing Hanlan and law to suggest two
the jury for their patient attention bestowed
of ttje three at which they will row, and the
by them during the many months of trial. He
Halifax Association select the one for the race
would not go over the history of the case, comto be rowed at, or the latter suggest two and
pare aud collate the ed'.dence for the arguHanlan
and Lee make the selection.
ments of conusel had rendered that unnecefj
Vignaux Boats Schaeffer.
sary. In the first place be would say they
New York, June 12.—A balk Hue game of
ought to decide the case upon evidence and \
net allow public clamor to influence them.
billiards, *00 points, for 81000, wss played here
Appeals to the jury as to the possible effect of this evening between Jacob Schaeffer and
their verdict upon tho domestic relations of
Mannce Vignaux.
Vignaux ran out in the
defendants should have no weight.
30tb inning, his opponent's score atandiug at
The judge continued at considerable length j 044.
Base Ball.
laying down the law. Ilis rulings as to the
date of affidavitsjbrought tlie offence charged
At Boston—Bostons 20, Detrolts 9.
clearly within tho statutes of limitation and ;
At Providence—Providence 8, Chictgos 4.
The I
destroyed a main reliance of defeuce.
At Philadelphia—Philadelpbias 4,
Clevecharge is regarded as being strongly against lands 3.
the respondents, who wore an atwious look.
At New York—New Yorks 17, Buffalos 8.
At tee conclusion of the charge bailiffs were
sworn to take charge
of the jury and place
them in some retired room without fire or light
WASHINGTON.
said
fire"
("Especially
Ingersoll) (Laughter). A
copy of the indictment was given to the jury
and they retired at 3.45 o’clock p. m. The
court then took a recess until o’clock tomorrow
Alabama Claims Court.
morning with the understanding that if the
SVashinoton, Jane 12.—In the court of comjury arrive at a verdict before 10 o’clock to- missioners of Alabama claims to-day, judgnight the court will be reassembled to receive ments were announced as follows:
it.
No.
1(108—Philip Fitzpatrick, 82,885 and LivThe jury at 10 o'clock had not agreed upon a
ingston Clay Kilby, surviving exeoutor of
verdict and were locked up for the night.
FrancisR Baird, deceased, 91,065.
1080—Thomas J. Liunekin, 8557.
IfilKi—.lames Quemore, 875.
FIRE IN A SHAFT.
784—Thomas It. Ackland, 8410, with interest
from July 28, 1801.
Cabinet Meeting.
Several Lives Lost and Very Great Dam- j
The cabinet meeting to-day was short and
age Done.
unimportant, secretaries Chandler and LinBbaujwood, 111., Jane 12.—At 1.30 o’clock coln
and Postmaster General Gresham wore
last night lire broke out In shall “G” In this
After the meeting adjourned the
absent.
city and lias been raging ever since. The tire President had a long conference
with Secretary
department labored all last night to extinguish
Folger in regard to the question of reorganithe llames hot without success.
Violent exand
zing
consolidating internal revenue displosions were beard daring the night Thirty- tricts,
s(.| as to meet the requirements of the
two mules were burned to death and it Is rulaw.
Tho Hhaft is
mored several lives were lost.
Civil Service Kxmlnations.
one of the most valuable iu the coal fields and
The Civil Harvice Commissioners and Chief
Lees thought
was worked solely by
negroes
will leave here in a few days for the
Examiner
to he very great.
purpose of conducting examinations with the
Another dispatch says that no lives were
local examiners in various cities.
Commislost and that the lots will not excoed $(HXX).
sioner Eaton will conduot examinations at
20.
at
K.
June
X.,
Providence,
Boston, June
27 and 29, at Burlington, Vt., July 5, and at
THE TROY RIOT.
Portland, Me., July 7.
An Employer Offers $IG for Every Strlk
er Shot.
Troy, N Y., Juno J'J. Tho excitement
here over fa’al riot* yesterday in on in crease.
Slicher one of the firm who < wii Malleable
iron workn when the trouble occurred was arOne
rested here tc-day on charge of murder.
offered him $15
men testifying that Sleichcr
for every striker tie shot.

German Built and Manned Ironclads for China.

Dying from

Bairs Voted to be Attached

to

Amuse*

incut License*.

A special meeting was held last evening. All
present. The following business was transact
•d:
PETITIONS REFERRED.

Of Portland Railroad Company to construct
a turnout on Pearl near Fore street and
notice
ordered tor a hearing.
D.
F.
and
for
Of
sidewalk
Corser,
others,
westerly side of Quincy street.
Of Niels A. Bruns to erect a new wooden
bonding on Warren street, and of S. II. Colesworthy, Jr., a new wooden bnMdlng on Federal street, with power.
Of Charles A. Marwick to use bnilding No.
1(M Exchange street for theatrical purposes and
other public amusements.
LICENSES ORANTED.

Of W. H. Leslie to be a fish dealer; of W,
W. Rnhv and M. J. Webb ns vlctnalers: of E.
G. Foden, J. A. Whalen, W. C. Batty, Thomas Libby. Ernesto Ponce, J. M. Call, C. J. McCann, W. H. Macdonald, Geo. Waterhouse.
M. 8. Gibson, John K. Martin, to keep billiard
halls; of James A. Pine to keep a bowling saloon.
The bond of M. J. Webb as n vlctu iler was

approved.
An insane

man was

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1883

Omcial Account of the Chase after

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

s published
ovory Thursday Morning at *3.60
year, it paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

to look like

MASSACHUSETTS QUARRELS

JUNE

UO.,

At 97 Exchangb St., Portland, Mb.

THE

CROOK'S CAMPAIGN:

BY TELEGRAPH.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING,

sent to the Insaue Hos-

pital.
In accordance with order of notice heretopublished the committee on drains and
sewers were authorized aud directed to build
sewers In the following streets: 8beridan, from
Congress to Mouumeut streets; Monument,
fore

from Sheridan to Waterville; Adams, from
Waterville to Freeman’s Coart;
Newbnry,
from Hancock to Monntfort; Lafayette, from
Qnebeo to Cumberland; Oxford, from Elm to
Cedar; 8t. John strset, extension northerly!
Danforth, from May to Emery.
Notice was ordered on petitiou for sewer In
Bowdoln street in accordance with the petition of W. T. Small and others.
Two petitions from physicians concerning
the ringing of bells and firing of cannons on
the Fourth of July wore referred lo Alderman
Winslow to briug the matter beforo the com'mltiee on the Fourth of July.
THK HOK'tt KAILltOAD.

When the question of the horsa railroad
turnout, referred to above, came up, Alderman Winslow thought It would accommodate
Mr. Tukesbury thought the
(Bland travel.
turnont might inconvenience travel on Pearl
street and incommode people at that spot. Mr
Hawkes thought that a public bearing should
bo given all who wished to favor or oppose the
turnout, and movod a notice by advertising in
all the daily papers, and the motion was
passed and a hearing ordered for Saturday,
June 16th, at 12 m., at the proposed location.

Mr. Hawkes thought the same rule would
apply to a hotel or a restaurant and the Aldermen could demaud a meal at suih places.
Mayor Peering thought the gentleman from
0 must have changed his mind a good deal

since the passage of the order at the last meeting in reference to the subject. He saw nothing inconsistent in the rules.
Mr.
Tukesbury believed in the rules. He
thought a building might be unsafe and that
the Aldermen should see whether there was
auy danger from lack of care as well as danger
to morals from immoral shows
Mr. Winslow believed with Mr. Tukesbury
He dldu’t believe any Alderman would abuse
the privilege. He referred to a case where he
went with the Mayor to a place of entertainment.
The proprietor didn't want to let them
in and asked their authority.
Found a bar
placed againsjtha door so that people would
nave been crushed to death in a panic.
Mayor Peering remembered the circumstances and said these rules were for use for
the board's successors and were to he attached
to every license granted.
Mr. Hawkes thought it was the duty of the
City Marshal to see that uo place was run in
such a way as Mr. Winslow had described. It
was his buslniss to look after sucU matters.
The Mayor thought the Board had more
power than the marshal. He had heard ocbody condemn the order passed by the Board
at im last meeting, at least nobody of judgment or character.
Perhaps there were some
men in their dotage, or old women who criticised it. He thought no question could be
made as to the right of tlie aldermen to enter
these places
Mr. Melcher thought the board responsible
for its actions. He gave his consent to the order
spoken of by the Mayor because he didn’t believe any member would take advantage of It.
He didn't believe any member would now. He
thought, however, the passage of such an order gsve a public impression that the board
wished to take an advantage.
He felt he had
no more right to go into a concert without paying thau he had to go iuto a victualler’s and
demand a dinner.
He didn't think any cne
felt differently. But such is the impression
created.
Mayor Peering said the rules offered were
quoted verbatim from the City of Boston
rulea and orders; he didn’t care about the impression created if lie felt he was right.
Mr. Winslow didn't think the Board had
anv right to demand a seat under these rules.
The Mayor understood the privilege to enter
shows was conferred by the order palmed at the
last meeting.
Mr. Hawkes moved to amend the rules by
Secstriking out sections 'three and four.
onded by Mr. Melcher.’
The vote on the amendment stood 2 to 0.
Messrs. Hawkes and Melcher voting yea.
Mr. Emery thought the order and rules fully
defined the reasons why the Alderman should
visit the shows and he therefore moved its passage and it was so voted.
MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Thirty-First Annual Session.

Tho 31st animal meeting of the Maine Medical Association convened at the Council chamber in City Building yesterday.
The meeting was called to order by the
President, Dr. G- K Brickett of Augusta, at
10.50 o’clock, and opened by prayer by Rev. FE. Clark of the Williston church.
The Secretary was appointed official reporter
for the daily papers.
It was voted that the reading of the records
of the last annual meeting be omitted.
The President appointed the following as a
nominating committee:
H. II. Huut, Portland.
J. B. Walker, Thomaston.
J. G. Pierce, Freeport.
Win. Osgood, North Yarmouth.
A. K. P. Meserve, Portland.
Dr. Gerrish presented a biographical sketch
of the late Dr. Alexander Ramsay prepared by
Dr. George Bradley, U. S. N. Referred to the
committee on publication.
The Treasurer, Dr. Thayer, presented his report, showing a credit balance of $660.58.
The report was accepted and referred to an
auditing committee consisting of Drs. A. K. P.
Meserve and J. M. Bates.
A standing rule was adopted providing for a
yearly compensation for the Treasurer of $25.
On motion of Dr. Bates, a vote of thanks was
passed to Dr. Thayer for his able and efficient
services as Treasurer for the past five years.
Reports from the visiting committees on the
Maine Medical School and the Portland School
for Medical Instrqction. were deferred by reathese comson of absence of the chairmen of

banquet reported that any
year Vas inexpedient, and recomthe question be referred to another
to report next year.
The same
increased by Drs. Gordon and
Wedgwood, was continued.
to

3 p. m.

AFTERNOON

The association

met

SESSION.

according

to

adjourn-

3 o’clock.
A letter from Dr. Sanger was read explaining his enforced absence from thi9 meeting by
ment at

of sickness.
Dr. Parsons of Portsmouth, delegate from
the New Hampshire State Medical Society,
was introduced and invited to participate in
the discussions of the meeting. Dr. Parsons in
a few words extended the greeting of the New
reason

Hampshire society

and

an

invitation to

meml>ers of the Maine Medical Association
should strenuously endeavor to secure such
legislation from the slate as will result in the
organization and maintenance of an efficient
state board of
health, and in striving to
and
honorable
a
scientific
maintain
practice of medicine, such legislative action as
will create and support a board of registration.
As earnest and diligent students in their profession members were enjoined to discriminate
aud
the
true
false,
oarefall between
and to persevere in original investigation,
the
to
new
as
relates
remedies;
particularly
possibilities resulting from research in this
direction have been demonstrated bv the many
new
and elegant preparations of standard
medicines now at the command of every physician.
The society was enjoined to hold fast to its
interest in the Portland Sohool for Medical lngtrncHon, the Medical Scht ol of Maine and
For all these
tho Maine (leueral Hospital.
institutions tho speaker bad words of warmest
praise aud commendation; various suggestions
of minor importance were made to tho association and its adherence to the ethical code of
the American Medical Association, strongly
affirmed, ns being sufficient and none too strong
for rational, liberal, Intelligent physicians who
seek above all things—truth, and to all such a
hearty welcome was proffered.

miscellaneous

oars

*erch»ndlse.

UNBLBACMKD

COTTONS.

Heavy 36 In. 7 ViCtt «Va Fine 7-4.14(317
36 in. 6ViS 7 Vi Fine 5-4.18023
«
Fine 9-4.22036
Light 36 in. 6
Fine

40 in.

7Vi®

9

Fine

10-4....27»A;g33H

BLRACHED COTTON*.

Fine tt-4.wau
*.11
Fine 7-4.19
@26
® 7V4 Fine 8-4.21
Fine 9-4.25
®14
I Fine 10-4 ..27tt@82*
®17
TIOKIHOfl, BTC.

umi a« in.

Mad.88in.. 8

Light3(1 in..

to 8 o’clock.

«

$28
$30

I

iiCKiijge,

mu*.

Best.lft

% 18
#14

Medium.

11
Light. 8

^10

Denims.12V&#1«VV
Ducks-Brown 9
F*n*v 12%®16tt

Corset Jean*...
Sat teens..
Cambric*.
Silesia*........
Cotton Flannel*. 7
Twine* Warp* 18

Batting—Best..11%® 18
••

of these
times occur. Dr. Small reported
rare and unfortunate cases occurring in hia own
practice in 1878.
The paper was discussed by Drs. Gordon
Qerriab, Adams, Maaorve. Hutchinson and C*
G. Adams. Only three caeca of this accident

8%dr%

Good.

one

Stock tlarkct.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected
by Woodbury Sc Moulton, oorner
of Middle and Exchange streets.

daily

XRW YORK STOCKS.

..10b%
Wabash preferred... 44
Omaha common... 47
Denver ftfi O. 47%
MtMouri I'wltlc

have been reported as occurring In Maine.
The paper was referred to the committee on

Omaha'preferred.106%

publication.

Northern Pacific

Northern Pacflc

spoke upon the occurrence cf
fractures about the elbow joint a most (serious
class of accident; from, the fact that often’
despite the best directed efforts of the surgeon
Dr. Weeks

Nfw

York mock and Honey Market.
(By Telegraph.)

New York,June 12.—Money on call loaned Terr
easy between 2@2%; prime mercantile paper at B
(6.6. Exchange is quiet and steady at 4.85% for
long and 4.89% for short. Governments % higher
for 3s and 4s reg. but otherwise unchanged.
State
bonds generally dull. Railroad bonds firm.
Tue following are to-day’s closing quotations ef
Government Securities:
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 326.000 shares.
United States bonds, 3s...103%
do
do
do
5s. ext.103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s, coup. .112%
do
do
do
4s. reg.118%
do
do
do
4s, coup. .119%

tion and plaster bandage.
Dr. Brickett instanced

a facture in his own
person, so severe as to preclude the use of
Bplints. Persistent efforts overcame the result-

ing stiffness.
Dr. Horr advocated intelligent and early use
of passive motion, and the employment of as
little bandaging as possible.
Voted to suspend the rule requiring 80 days
notice of applications for membership in the

Pacific 6s, J’95.128
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:

of certain gentlemen recommended by
Dr. Brickett with the understanding that such
vote should not be binding upon fatnre action
case

Chicago & Alton.
134%
Chicago & Alton pref.
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.123
—

Erie. 37
Erie pref
80
Illinois iCentral.146V*
..

Wednesday.

Lake

..

......

Shore.110%

Central.
98%
Michigan
New Jersey Central. 87%
Northwestern.138%

THE CATTLE QUARANTINE.

Northwestern pref.

Very Pleasant Excursion.

151%

New York Central.123%
Hock Island.125%
St. Paul.104
St.‘Paul pref.-....120
96
Union Pacific Stock.
Western Union Tel. 86%

At the invitation of Collector Dow a party of
gentlemen including Deputy Collectors Moulton and Smith, ex-Gov. Perham, Chief Inspector Burnham of the Treasury, District Attorney W. F. Bunt, County Attorney A. \V.
Coombs, Couucilmen E. A. Noyes, representative! of the Press and Argus, and others visited the cattle quarantine in Falmouth yester-

.llisisg klocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, June 12.—'Theffol lowing are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
California

Best.ft Belcher.
Bodie.

6
1

Eureka.,. 3
Gould A Curry. 3%
Hale A Norcroes.
8%

afternoon.

Mexican...
Northern Belle.

Here, npon the Shattuck farm, the governhas erected several buildings furnished
with stalls and other facilities, for the protection and care of such cattle arriving from
ment

Europe

43%
30%
52

BOSTON STOCKS.

Dr. Gordon illustrated a method of big own
for maintaining proper extension.
Dr. Gerrish spoke of the necessity of treating
certain forms of this fracture by straight posi-

day

89%

62

..

Flint Sc Pere Marquette ooramou. 28
A. T. Sc S. F. 84
Boston Sc Maine.169
Flint Sc Pere Marquette preferred.105%
L. K. Sc Ft Smith. 27
Marquette, Hugh ton Sc Ont. common. 48%
Mexican Central 7s. 69%

splints and other fracture apparatus.

A

common

Central Pacific. 77
Texas Pacific. 88%

The different varieties were pointed out and
their location illustrated upon the bones, and
their treatment illustrated by exhibition of

of the association.
Adjourned to 9 a. m.

preferred.

Pacific Mail...
Mo. K. & Texas.
Louis Sc Nash.

unsatisfactory results obtain.

Ophir

Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.

5

6%

8%
7%

9%

Yellow Jacket. 6%

as

Watertown Cattle market.

Watkrtown, June 12.—The market is depressed
on Cattle; plenty Western to supply all wants at Vfc

off.
Market Beef—Extra at 8 OOa3 76; tlrgt quality
at 6 50@7 75:aecond quality at 6 00@6 00; third
qualtiy at 4 2724 75; receipts of Cattle 900 head.
Store Cattle-Work Oxen ** pair at f 100@$260;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20@48e; Farrow Cowl

S182S32; fancy $50&$80; YearlinRS.’at S12@|21;
jars old $182$36; three years $2tV£f44.
Swine—Receipts 10.440 head; Wes tern fat Swine,
live,7 48c; Northern dressed hogs 929* 4c.
Sheep and Lam be—receipts 910. Sales of Sheep
in lots at 2 5026 <K> each; extra 6 50.47 00 eaoh;
Lambs at 6%@10c p ft. Veal Calves 3§6V4c.
two

Boston Produce market.
Boston, June 12.—The followingjwere to-day's
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter-We quote Western creameries at 21B

by cars to the quarantine station. About
100 cattle were taken there daring last winter,
though no buildiDgs had been specially erected
for that purpose. The preparation now made
indicate a desire on the part of the government
to afford every facility for the transportation
and inspection of foreign cattle.

23c for choice, 19420c lor fair and good: Northern
creameries at;21 a 23c for choice, 19420c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 19Q22c
ft for.choice, 10418c for fair and good; Western
ladle packed 142io; demand steady.
Cheese is selling, llallVfcc for choice and 9©
10c for fqir and good; 748c for common.
at 17Vfe®18c for Eastern, 17^s«18
for New York, Vermont andj Northern, and 17®
do* for Western and P E Island.
17)6c
Potatoes—market is quiet: Aroostook Rose at
75230c; Maine Central and Northern Rose at 05©
70c; Prolifics and Peerless at 60270c; other kinds

Eggs—selling

Colby University.
Tbe following is the programme for Commencement week at Colby University:
serSunday afternoon. July 1st—Baccalaureate
mon by President Pepper.
Evening, sermon before
the Boardman Missionary Society by Kev. Dr.
Boardman of Philadelphia.
Monday—Presentation day of the'class of 1884.
Exercites on the campus in the afternoon.
Evening, Junior prize declamation. The board of trustees will also hold the first session of their annual
meeting at 7 p. m.
Tuesday—Class day. Excercises in the forenoon
on the campus.
Meeting of the Alnmni Association
In the evening the oration before the
at 2 p. in.
literary societies will be delivered by Hon. John D.

Long.
Wednesday—Bradtution

exercises of

the Senior

class.

50,406c._
Chicago

Live Stock market.

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago. June 12 —Hogs—Receipts 24,000 head,
shipments 2100 head; 16c lower: mixed at 6 30®
6 55; heavy at 6 6t>£6 96; light 6 2546 70; skips
3

|

2526

00.

Cattle—Receipts 7000 head shipments 1800 head;
lower; good to choice shipping at 5 5045 70.

10

Dowrsiic Harketi.

(By Telegraph.)

Nfw

York. June 12.— Floar market—Receipts
20,109 bbls; exports (9278 bbls; dull, heavy and

strongly

in

buyers

favor and in instances

port demand light; sales 12,400 bbls.

The examinations for admissions to the
Freshman class will begin Tuesday, July 3d,
at 8 o’clock a. in

STATE NEWS.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Green Miuutain railway is dov completed a distauce of nearly one mile, and about
one-fourth of a mile yet remains to be constructed. The locomotive has been up the track a
distance of three-quarters of a mile. The hotel
is progreesiug finely; the observatory is built
and the flag-staff is iu place.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Harry llautkappee, who was drowned at
Wiscasset Saturday evening while bathing,
came to work at the Birch Point Mills, April

lilth in company with two other foreigners,”
Frank Sebore and George Morrin. The two
latter left after working a few days. Nothing
whatever is known about where Hautkappee
came from or whether he has any relatives in
this couutry. Should this reach the eye of any
relative or friend will they please write to J.
M. Haines, Wise asset, Me.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
fruity Wholesale Market.
PORTLANI>,June 12.
Bermuda Onions have declined. Potatoes are very
Chickens bring dOc
dull and quoted to-day 5o off.
lb and Fowl 20c, otherwise the market is without
decided change.
The following are lo-day's quotations of FlourGrain. Provisions, ac.
I’orllnud

Oriun

Flour.

Superfine and
low grades. .3 60®4

H.M.Corn, car lots—73
Corn,car lots 70@71
[Corn, bag lots....76@77

601Mix

X Spring and
XX Spring.. 6 50®(5 601[Oats, car lots. 64
On motion of Dr. Weeks, a vote of thanks
Oats, bag lots.00
Patent Spring
70
Wheats.8 26® 9 OO, Meal
was tendered the President for his instructive
CottonSecd.car lot* 28 00
j Michigan WinlotsSO
00
address, and a committee was appointed conter straights!! 00®8 60, CottouSoed,bag
Do roller.... 6 60®7 00 Sackeditran car lot,
sisting of Drs. S. II. Weeks aud A. IC. P. I
19
00
WinSt. Ixmis
00@21
|
Meserve to consider the recommendations of
do bag lots.23 60
ter straight.!! 60®6 75 !
Do roller. ..6 76^7 26* Middlings, car lots.24 00
the address and rrport thereon.
| do bag lots. 28 60
Winter Wheat
A copy was requested for publication.
atents.7 60®8 00|I Rye. 1 30
I* rod iicr.
Proviniou*.
Dr. O'Brion of Bristol, from tlie committee
Pork—
Cranberries, D bbl—
visiting tire Portland School for Medical InBacks.
*3 50®23 75
12 00® 13 00 j|
Maine
Cane Cod, 16 OO® 17 00 j1 clear.22 50222 75
struction, presented their report; accepted and
Pea Beans.*. 2 82®2 75
Mess.21 00® 21 60
referred to the committee oa publication
Mediums....2 60®2 76-! Mess Beef.. 12 60® 18 00
Kx Mess.. 13 50® 14 00
Gorman mod2 26® 2 30j|
Certain amendments to the constitution relat
Yellow Kyes3 40®3 80,, Plate.17 000,1760
ing to offices anil membership proposed by I)r. Onions
Ex Plate.18 00a 18 60
bbl.3 00*3 50
Bermuda-1 30 ®1 40 Hams
15. F. Sanger in 1.881 were then taken up and
18^14o
SweotPotatoos3 50® 4 00 Hams covered 14Vk®l®«
after discussion by Drs. Dana, Meserve and
Eggs !>' do*...... 18® 1 i>o I Lard—
Two
Bates
wore
Turkeys,
unanimously rejected.
lb.24c,| Tub, X* lb .12‘s@12C4
.12 (®12Vh
Chickens. ®40o|I Tleroes
amendments relating io discipline, proposed
Fowl .19®20c
Pail.12*4@13U
;
discuswithout
in
woro
Ituiicr*
188‘d,
by Dr. Sanger
Need*.
Creamery..23®24c
sion indefinitely postponed.
<lilt Edge Yer....2(> a21 o I Rett Top.4 25@4
Choice... .17® l Me I[Timothy.2 15@2
l)r. Pierce of Freeport read an able and in16c | Clover.161 a ft 10
teresting paper on "Synovitis.” in its acute Good.13®
Raisin*.
Store..10@12c
60
t’hcr«r.
and chronic form; in the discussion following
[Muscatel. 2I 90®2
«14
llx>ndon
Vermont.... 12
Lay’r 60(22
Dr. Weeks spoke specially of some peculiariVal..
f
Ondura
10*4
12
@11%
N V Fnot’y..
®I4
OniUKfo.
% pul<*M.
ties attending the chronic form ol this disease
Valencia.9 0t>@$10
Eating|) bbl..4 60(®6 00j
in the knee joint and cited interesting cases
19 Florida..4 50®5 60
Evaporated V lb.. 18® 10
from tlie school at Brunswick, and alluded to
f[ Messina.5 0O@8 00
1 tried Apples —9 Mi ®
...10@10Vii | Palermo.4 60@5 60
Sliced
methods of treatment adapted to the later

ai.imkmkn's cassks.
The Mayor then read the following rules in
reference to places of amusement, and an order giving them a passage. The following are
the rules:
1.—No chairs, stools, or seats of any description shall bn placed across the aisles or passage
way In the building.
8.—No other officers shall he employed for
the preservation of order in any licensed place
of amusement, Ilian members of the police
force, or constables duly appointed by the
Mayor and Aldermen.
Aldermen reserve the
The Board of
right of entering all places of amusement at nil
times, either Individually or collectively, for
the purpose of assuring themselves by personal inspection, that matters bio properly conducted, according to tho tenor of licensed issued by them; anil the same privilege is to bn
accorded the City Marshal and Ids deputies.
4. Any Infraction of|tlm foregoing statutes or
regulations of the Mayor and Aldermen, will
be deemed sufficient cause for tho revocation
of the license.
The Mayor said lu explanation of the order
and rules that there ts no ordinance now governing places of amusement,and the|only reference made to tho matter in the Statutes is
that making the Mayor and Aldermen havo
stages; such as tapping by the aspirator and
watch and ward of tiin city.
Mr. Hawkes thought the City Charter, sec.
compression by clastic haudages.
5, page 27, gave all the powers necessary to the
Dr, Laughton of Bangor agreed with Drs.
board, and that additional powers voted here
Pierce and Weeks and spoke of the utility of
would be superfluous
elastic bandaging in other disevsod conditions
Mr. Looney, City Solicitor, had found nothing In reference to the matter except that in of the extremities. The paper was referred fo
the statutes authorizing them to establish
uhe committee on publication.
watch and ward.
Dr. A. K. P. Meserve read an interesting
Mr. Hawkes asked if the City Charter quoted by him didn’t confer these duties on the
paper on acute iutiammation of the middle
Marshal and police.
car. The subject was considered particularly
The Mayor didn’t think the Aldermen ought
from the standpoint of the general praotit'ouer
to pay for admission to any place licensed by
and tiro fuot that physicians in general practhem.

KeceipV^*

Med.

EVENING SESSION.

their

meeting to bo held at Concord.
The President, Dr. Geo. E. Brickett of Augusta, then read a brief address, referring to
the rise of the association from its organization
at the Tontine Hotel, Brnnswick, in 1853, and
referring in fitting terms to the past presidents,
In laboring
1(1 of whom are now in the world.
for the common welfare of the community the

Beckwith—4000

Dry Ossda Wholeanlc Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
sorreeted dally by Storer Bros, ft Co*. Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:

Dr. H. N. Small of Portland read a paper
on Extra Uterine Pregnancy or, the develop e.
ment of the fertilized egg outside the proper
organ, the Uterus; although rare among the
lower animals, such an accident does some-

The committee on

Adjourned

roads 06

^

action this
mend that
committee
committee

James

Portland. June 12.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
20 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting

in..10
6-4. ...11

ers

velopment.

Sloop

KitilrsnU

42

of

banquet.

WESTPORT,NS.

lobsters to master.
Scbr Crown Prince—3400 railroad ties B ft M R.

live

arm.

Adjourned

A

HAVANA. Bark.Jo.eR I.opez-663 lihdi 600
bags 2 boxes sugar to Phinney A Jackson.
CAIBARIEN. Brig Harriet 8tuart- *65 hhd. 48
tcs molasses to Nutter, Kimball ft Co.

lication committee.
Dr. Weeks spoke brleliy of the surgical sec.
tion and detailed a new method of dealing
with old deformities from fractures of the fore-

mittees.
Drs. Bates, Pendleton and C. O. Hunt were
appointed a committee to consider the question
a

sleepers to order.

chronic type.
The paper was discussed by
Drs. Dunn, Weeks and E. E. Holt.
The paper was referred to the committee on publication.
Dr. Gordon, delegate to the American Medical Association, and Dr. Weeks a member of
the same, made interesting verbal reports of
their entertainment at the meeting just closed
at Cleveland, and a resumej of the work and
discussion in the various sections.
Dr. Gordon was requested to put his report
in writing and place it in the hands of the pub-

may need to be quarantined before
forwarding them to their destination. Several
spaces containing one or two acres each have
been enclosed with solid board fences, and into
these iocloeures the cattle can be turned for
out-door exercise. Here they will receive such
treatment as may be needed, or kept ufftil it
1* found that there is no disease to be communicated.
The location and snrroandings seem to te
all that coaid bo desired, and ..make this port
the country for
now as desirable as any one in
The quaranthe reception of foreign cattle.
tine lies near the Grand Trunk railroad, so
that cattle can be taken direct from the steam-

Dr. S. P. Warren of Portland reported an in.
teresting case of absence of the nterus in a
woman 25 years of age.
Dr. Gordon reported interesting cases and
exhibited a photograph of an individual having half female and half male features and de-

FREDEBICTON.NB. S.hr Utic*—2800 railroad

ties are most likely to meet with this form of
the disease was affirmed by a statement from
Dr. E. E. Holt that a large per cent, of a)]
aural diseases treated by specialists is of a

...

lower;

ex-

Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 60@3 60;!Superfine
Western’and State at*3 45@4 10; eomrnon to good
extra Western and State 4 00@4 60; good to choice
do at 4 70@7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 2o@7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 26;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 10@6 75; comrnea
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 10£7 OO:
Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6G@6 60: choice
to double extra do at 6 B0®7 40; City Mill extra at
6 40@5 94;1400 bbls No 2 at 2 50@3 60;1100 bbls
Superfine it 3 45a4 10; 600 low extra 4 00@4 30;
3100 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 li>@7 00; 8700
bbls Minnesota extra at 4 00®7 60: Southern flour
is weak; common to fair at 4 35@5 20; good to
choice 5 25@6 76. Wheal-receipts 120,300 bush;
exporte‘60,473 bush; closed firm; sales 4,342,000
bush, including 175,000 bush on spot: No 3 Red at
117%; No 2 Red at l 23al 23% elev, 122%®
1 24 canal receipts: No 1 Red State at i 25; No 1
White State at 1 23%;No 1 White nv rainal 1 16%.
K> nominal; prime State at 76; Western at 72c.
BnrIcy nominal. C'erm is lower; receipts 82,860
bush;exports 99,341 bosh: sales 1,888,000 bush,
including 162,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 62@82%;
No 2 at6i>%@66%c; No 2 White 68 %o; No 2 for
June at 65% a66%c, closing at 65%c; July 65%
»

@66, closing 65% ; August at 06%@67c,|clotina|at
66%c; Sept 67@67%c. closing at 67%c; October
67% c. €»ma %@ % lower and fairly U3tirs: receipts 64,000 bush: sales 729,000 bush; No3at45c;
White at 47c: No 2 at 46%@46%e; White 48%
@49c;No 1 at 45%c; White at 66c; Mixed Western
at 45@49e: White at 48@53c; White State at 63@
66%e. Sugar is dull: refiuiug at 6%@7c; refined
quiet.C at 7%@7%c; Extra C7%@7Tsc; White do
f%c; Yellow O 7% @7%; off A fat 8@Vs; standard
A at 8%c; cut loai and crushed 9%c. granulated at
8%c; Con. A 8 9*16; Cubes 9c; powdered at 9%@
9%. Molasses nominal. Petroleum—united at
I 16%. Tallow steady sales 85,000 lbs at 7%c.
Pork held steady; sales 290 bbls mess on spot 19 50
@19 76; options nominal. Lanl closed firm and
more active; sales 1000 tea prime steam on spot at
II 35@11 40; 130 tes city steam at 10 66®10 75;
reflued for continent at 11 16; 11 76 fOr S. A. Butter firm; State 12@22: Western ll@22c. Cheese is
stead} ; State 9%@ll%c, Western flat 9%@10%.
at

Freights—Wheat

steam 2d.

Chicago, .nine 12—Flour nominally urchanged;
Spring Wheat 3 500(6 00; Minnesota at 3 5t*@4 21;
bakers at 4 25@5 60; patents 6 00®7 60: Winter
at 4 25@6 00. Wheat—regular opened dull, closing
higher; 111 for June: 1 12%@1 12% for July;
114V*@1 14% for August 1 15%@1 16% for
September; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 10% ; No 3 at
93%c; No 2 Red Winter at 1 12%. Corn stronger
65%@66c for cash and June; 66%®67c for July;
67@5t%c for August; 67%@57%c for September.
Oats Arm at 39%c cash; 39%e for June; 39%c for
July; 33%c for'August; 31c for September. Rye is
dull 6lc. Pork is generally lower at 18 35@18 40
for cash and June;l8 40®18 42% for July;18 67%
@18 60 for August; 18 tV7%@18 70 for September.
Lard is lower at 11 47%@11 60 cash and June;
11 60@ll 62% JulyjlO 7l»@10 72%August;10 66
for September. Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulat 7 60; short rib at 9(56: short clear at 9 96.
Atitho closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat was lower at 1 10% for June; 1 11% July;
Corn declined
l 13% August; 1 14% September.
%c for June and July. Oats declined %c for June
declinedd
10c
for August,
and %c for July. Pork
Lard declined 5o for September.
wheat
49,000 bush,
Receipts—Flour 12,000 bbls,
corn 390.000 bush, oats 218,OOO.bu, rye 16,000 bu,
barley 12,000 bush.

ders

Shipments—Flour 8,000 bblf, wheat 8.5C0bush
330,000 bush, oats 124,000 bu.rye 7,0C0 bu,

corn

barley 2,600

bush.
ST. Louis, June 12,—Flour is unchanged; family
4 96@6 10; choice at 6 50a6 60; fancy 5 8o@6 20.
Wheat irregular; No 2 Red Fall at l 18@1 18% for
cash; 1 18%@1 19% for July; 1 17%@1 18% for
August; 1 1B@1 19% for September; No 3 at l 13
@1 14. Pork lower; jobbing at 18 70@18 76. Lard

lower.

Receipts—Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 14,000 bush,
0,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush,

corn

barley 0,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 6,000 busb
000,000 bush,oats 0,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,

corn

barley 0000 bush.
Detroit June 12.—Wheat steady :No 1 White fell
1
cash at 1 07, June 1 09%. July
4; August
2 Red Winter at
at l 12%; September 1 14% ;
Nuiinr.
l 16%
9Vfc Messina.4 00®5 00
Granulated |Mb
Receipts 14,000 bush; shipments 3,000 bush.
Extra C.8<Vh Palermo .3 60@4 60
New Orleans, June 12.—Cotton dull; Middling
Potatoes*
upandt 10c.
Early Rom, |>bush—
Mobile. June 12.—Cotton is easy; Middling upMoulton.
.70(^76
lands 9%@10c.
Maine Central.65^70
Grand Trunk.* .65(§70
Savannah, June 12 —Cotton dull; Middling ap65
Prolific#, Eastern.
ian* s 9%*'65
Burbanks.
Memphis, Juno 12.—Cotton is dull;Middling up
Grand Trunk.
B5 j
lauds 10c.
Jacksons and White Brooks.
GO
Knropcnu flnrketi.
(By Telegraph.)
Foreign Intporu.
12—12.50 P. M.—Cotton roarke
LyiRRPOOL,June
CHESTER,NS. Schr British Tar-iei 5 casts of
"» 11-lfWl; Orleans B 13-16d,tales
very dull; tiplau
lobsters to Portland Packing Co, 240 dor etrgs to
H000 bales, speculation and export BOO.
—

Il.cmoiu.

....

______________.

>

master.

How to Treat Sunstrokes.

of the imprisoned princesses, and musing
the Alhambra under the foliage in the
moonlight strolls that were enlivened by the
melody of the innumerable nightingales.
The result of his Grenada residence is almost unique of its kind, and might have
been a reproduction of the romances of some
court poet of “'El Chico,” as Ills history of
the wars was supposed to have been derived
from the
of a supposititious Kray

EDUCATIONAL.

er

on

Hints for Hot Weather and

WEDNESDAY MORNING. JUNE 13.

the Way to
Avoid Being Overcome by the Heat.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. i he name and address of the writer are in
all eases indispensable. not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

An important Swedish exploring expt-di
tion uuder the command of Baron Nardens*
kjold, the discoverer of the Northeast passage, has sailed from Gothenburg to the
shores of Greenland. Its principal object Is
to penetrate into the interior of that country. which is at present entirely unexplored.
known, as soon as the inhabitable fringe on the coast is passed the interior

So far as is

vast expanse of continually accumulating iee and snow, without vegetation or a
sign of life. Many attempts have been made
is

one

to penetrate it, but only three of these have
beeu even approximately successful, the ut-

distance inland reached being forty-five
miles, which was accomplished by LieutJensen. The testimony of explorers is un-

most

that

everywhere the
of eternal winter, noth*

animous to the effect
features are those

ing being visible but the claeial fields riven
by crevasses and overflowed in the summer
time or coursed by rivers of melting snow or
dotted by lakes from the same source. Here
and there near the coast line
lands or

peaks

the Esquimaux

not

are

covered,

and

known to

Baron Ntr-

“nunataks.”

as

few is-

a

denskjold, who thirteen years ago penetrated
as far as thirty miles inland, holds the opinion that In the far interior there is a lofty
range of mountains hare of ice and possibly
wooded. He was impressed with this belief
by experiencing the change in temperature
owing lo the dry and at times slightly warm*
wind which

the

from

comes

interior, and

the statement that the reindeer make for iu-

land valleys during the winter.

The views
of other explorers and scientists are conclu-

sively1 against

his

theory, but the endeavoi
to reach the supposed inland mountain
chain will be made, and, whether it proves
successful or not, is likely to contribute
largely to the limited stock of scieutific knowledge respecting Greenland.
A leiteb to the Loudon Truth

wegian

throws a

good
struggle in
protests against a

by

a

Nor-

deal of

light upon the
country. The
writer
statement of the
paper to the effect that the Norwegian Liberals are actuated by a desire to overthrow
the monarchy. They are merely, he says,
contending for constitutional principles.

constitu ional

The Liberals insist

on

that

the

introduction

of

responsible government by the admission of
the members of the Ministry to seats in the
Storthing or Upper House. A resolution to
this effect has been carried in three success-

tively-elected Storthings, hut King Oscar has
persistently refused to sanction it. The King
claims an absolute

veto

power, which the
Matters are

Liberal majority do not admit.

apparently coming to a crisis, as in April
the Odeisthing or Lower House decided on
the important step of impeaching the whole
of the Ministry before the Kigsret or High
Court.

strictly

The function of this tribunal is
limited to the trial of state offences,

and no appeal lies against its decision. The
trial is expected to result in the dismissal of
the Conservative Ministry, but will consume
a good deal of time, as each member will be

placed on his trial separately. The correspondent, while repudiating Republican
sentiments as the originating motive of the
action taken by the Liberals, is compelled
to admit that they are steadily growing
among the people, having been fostered by
the course of King Oscar, and that his opposition to constitutionalism if persisted
likely to cost him his throne.

in is

Mullett from

removes

the

Croffut says: I
think Mullett is the funniest man now on
this continent. To talk with him is as
stimulating as to converse with a windmill.
He swiDgs his arms, wags his head, and
addition

his denunciation is
even more

extremely picturesque,

so, perhaps, than that of Gen.
He is always excited; always on

Spinner.
fighting terms

with half of

nent men of the land.

by

the collar with one

the other erui.
he holds you
hand and shakes the
And

as

other fiBt in your face and informs you confidentially in a loud voice that Gen. Grant is
a dod-gasted little fool, and a bing-bauged
little knave, parasite and nepot, and that
Senator Soandso and Secretary Soandso are
dong-danged traitors and blank-blanked
swindlers, thieves and pimps, the crowd
hears only epithets, thinks he is applying
them to you, and gathers around with a
pleased smile, expecting to see the frenzied
little athlete climb up on you presently and
kill you. He is a funny man. Aud an hon.
est man. And I am glad Chandler has
palled him up to a seat by the side of the
driver.
A little incident which

strikingly indigrowth
temperance principles
among the working classes recently occurred

cates the

of

in connection with the International Fish
Exhibition in England. Four hundred of
the fishermen in attendance on the Exhibition were

entertained

at luncheon

by
Marborough
the

Prince of Wales on the lawn at
House. On serving out drinkables to the
gathering it was ascertained that one-half of
the company were abstainers. The stock of
temperance drinks in the royal cellar soon
gave out, and

the butler

had to procure

a

fresh

supply. Of all classes fishermen
might be supposed the least likely to become
temperance men, owing to the prevalence of

the idea

that

stimulants

necessary in
weather. But the
are

case of exposure to rough
above instance clearly shows
tion is fast dying out.

that this no-

Important amendments have been made

In the English Laud Act rendering it still
more acceptable to the tenants.
The landlord’s power of distress is abolished, thus

adding greatly

to the

credit of

the tenant,

for the landlord will no longer have a prior
claim. Tenants are to be compensated, on
removal, for all improvements, whether
made with

the landlord’s

consent

or

not.

In short the hill gives complete tenant right.
It will be a bitter thing for the Tories !o allow the passage of this bill, but they must
do it or face the alternative of a dissolution
with the prospect of certain defeat, and a
still more drastic measure to follow.
years the consumption of wine in
England has fallen from 18,500,000 gallons
to 14,000,000. The advance in the science
of adulteration may have something to do
with the showing made by the official returns, and it undoubtedly has much to do
with the decrease in the consumption of
drink. But there is abundant evidence that
In

seven

the advance of temperance in England is
genuine. Mineral waters, lemonade and tea
are pushing out drink from its stronghold
among the wealthy.
A gentleman, who called at the Press
office and who has lived for six years a

neighbor

Judge Foraker, the Republican
nominee for Governor of Ohio, speaks of
him in the highest terms as a man of great
abilities, sterling worth and unbounded popnlaiily with his party. He possesses the
of

confidence of all classes of hie fellow citizens, and has that rare magnetism which
grapples men to him. A better nomination,
he thinks, could not have been made.
There

are now

113 newspapers published

kingdom of Japan, besides 133 miscellaneous publications, and in the three
years, 1874 1877, the circulation increased
from 8,470,200 to 38,449,529.
In the

Springfield Republican
and Aldermen of

:

The

Mayor

Portland, Me., have voted
to dead-head themselveB into show0, and to
wear a badge of “some appropriate design.”
t them wear a much-wilted

prepared

attend an;cases
of sunstroke which may be brought to us,’
said the house surgeon of Chambers Street
are

Hospital

now

to a Xow York

to

Telegram reporter.

Agapida.

prostrated liy

the heat arrives

in the ambu-

lance

we make all haste in placing
him in
of these beds. The treatment, although
quite simple, requires considerable care.
We first have to reduce the temperature of
the body. This is done by wrapping the
patient in blaukets soal.ed in cold water, or
by simply administering a spray bath of cold
water, aud by placing ice bags around his
head. Too sudden a change of temperature
must he avoided. The shock of placing the
patient in an ice cold bath would he fatal.
It is also necessary that he should he kept
perfectly quiet. These suggestions about
the treatment of a patient may be found
valuable where a doctor cannot Lbe reached
and Should he carried out without hesitation.
In case of failure of the heart's action stimulants must be given. If the patient Is delirious he may be kept quiet by small doses
of bromide. Purgatives may he given.
‘‘Lut prevention is better than a cure. So
what should be done to avoid being overcome by the heat?”
“Sunstrokes are sometimes unavoidable,
but generally they are caused by carelessness
or heedlessuess.
lf_ a person has to go out
in the hot sun much it is a good plan always
to carry a cabbage leaf sewed in his hat.
Tlie moisture will keep the head cool. A
free perspiration, if kept up, will also prevent a person from being overcome by the
heat. Many persons, while in a perspiration, will frequently sit in a draught, aud
when they again go out in the hot sun and
get heated they are affected by the heat.
The blood may also beeome overheated from
overdoses of alcohol, and sunstroke will result more quickly under such conditions.
Au ordinary person may consume three or
four ounces of alcohol a day with impunity,
but the blood will become poisoned if more
than that quantity is taken. Whiskey contains fifty per cent. A person that is sunstruck is generally sick from three days to a
week, but suffers from its effects during the
entire summer aud frequently the next
one

year.”

He showed to

scarcely less advantage
when he let his imagination have free play
iu conjuring up the half extinct types of the
steady old Dutch burghers, as iu his daydreams among the romantic scenery of his
favorite Hudson and the picturesque lakes
of the many islands. But to an Englishman
he is

never more

enjoyable

than when he came to
sions of old

English

or

record

manners.

more

his

The

lovable

impressome-

what sentimental and

emotional American
thoroughly conservative mind, and he
abandoned himself with infinite self-satisfaction to English memories and associations.
had

a

Coming from a hustling, brand-new, and
fast-living country, where the venerable,
ephemeral antiquities haa taken the shape

of stockaded forts and

wooden shanties, his

poetic genius revelled iu the shadows of cathedral closes, and he peopled the ruins of
the feudal castles with the stately pageantry
of the past.
He made delighted pilgrimages

to the shrines of genius at Abbotsford and
Xewstead; and never, perhaps, did he forget
the present so completely as when musing
under the lime trees in the churchyard of
Stratford-on Avon. The homelike yet aristocratic luxury of the old English halls had
an inexpressible charm for
him; the rustic
rites of a May-Dav or the festivities of an
old fashioned Christmastide came to him as
a revelation.
In the hangers-on of the hal1,
in the notorieties and oddities of the country
parish, he found something in the world of
facts like the popu'ation of his own Sleepy

Hollow.

The most original, and that which shows
liis quaint and dry and characteristic humor
at its brightest, is unquestionably the second
book he ever wrote—his ‘Knickerbocker.’
That it is terribly prolix in parts there is no
denying, though that, by the by, was an essential part of its humor; and, indeed, Irving felt constrained to apologize and explain. But, in fact, he was writing the «omic history of a race supposed to be slow beyond all ordinary patience; and in his admirably droll caricature of these Dutch worthies by one of themselves he evoked a new
type of originality in fiction. The keynote
to the history and to the invariable unreadiness of its heroes is struck In the reminiscence of the mythical historian’s ancestor,
who, being charged to erect the great church
at Rotterdam, consumed many months and
several hundred-weight of tobacco in maturing his plans and making the preliminary
surveys. And after all, the stupendous de
Mtin fell infinitely short of its magnificent
promise. It we read Knickerbocker for the
“bistory,” we should be inclined to hang
ourselves, as Johnson remarked of Richardson’s Sir Charles Grandison. But if we bad
to choose one of Irving’s volumes for our
companion in a journey beyond the range of
libraries and bookstalls, it is upon Knickerbocker we should unhesitatingly pitch. It is
full of drollery, often dexterously concealed,
and to appreciate it duly it mast be read deliberately in Dutch fashion.
Irving’s choice of subjects changes alto
gether when his imagination has been fired
Gy a residence in Spain. Regarded from
the modern and philosophical point of view,
he cannot, claim high rank as a historian.
He is as far removed from a Carlyle as light
from darkness; but then his readableness is
in the inverse ratio to his profundity. He
founds his narrative on his research among
recognized authorities; but he represents all
its events in their most dramatic aspects.
In his life of Columbus how powerfully he
paints the aspiring dreams of discovery of
the great-minded adventurer—the study of
the silent evidence which changed presumptions to assured convictions; the heartbreaking disappointments and delays which
had almost wearied out his iron constancy
of purpose; the revival of hope from the
depths of despondency when he had turned
his hack on the Court of their most Catholic Majesties! What can he more thrilling
than tiie story of the night watch, when the
caravel sighted the fires that were blazing
on the shores of Hispaniola; a strange instance, by the way, of the irony of destiny,
when the chance flame kindled by some Indian savage may have precipitated by a century or more tbc colonization of a continent!
And that existing chapter is no unworthy
prelude to the story of the conquests of the
great admiral and his companions. Nor did
Irving turn with less enthusiasm to the
chronicles of the conquest of Grenada. His
heroic sympathies are pretty equally divided
between the chivalry of the Cross and the

champions of the Crescent.

The

only adsolute cure for Scrofula, Sorofilous,
Contagious, Itching Scaly, Pimply, Mercurial
Cancerous, Infanti'o and Birth Humors, Bloo.1 Poi
sons, and Torturing Skin Diseases, is the Cuticura

111IK

ing aith garrulous guides; dreaming away
1 ng days in the Court ot the Dions, the
gardens of the Generalife, or the corner tow-

schools of
in

neighboring

a

We shall open

Penmanship &c.

the

One Case
at

Instruction in tn^lisli and t'lassicai Studies

Spot Muslin,

before

.I.'MNIO,
Vnluntion,
.$<(,$54,150
Ken I \ n I un lion,..$14,tlOO,000
Iota I Debt,.$105,000

Canton in

of the

Case,

Three Cases Standard

SKIN DISEASES

choice selected

styles at 5

cents per

Exchange Street,

Tickets from Portland <»0 cents.

three per cent of assessed

C Jr 'Trains leave at'.) a. in. and 1 p. m. For time
tables for other stations see posters anil small bills,
julldtd
.JOHN J.. WIN3HIP, Manager.

..$88.20
Cleveland. 40.38
Toledo
COLUMJJOH.

84.32
24.38
28.48

Dayton

Tin- Lwllet of the it. is. society
connected with Aewbnry SI. Ch.
will hold a sale of Useful and
Fancy Articles at their Church,
coniineueing June llith and continuing 14tit and 15th—Afternoon
and Evening, Refreshments will
be for ssile.

FOR SALK BY

Cor. Middle &

Prints,

Sts.
Exchange aod.f

4ec30

Inlldbt

BA1VTJO !

Wo OFFER for SALE

yard.

(13t

Jnl2

PRIVATE
EES.NOAS on this
popular Instrument given by Mr.
F. VV. Wi KSEKBEBti. at the City
Hotel. Call or send for terms of
instruction.
iunaiw*

Portland
-•-(!»
Portland Water to.
tis
Portland ft Ogdensburg
(is
Mai e Central Consol.s
(is
Androscoggin ft Kennebec
Leeds ft Farmington
(is
(is
Cape Elizabeth
St Louis
(is
7s
Cincinnati, Ohio
(is
School
Akron, Ohio,
School
(is
Youngstown. Ohio,
and other Desirable Securities.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

HAS

AFTEII.IOO.V

Cincinnati

ISlcents per

Merchant Tailor,
secured the services of 9IU.
III1XC1M.I.K¥, Ariint fuller, from Boston, formerly of Lewiston, and having purchased a
tine line of

a

AM)

FOKEVOOV

Ohio; the
railroad centre.

cities of

growing

'I’ho debt i« less than

This is the same grade of goods that we sold last
week. All in need of a GOOD FLANNEL DRESS at
about HALF PRICE should call esirly, sis this closes the
lot.

€’o., HohIoii.

one

county seat of Stark county and

The Debt per cupitu in only $12.73
Below we give the debt per capita of some other
cities iu Ohio, as reported In the IT. 8. census returns
of 1880:

yard.

Sold everywhere.

...

...

23 inch All Wool DRESS FLANNELS, sit

certified to before a magistrate and well-known citiH. K. ( arpenter, Henderson, N. Y.

—

CM

BONDS.

One More
<ltl

UY

—

Si l-ii Per Cent

valuation.

COLCORl),

SEBAGO LAKE!

CITY of CANTON, OHIO

62 inch Dlcachcd all Linen Table Damask at 50c. pr yd.

I lit Prarl Street.

98

eodtf

dec 14

ever

Two Orand Concert*

uuil Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates,

One Case,

given to private pupils by the subscriber

('f the most painful nature on bis head, face, eyes
and hands, nearly destroying his eyesight, cured‘after a consultation of physicians bad failed. J<\ //.
Drake, Detroit. Mich.
Milk Crust- Baby of two years, head covered with
crusts and sorescuied, and now aline healthy child.
Mrs, Powers, I 45 Clinton St., Cincinnati.
Ptfee: Cuticura, 50 ou*. and $ 1 .* *o per box. Cuticura Rs.sot.vKNT, $1.00 per bottle.
Outict ka
Soap, 25 cts. Cuticura Shaving Soap, 16 cts.

Street,

Sterling

superior in

very

Population

head for 12 years, per

and ( Imuiial

are

are

offered.

zens.

Drug

and

These goods
cheap at $1.25.

(to close Importer’s Stock), cheaper than

on FriHall, on Friday, .Inly 13th,
Sept. 28th, at 8.80 A. M.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN.
Brunswick, June 1, 1888.
juld&wtjU8

day,

J. W.

Middle

7h.
Maine feudal
Oh.
l*m iluml and Kennebec
Oh.
A ml i'oh<
u and Kennebec
Oh.
l*ortlikiifl nud OjfdeoMburtf
illy ot l«oi llniid.Oh
and other firut class bonds and stocks.

Colored Dress Silks,

for

at t

luanentlv cured by Cuticura Remedies, after medical and hospital treatment had failed. Hoh. H'/ii.
Taylor, S Pemberton sq., Poston.
Salt Rheum covering the body for 10 years, ami
resisting all known methods of treatmeut, cured by
Ct ru t ua Remedies. Chat. Hoiujhtm, lawyer, 2tf
State St., Poston.
Psoriasis or Leprosy of 20 years’ standing perfectly cured. Most wonderful ease on record. Cure

l’ofler

$1.00 per yard.

quality

dUt*

admission to college will
he Cleave land Lecture Room, MasI^XAMINATIO\S
be bold
sachusetts
uiul

IT TIIT UA RESOLVENT.
'I ho new blood purifier, kills the disease gw/ms of
Scrofulous, Contagious, and Inherited Humors,
which float iu the Mood, urine and perspiration, ex
polling them through the bowels, kidneys, and pores
of the skin. CuticukA, a medicinal jelly, eats away !
dead skin and besli, allays Rollings ami irritations,
softens, soothes and heals. It instantly relieves the
most torturing Itching Humors, itching Piles, ami
ani Delicate irritations. Cuticura Soak, prepared from Cuticura, is indispensable in tne treatment,
of Skiu Diseases, Infantile and Birth Humors, ami
for preserving and beautifying the Skin.

MONDAY, JUNE 11,1883.
by special request, the great l,ew Keyes and hia
banjo, the tt ebrters and all the old favorites retained. Admission 13, SO, S3e.
jul l-dlw

BANKERS,

to-day

BOWDOINCOLI^GE One Lot Brocade &

flicted.

LYCEUM THEATRE.

Fred Mortimer.Manager

Offer for Sale

Bi TOK, this Office.

physicians,”hospitals

StKOrtJLDUS
Humor on face, neck, and

GRAND SPECIAL SALE.

J. B. Brown & Sons,
a 18

jelf

Remedies. They have performed miracles of cures
when
and all other means taildl. They are the only Skiu and Blood Cures free
from mercury, arsenic, and mineral poisons.
They
are prepared by chemists of world wide celebrity anil
unsullied honor. They differ iu composition from
all other known remedies. Hence they command
the confidence of physicians, druggists, and ail af-

BUSINESS CARDS.

COtfFMY

■

I! 4 ItV For Ientile and Birth Humors,
Rough, Chapped, or Creasy Skin,
Pimples, and minor Skin Blemishes, use Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beaututek and
Toilet, Bath, ami Nursery Sanative. Fragrant with
delicious llower odors and Cuticura healing balsams.
jun6

FOR

WS&w2w23

Mwiudlei

People

leatt

ibdr

iiud

H

thorough

Prices that will

defy competition.

hind every

truth

shadow,

a

MATHIAS,

robbed by swindlers and their works has had better
than most mortals.

luck in life

witnesses to the value of
counterfeits and
success

fact

imitators,

a

boat of

the

eod3m

miserable

and

worthless
can

reading aud romemberiug names. But most persons
merely glance at them, understand partially and
forget instantly. What result? This: Desiring to
buy BENSON’S CAPCINE PLASTER, their own
carelessness enables some storekeeper or druggist,
for five

or

fit than for the sweets of

ten cents

ISO Middle

F.F.H0LW1&C0.,

GIANT BELTING.

additional pro-

approving conscience
to roll them up instead some cheap imitation with a
similar name. The deceit often works, while the
fraudulent plasters never do.
Don’t permit yourself to be thus victimized for

a new article in Rubber
which is gold under the name of

an

are so
t6

druwn into tl.e

plastic rubber,

that

they

—

DEAI.EHSflS

-MAKES

—

AND

wear

olT

Sweetest

Purest,

and

-OK

$8, $9

Prices

according

and

[hevised]

sepmnte.

Try Our Giant Belt.

will make you well aud to
2. It shall cure all the

Samples

rejoice.
people and put

sickness and

suffering under foot.
afraid when your family
is sick, or you have Bright’s disease or Liver
Complaint, for Hop Bitters will cure you.
4.
Both low and high, rich aud poor know
the value of Hop Bitters for bilious, nervous
and Rheumatic complaints.
5.
Cleanse me with Hop Bitters and I
shall have robust and blooming health.
3.

Be thou not

Add disease upon disease and let the
worst come, I am safe if I use
Hop Bitters.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

and

quotations furnished

ou

Pr«‘Kcrt|ilion n«-|»artuu‘iit a Speciaity aii«l Fully FquipiH-d.
mar2S

dtf

application.

REVERE RUBBER

CO.,

If‘I A 175 Devonshire -Hi., Boston.
5f Itcadc
Nfw York.
Factories nl € hclscn, .Tins*.
u.ur2d
eodSm
___

TELEPHONE NO. 373.

$10,

For all my life have I been plagued
with sickness and sores, and not until a year
ago was I cured, by Hop Bitters.
He that keeneth his bones from
8.

Exchange,

from Rheumatism and

aching
Xeura'gia, with Hop

IebS

Herbert G.

diwtflfl

ma3

Meeting.
The annual meeting of Stockholders
of the Cumberland Bone Co., will be held
at the office of the Company, at 2 1-2
Union Wharf, I’oitland, on Tuesday,
June 1!), at 3.00 p. in.
F. I). ELLIS,
Treas.
Portland, June 0,1SS3.
Annual

SPECIA L.

Greit Bireaiisto those is Want

Bitters, doeth wisely.
9.
Though thou hast sores, pimples
freckles, salt rheum, erysipelas, blood poisoning,yet nop Bitters will remove them all.
10.
What woman is there, feeble and sick
from female complaints, who deslreth not
health and useth Hop Bitters and is maile
well.
11.
Let not neglect to use Hop Bitters
bring on serious Kidney and Liver complaints.
12.
Keep thy longue from being furred,
thy blood puie, and thy stomach from indigestion by using Hop Bitters.

13.

All my pains and aches and disease
go like chaff before the wind when I use

Hop Bitters.
14. Mark the man who un/s nearly dead
and given up by the doctors after using Hop
Bitters and becometh well.
15. Cease from worrying about nervousness, general debility, and urinary trouble,
for flop Bitters will restore you.
MWF&w4w24
jell

Fine

Can be found a very fine line of the ceiebrated Woolens manufaetured »t the
large and extensive manufacturing company of F. A. Ac .1. Sawyer, situated in
tInver, New Hampshire. These goods
are known all over the eonntry lo he superior to most any other make, and the
quality of wool from which they are
made is of the very best. They give perfect satisfaction, and this is a good opportunity for any man or hoy to secure
for himself a good woolen for 'a new
Spring suit.

ap2

eodjj

NE W GOODS
—FOll

tice to stop is received at the office.
Wo call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper reduction.
Complaints against the drivers, for any cause, left
at the office will receive prompt attention.
Nobiuh g. Curtis.
Arthur H. Soule.

dtfls

my2b_

PIANO

Street,

Vorlt nn«l I'hilnda

Iphitt

l>ew

aaanr'hrii.

I*firli«'iilnr attention given in order* by
11 or telegraph.
On formal ion
freely Ini ni*lnd an nil

dlf

CHOICE

Ex

Molasses !

Drigatlue “Johanna."

335 IIOGHHEADy,
»<L- TIEHOK8,
itAHRKLH.
landing at Merrill's Wharf, and for sale low.
Tills cargo was imported direct by ourselves, therecan guarantee it absolutely pure and of the
we
fore,
Now

best,

quality.

eod3m

dlw

BOW,

IVIiirtVORK
Advertisements written appropriately display e
and proofs given, free «>f clmrgo.

The ( -i'll' g Vulv *n*i \Yoo* •>
owapaptmof tlio
Unite* > 'tiHtus andCanada, kept on ills for theaccotamodatiou of Advertisers.

J«i2

Knives and Sections
foi;

\T

Sty les anil Reasonable

A

STATE

(DAILY)

—

Tablets,

AND

npra

dtf

INSURANCE.

C.iw yonr orders
time ahead.

some

OF GERMANY.

over

UUCKKYi:

always enraged

as we are

in

are

PINKHAM, Agents,
Exchange St., Portland, Me.

use

AH business confidential andjm uiptiy attended
to. Comuiiuilcavions by inaii will reooivo prompt
attention.
maboodiim*

l'otue lie

322 {
13

Elegant

1

reial

a'»

tilid

»..«>!»

Street,

PURE LEAF ARD

itlvtlWK

«M|iilr«

i‘«r

■i®1"

Ot

n

iiorviiml

tlaiul,

?t \xi i\\< n ru n uv-

aplGdtt

m. r. siriKYs & mi,

Mowing Machine

.fa.ti t, P:>»

til*

Maine.

No Tal!ow. No foil n See.! Oil, No Hoadui ttvr, no Fat from tlie
Entrails, but

W Iiorl

for *ni«- <*'■
* m>

Im tv

bUlCB

hand at

Specialty, at iliowest Market

i»'civ>'dliyTel«l'lion«.

Muinhiiii

HTO' si

l'lilted

P?«tfJaml

—

r

NILE*.

Oil CP :*lnl U’Wlltf of ill*
British rroTib<3«p.

a

oiiim

POSS

Advertising .Agent,
tlv.'i

nls

r* o w

Design. Faultless in Fit.
COB. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE S'fs.

W W tsIM
('t»Pt m 11 foi

<\

Prices.

STS.

d3m

of all Kinds on

MALE k WHITNEY.

COAL.

the “DOMESTI,

S. IS,
Hi

Haying: Tools

Manufacturer's Prices.

v.liol8sal8 and Retail Dealer in

UUlfSfcol! St,

PAPER PATTERNS.

—

CHAS. H O BRION

»nnjta CCT * C

ju8

PERSONAL.
UOISIvitT A. DAVIS,
Detective* Aipnry, ISO Middle
Itooiu I.

It stands a! tlie head.
The Light Running

YIOM CK

BULLARD S HAY TEDDER.

CoilglTK!! Si.
i»yi4___dtf

Makes

CONGRESS & EXCHANGE

LADIES,

#2,500,000.

days clause its policy, losses
aller proof with lit
H AVINGpayableMORSE
iminodlately
&
discount

Private

early,

CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.,
4 SKI

dtf

beautiful
Lambrequins, Sofa
PDfirU CT Pillow and Ottom;-.n
unuunu Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robe.',
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruv
tion Books and all material for
this now fancy work at the Warerooms of the
Cor.

HAMBURG BREMtN IIRI IHSIMNCl CO'

may30eod2m

ALSO, AGENTS FOB

—

Variety of Other llrst«lassg 4'wnl'eef lottery.

“DOMESTIC’SEWING MACHINE CO

INSURE WITH i'llK

0

YANKEE IIOKSE RAKE.

TO

obi i»i:i{

4 • rent

Til/IMF
I Willi.

PORTLAND.

Losses paid in this,Country
no sixty

AGENTS FOB THE

AND

Lxcliun^c Street

FIRE

MASTFACTUBER’S PRICES.

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.

SQ.,
MADE

—

Rest

dot

—

FineChocolate Drops

W.W. SHAltPE A
Advertising A Wilts,
t I'tllH

TWITOHELL. CHAMPUN & CO.
joll

Of the Inn* firm of Hrnvatrr, Knnrl A Co.
KM II lltl) H. WlflTNEV.
I'oruu fly of Slovvr. Ililf* A' Whitney.
JOHN II. HTllTNKY,
.VI ember of (lie Miotic Eicbiiuice.

H. I. NELSON & CO.

MOWERS AND REAPERS.

Caramels,

onr

Barbadoes

AT

MANtrFACTUBKM

MlocliM mid bond*.
Cndi order* however

kiiiuII, will receive
per*onnl efire.
<«ovcrnmcnt nnd oilier bond* mailable for
IriiNf fniadM Nii|»|ilird nf market
rale*
Three per cent. infcrc*t allowed on
epo*it* *abj« et 10 cheek on dcm. aid.
bividrmlN, coupon* and eoaiameieinl pa
per collected.
UII.I.IAVI IIANSET,

on

at!

13 MARKET

•fei<»

UI V HAM,.

ui

—

.WAY,ME 11.

examination of candidates
A
for teaching in the public schools of Portland,
will meet for the examination of teachers at High
School Building on Monday, the 2*1 day of
July
next, at !> a. in. Applicants must pass a satisfactory examination in the following branches, viz:
Arithmetic, including the Metric system of
weights and measures. Bookkeeping, Physical and
Descriptive Geography, English Grammar, including Composition, United States History. Physiology,
Elements of Music (Mason’s).Elementarv Free-Hand
Drawing, and Theory and Practice of Teaching.
All applicants must be present on tbo morning
above specified, and the examination will continue
through two days unh>s sooner finished.
No other examination will take place prior to the
opening of the schools.
THOMAS TASH, Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, June 5, 1888.
jetVltd

WILL Ton CALL

—

(JO.,

IComIoii,

BfcGISS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

fllME sub-committe

«IVK II Ml A CALL!

liosion.

SALE

PITVTE

Prices.

BANKERS,

tures must be sold im-

mediately. Now istlie
lime to secure bargains.

EXlfll.VlTIOVOF TEACHERS.

(No.13.)

inyilO

Devonshire

Entire Stock and Fix-

C. 0. HUDSON

eodtf

(lomanUnioUM executed in

Congress St.

prices

ROOM PAPERS!

INVESTMENTS.

71

BUSINESS.

aud wing walls of
“Collins
Rridge.” Specification can be seen at the office of
Dennison & Lewis. The selectmen reserve the right
to reject anv or all bills.
Freeport, May 28. 1883.
THOS. J. CURTIS.) Selectmen
H. P.
of
GEO. 11. TRUE,
j»4d3w
Freeport.

Samuel Thurston

Clark,

It ASSET, WHITNEY &

JuH

low

Lime Juice

agrl)

—OF—

Mill

of abutments

Warcroonis of

two weeks.

515 CONGRESS ST.

GOIXG OI T

Nollce to Coiiiracfors.
fll 11E Selectmen of Freeport will receive sealed
A proposals nntil June 30th, for the rebuilding

PIANO and ORGAN

novlt

logue prices for the next cy Goods.

J. T. STUBBS,

Bros,}

COVERS,

nstonlslitiiirir

ut

business relating to Patents promptly and
executed.
jul2dtf

POSITIVELY

building Retaining and Pier Walls in the Harbor of
Refuge at Wood's Holl. Mass., in pursuance of an
appropriation of §52.000 made by act of Congress of August 2, 1882.
The United States reserves the right to reject anv
or all proposals.
Specitications, blank proposals and full informa
tion as to the manner of biddiug, conditions to be
observed by bidders, ami terms of contract and payment. will be furnished on application to this office.
GEORGE II. ELLIOT,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
junTdGt

MAINE.

tin;

—

AND

SEALED

St,

8 Freelist. Block, PORTLAND.

25 per cent off from cata- Children’s Books and Fan-

Frank B.

FOR RETAINING
PIER WALLS.

Office, U. S. Army, »
Newport, R. I. June 4th. 1883. J
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, will l>e received at this office until 12 o’clock, noon, on
Friday, the Oth day of July, 1883, at which time
they will be opened in presence of bidders, for

Prices for Families and Offices

Books, Card Albums, and a
Artists’ Materials large assortment of Poems.

1 have all the latest publications in
Engravings.
Fine Framing a Specialty—
at lowest prices. I have
some very Desirable Shapes
in the Barbotinc Pottery.

A11

faithfully

Engineer

CITY
10 llm. daily, per month,
$1.50
“
“
15 Ilia,
2.00
“
“
20 lbs. “
2.50
Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
will
be
and
continued
until
nothey desire,
delivery

or

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

DENNISON,!
)

THE-

Spring Trade.

—

American & Foreign Patents,

d3t*

PROPOSALS

Gilt Framing.
eodtf

Gold

ja4

Wedding
Congratulation
Cards, Photograph and Autograph Alliums, Scrap

0|)|>

Stubbs

PORTLAND,

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

PROPOSALS.

CONGRESS STREET,

Stationery, Plain and OrBirthday Cards,

400

Temple

({formerly

namented

Will sell

jnnll

I shall sell at greatly reduced prices for
the uext Thirty Days my entire stock
of Fine Engravings and Photos, Artists’
Materials for all branches (including
sketching outfits), and an endless variety of Picture Frames and Art Novelties. The month of July my store will
be completely renovated, and must reduce my stock two-thirds before that
lime.

26

an

MEETINGS

CURTIS & SOULE, ALGERNON
STUBBS,

131

AGENCY
Exchange St.,

51!1**2

marl9eodtf

middle Street,

No. 5G CROSS STREET.

GHlBERLIlT kHOISTED’S

FESSENDEN,

Real Estate and Insurance

daily balance?. Member? of N. Y. Stock
the N. Y. Mining Stock Exchange, The National Petroleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to Chi-

POItTLA.Ml. ME.

0.

7.

ll. 31.

on
on

PORTLAND.
199

Cor. CONGRESS & GROVE STS.

TJ EAR this, all ye people, ami give ear ail
ye invalids of the world, Hop Bitters

uSeodl ca-

18 NEW STREET, NEW TORE.

CirrARS.

cnnuot

DR. «. II. CUMMINGS lias removed to Mo. 666 CONGRESS ST.,
Brick Office near Mate St. Office
hours S to 10 a. in.. 2 to 3 and 7 to
8 p. in. After 9 p. m. at 76 Park
St. Office telephone 37lx. House
telophonc 287x.

eod0m

bought and sold on commiesion for cash or
margin. Deposits received. 4 per cent- allowed

eodtf

Removal!

—

cago.

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC

way that it

ULHAIiL,

or

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stock?, Bond?, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum

size.

to

STREET,

!1!» Txmpf.E STREET.

!*n5

HENRY CLEWS & CO..

on

IJSALMS.

M. T.

BANKING HOUSE

—

the outside. 'J he outside cover is !
then put on seamless, go that it cannot open, as is
63F“Fiiie Toilet Soaps, Brushes and Combs, Perfumthe case of Rubber Belting made iu the ordinary
| ery anti Fancy Articles in Great Variety. OonfecCutlery and Stationery. A Iso a tine line of
and
the
fectioncry;
so
oh
wel
lack of a moment's caro.
way,
plies
!
being
firmly
BENSON'S CAPCINE
stitched,
as friclioued together, that the belt cannot separate
POROUS PLASTERS have atcod the test of science I
as many belts made iu the old way will, after bain
and experience and are the product of both. Exam
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
ine the article, and satisfy yourself that the word
speed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Hill ownCAPCINE is cut in It.
ers to this Belt as being in the end the
cheapest belt
Seabury & Johnson, Pharmaceutical Chemists
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
New York. Highest awards-medals-at Internatper cent more than belting made In the ordinary
ional Expositions.
junl3WS&w2w2o
way. We believe t ”'5ll w ear more than double the
length of time. For neavy main belts jon will find
PORTIiaND.
It superior to anything made. It is also superior for
A. W. PIERCE.
F. * ..,..LAKI).
Eniilm* Bells, as westiteh the splice in such a
not

buy

Painters,

>’ U E E

SIGN PAINTING

CO.,

THE-

Good for Catarrhal and Lung Affections, Hay Fever
and Asthma, Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

CHEMICALS.

j

can-

to

mar *3

Healthiest Bed in the World.

MEDICINES,

if fon wiah

u*

11

and Lettering of Every Description, executed in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.’

(Alien and

PRESTON, KEAN &
Ranker*, Chicago.

PINE HYGIENIC MATTRESS!
Cleanest,

j

Write

large

dBm

POBTLl.'VD, JIE.
C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Charcbei, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-class manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
mySOeodtf

BY

to bond" ef

H. L.'Jones.

Haskell,

Fresco

NO.

and
Ntnte, IVlunicipal
bought and Hold.
Special

given

B. F.

AUSTIN & BAI LOR,

Hell.

—

DRUGS,

O. Allen,

fob2

BONDS.
counties!

This Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, t is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitchc i, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches

C.

Germmicnl,
attention

St.

I3 ort Ian ID

eodtt

UNTo.
247 Middle Street
jnl2-u.it

We.have jiut patented

I

4s
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JACKETS I

We shall offer a good variety of Shetland Shawls, in Black, White, Bine,
and t ordinal, at $1.25, $2.00, $3.00 and $4.00. These are mostly beantiful hand made shawls, and are both cheap and desirable. In Children’s
Jackets we offer all sizes and colors, a Hue variety all hand knit. Also Babies, (tossamer Vests aud little Worsted Socks. We shall continue the sale
of W hite Bed Spreads at «0c. $1.00. $1.20, $1.25, $1.50, $2.25, $2.50,
$3.00 and $3.50. The fluest variety of these goods we have ever shown.

crouches its corresponding lie

Whosoever has not been in some way
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H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
32 Exchange Street.
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prepared to turn out Artistic Work, made In
the most

CERTAIN SHAMS.

SHETLAND SHAWLS

Goods

Spring
Is now

conse-

a
well balanced impartiality,
quence is
which perhaps slightly inclines to the weaker of the combatants and to the gay and gallant Moors, whose dissensions doomed them
to defeat.
But in his descriptions of the
feats of gallantry on either side, still more
of the frequent disasters in that mountain
warfare, the American writer repeatedly relie throws himself
minds us of Froissart,
into the spirit of the fighting of the limes,
into the stories of sieges, ambushes, and
surprises, as if he had been the contemporary of the heroes whose deeds lie immortalizes. The lighter and gayer side of that
Moorish life is given in the charming ‘Tales
of the Alhambra.’
How much may be legend embroidered at second band, bow much
is purely original and imaginative, it is hard
We can imagine the author gossipto say.

in the

private pupil

woman

Every streak

[London Times.]
An English View of Irving.
Although the Americans claim him as
one of the patriarchs of their literature, he
[Washington Irving] wrote rather for the
English-speaking world thau for his nation.
American by birth, he was English iu feeling and thoroughly cosmopolitan in his
literary tastes and choice of subjects. He
enthusiastically admired the great lights of
English literature, and he modelled his style
upon them, although it is characterized by
occasional Americanisms. We cannot say
it is “disfigured,” because in his more distinctly American books the phrases that are
suggestive of the free transatlantic speech
stand out as so many sharp touches of local
coloring. Iu painting toe adventures of the
wild pioneering heroes of the far West he
was the historian of the events of which
Cooper became the novelist. And his pages
are steeped in
a graphic realism which
makes them to this day most seductive read-

a

For a young man or
summer vacation.
who wishes to enter u; on a business life this
be home instruca
as
it
would
affords good opening
tion, and thorough.
or
tor
season
the
Terms
$IOO
$60 if pupil
furnishes board. Address

during

stroke eases'?” was asked.

"Last year as early as the middle of May,
and we have had them even earlier than
that, hut this year we have had no cases as
yet, owing to the remarkable coolness of the
weather.”
“Where do you treat the patients?”
“lu the basement of the hospital where
there are a number of small beds which are
suitable for the purpose, an oilcloth sheet is
placed over the mattress so that the water
which is used will not soil them, and over
this is placed a linen sheet. When a person

department

would like

FINANCIAL.

Double Entry Book-keeping,
Business figures,

manuscript

Antonio

TEACHER who has charge of penmanship

A

city,

“If the weather should turn suddenly warm
we shall undoubtedly have cases before the
middle of this month.”
“How early do you generally have sun-

ing.

W. A. Cboffct, in his New York letter
to the Detroit Post and Tribune, says he
is glad Mullet has an appointment from
Secretary Chandler to look after marine ar-
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May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G,
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruneil & Co,, Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hodsdun, Robert Costello, Uilpatrick,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, strange, Stimeon, Gould, Peterson, Lanagan, Shelian, Boston St
Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros.,on all trains
that run out ofthe city*.
Auburn, Willard Small & CoJ
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. .Iordan.
Bath, .J. O, Shaw.
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ADVERTISEMENT# TO-DAY
NEW ADVERTISEMENT#.

Opening—Domestic Sewing Machine.
Boston Sunday Herald.
Royal Insurance Co—Rollins & Adams.
Wanted—Agents.

Removal—Capen & Conor.
For Sale—Cow and Calf.
Notice is Hereby Given
Read the Sunday Globe.
Owen, Moore & Co.

For Asthma, Neuralgia, Rheumatism and
all Lung troubles use the Pine Hygienic Mattress. Price $8, §9 and §10. ,T. H. Gaubert,

Manufacturer
Street, Portland.

Proprietor,

199

Middle

mylldtf

The Tonic Qualities of Quinine
are a specific against premature baldness.
In
no shape can it be used more agreeably than
in J. & E. Atkinson’s Quinine Hair-Lotion.

jul3

Vf&S

A sound financial basis is established for the
Topeka, Salina and Western Railroad. Their
six per cent, gold bonds are for sale at the
office, 93 Milk street.
Advice
to Mothers.—Mrs. Winslow'b
Soothing Strup should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.”
It is

very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five

child!

cents a

bottle.

dec4

WSM&wly

The only place in Portland where yon can
get the genuine Harper’s Bazar Patterns, as

published in “Harper’s Weekly Bazar,” is at
Geo. A. Gay & Co., 499 Congress street. Best
fitting and cheapest.
jan2-eodtf
Superior Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE BOSXEY.

The following decisions have been placed upon file
in cases tried by the Court without the intervention
% of the jury:
George T. McLaughlin et al. v. Samuel H. Lisk.
Action of assumpsit to recover the value of a piano.
Defence-that plaintiffs agreed to furnish a piano
satisfactory to the family, and that the one furThe plaintiffs
nished did not give satisfaction.
claimed that after a sufficient trial the defendant
agreed to and did accept the piano. Decision for

tne defendant.
P. J. Larrabee for plffs. W. L. Putnam for deft.
Frank H. Atwood v. Eben N. Perry. Action to
recover damages for a breach of contract in wh'ch
the defendants agreed to furnish within six months
from the close of the corn packing season of 1S31
two thousand cases of corn of the pack of 1881,
each case to contain two dozen two pound cans * *
•
and that the plaintiff should pay defendants for
said corn at the rate of SI.15 cents for each dozen
cans, &c. There was also a clause in the contract
that the plaintiff wa3 to furnish labels at cost. This
provision, however, was waived by the plaintiff.
The defendant claimed that there was a variance
between the two contracts in the hands of the parties which were intended to be duplicates: that the
defendant broke the contract in not furnishing labels; that the defendant never ordered the corn until it was teo late, as by terms of the contract the
com should have been ordered during the first two
months.
The plaintiff claimed that the reason they did not
get the corn was that the defendant received a bet
ter price and sold to other parties.
Decision for the plaintiff for $981.64.
C. P. Mattocks for plff.
Drummond & Drummond for deft,
S. E. Sylvester v. Herbert N. Pinkham. Action
of assumpsit to recover a balance of $171.30. alleged to be due for four hundred shares of Edgemoggin mining stock. The defense |was that he
took the stock as a broker to sell for the plaintiff
over the brokers mining board in Boston, and that
the plaintiff so understood it. The plaintiff, however, claimed that he sold the stock to the defendant, and in corroboration of his position put in evidence the following paper:
Portland. November 18.1881.
400 shares.
1 have purchas'd of Dr. S. E.
Sylvester four hundred shares of the stock of the
Edgcmoggin M. Co. at fifty three cents per share,
payable and deliverable buyers option, sixty days
with interest at the rate of six per cent per annum.
H. N. Pinkham.
^
(Signed)
The defendant claimed that this was only the
usual option note given by brokers, and that by
custom it did not make the broker personally liable. Decision for the plaintiff for $182.20.
F. M.
for plff.
J. H. Fogg for deft.
John L. Brackett v. George H. Knight. Replevin
for a shaft, leather ^lt, pulley, hangers, etc., alleged to have been taken from plaintiff’s mill
the defendant, who was a tenant of the plaintiff.
Defendant claimed the ^machinery under a mortgage from one Brackett. Decision for the plaintiff;
damages assessed at $17.20.
D. A. Meatier—J. J. Perry for plff.
H. & W. J. Knowlton for deft.
Nathaniel Gardiner v. Mary C. Guptill. Action
a
real
estate
agent to recover a commission of
by
two and one-half per cent, upon an exchange of the
farm
defendant’s
with W. D. Bickford and father,
in which the defendant realized $6750. The defense was that, although the plaintiff introduced
the Bickfords to the defendant, there was no trade
made, and subsequently the place was withdrawn
from plaintiff’s hands.
Afterwards a trade was
made upon an entirely different basis, as defendant
claims, without any aid or assistance from plaintiff.
Decision for plaintiff for S 168.75 and interest from
the date of the writ.
E. S. Ridlon for plff.
C. F. Libby for deft.
William P. Hastings v. George B. Leavitt and
Samuel A. Berry. June 9th, 18< 9, the defendants
hired an organ to be used at greenback meetings in
Deering, at the rate of $7 a quarter. At the date
of the writ, December 15th, 1882, the organ had
not been returned, but was in the possession of Mr.
Berry. In this suit Berry was defaulted. Leavitt
defends on the ground that he never agreed to be
responsible for the rent of more than one quarter.
He claimed that the order for the organ which
Hastings required them to eend by the truckman
when he came for the organ was never signed by
him; that his name was a forgery. Decision for the
plaintiff for $77 and interest from the date of he
writ.
D. C. Reed—M. P. Frank for plff.
N. & H. B. Cleaves for deft.
Arthur Wight v. Edwin B. Wight and Grand
Trustee disTrunk Railway Company, Trustee.
charged with costs.
G. C. & C. E. Wing for plff-.
George D. Rand for Trustee.
^
Jacob H. Groves v. John Mansfield and Grand
Trunk Railway Company, Trustee. Trustee charged
for $11.90, the amount disclosed, less costs.
C. Hale for plff. Geo. D. Rand, att’y for Trustee.
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Municipal Court.
BEFORE RECORDER DYER.

Tuesday.—James Whalen,

Cortiernis Adams,

Peter Lowery, Peter Flaherty, EvaCobb. Intoxication. Fined $5 and costs each.
Eva Cobb. Vagrant. Five months in House of
Correction.
Eliza A. Philbrook.
Search and seizure. Fined
$100 and costs.

Brief Jottings.
Bright and beautiful yesterday, with str ng
breeze from the w#bt.
Mercury 63° at 8 a. m.,
75°
uoon, 72° at sunset,
J. H. Orne, late of Marblehead, Mass., will
establish a shoe factory at Springvale, where
at

he has bought a building for the purpose.
The Newbury Street Church fair will begin
There will be a large
at the church today.
assortment of ornamental and useful articles
on hand, besides refreshments.
Chandler’s Band will give two grand concerts at Sebago Lake, Sunday, forenoon and
afternoon.
Ogdensburg trains will leave at 9
and 1 p. m.
The regular Wednesday evening meeting o{
the Fourth of July committee will be held this
evening at the City Clerk’s office, and also that
of the trades procession, at Owen, Moore &
a. m.

Co’s.
S. B. Harmon will open the Ottawa House,

Cushing’s Island, June 30th.
Boston of York was crossing the
►—street at the Eastern depot, yesterday morning,
when he was struck in the chest by the pole of
broken.
a hack, knocked down and three ribs
He was taken to the Maine General hospital.
There was a washout, near Hiram, on the
Isaiah

Brldgton Railroad, Monday,
gers were taken to the Ogdensburg
and

Tuesday’s

Proceedings

of

the

Friends.
ANOTHER DAY FULL OF INTEREST.

The meetings of the Friends yesterday were
devoted to reports of committees on various
phases and departments of church work aud to
discussion and action on the same. Points of

general luterest, however, onrne up all through
the proceedings.
Just after the opening of the morning meet"
ing the delegate from the Congregational Conference, Rev. F. E. Clark, was introduced to
the meeting. Iu fitting sentiments and language he conveyed the greetings of his brethren, aud many Friends made appropriate re-

the passentrain in a

band-car.
A man who had been arrested and ironed
for some misdemeanor at the Boston boat last
night slipped one of the handcuffs and fit d.
Officer McCallum pursued and after a long
chase ran him down and captured him.
The Home for Aged Women will be open
for the reception of subscribers and friends on
its anniversary, Thursday, June 11th, from 10
All persons interested i thiB
a. m. to 5 p. m.

gational body.
Then followed the reading of the records of
the representative meetings for the past year.
The discussion which arose after their reading
was quite general and participated in by
rnauy
present. The action of Massachusetts in pass'
iug a law for the instruction of youth in military tactics was heartily coudemed; while
earnest words were Bpokeu against the law restoring the death penalty for murder iu Maine.
All agreed that it was the concern of Friends
everywere to use their strongest iullueuce
against both of these laws, aud with a strong
intimation of what was the seuse of the meeting, the subject was intrusted to the representatives.
A postscript attached to the epistle received
this year from Baltimore, with reference to the
building of a Friends meeting house at Washington, D. C., was received aud referred to a
committee, consisting of Ezra Hawkes, Chas.
M. Jones, Benj. F. Hawkes, Obadiah Chacei
Gao. Howland, Jr., Samuel II. Bufiiugton,
Chas. M. Bailey, Wm. Thompson, Chas. B.

Cates, George Douglas, Ellen R. Buffum,
Auua M. Hussey, Hannah J. Bailey, Rachel
B. Nichols, Sophia D. Bailey, Anna G. Wood,
Margaret B. Cates, Ruth S. Murray and Electa
Jane Collins for their consideration.
The following summary of auswers to the
queries of the meeting on Ministry and Over-

sight, together with

a

minute of that meeting,

read as follows:
1—With little exception we are diligent in
attending on meetings for worship and discipline, aud in good measure careful to promote
the attendance of our families.
-—With some exception we are in unity one
with another and with the meetings to which
we belong, harmoniously
laboring together in
gathering souls unto Christ.
3—We are engaged in frequently searching
the Holy Scriptures, prayerfully seeking a
right understanding by their contents under
the enlightening influence of the Holy
Spirit,
and careful not to misguide or misapply them,
with some exceptions noted iu auswers from
two of the quarterly meetings.

The report of the Principal of the Institute
was also read to the meeting.
The report of the committee was satisfactory
to the meeting and ftlie committee of last year
was continued for the present year, aud their
request for an appropriation went to tho com"
mittee on linauce.
The trustees of the George Sturgis Fund
presented their second annual report as follows:
The investment of the fund is the same as at
the last report, and the fuuds are iu safe keepSixteen students iu the
ing at Providence.
fall term aud 58 iu the Spring term received
assistance from this noble gift.
The principal cause why so few wore iu tho
normal class during the fall term may he found
iu the fact that young men and women lutd
made engagements to touch district schools,
and to tho prevalence of small pox iu some sections of the Southern States near Marysville.
As the colored people in Fast Tennessee are
not numerous, the school depouds for studeuts
largely on other places; and when it is more
widely known that students intending to lit
themselves for teachers will be liberally helped
it is believed that the tall term will he more
fully attended.
The financial atatemeut showed the receipts
for the year as $1,584.98, aud the expenditures
as $924.75, leaving a balance of $080.28.
For the trustees,
Benj. F. Knowles.
The report was satisfactory to the meeting.
The committee to disburse the income of the
Mosher Fund presented the following report,
which was accepted, and the same committee
was reappointed for another year:
Besides purchasing 524 oopies of "Memoirs
of Stanley Puutphrey" and 480 copies ot "Valiant for the l'rulh" $75 have been contributed
to ttie Friends' Mexicau Mission, which together with a like sum appropriated by the
Mosher committee of New York Yearly Meeting, defrayed iu part the cost of printing iu
the Spanish language some small books illustrative of the dootriue aud principles of our

religious society.

Ou hand from
From Clias. F.

last year.8170 77

Coffin, for

of the meeting was:
The presence of the Lord has been granted
ns at
this time as we have beeu drawn
closely together in the bonds of Christian love
and have realized the preciousness of the
oneness in Christ who is the Head over all
things to the church, God blessed forever.
An earnest desire has prevailed that our
society might be a more earnest aud efficient
agency in the Lord’s hands in carrying the
good news of salvation to a lost and needy world
Fervent supplication was offered that the
Lord would remember Zion and
strengthen
her stakes and lengthen her cords.
The pathway of the believer with some of
the trials included in the journey of human
life was set forth, ana the words of the Saviour
received, ‘‘In the world ye shall have tribulation, but be of good cheer, I have overcome
the world.”
As we come near to the Saviour in fellowship with the Father aud Son we get nearer to
one another in love and
experience,and receive
a preparation to work in the Master's
service.
All are not called to work in the same
way,
and may the Lord pour out upon us all the
spirit of bis life and power. In the early days
of this society sharp instruments were raised
up among the young, declaring the
glory of
the Lord with wonderfnl power. The cause now
needs the zeal and fervor of persons of this class
New life should not be subdued, but its
holy
energies bent in the right direction. Powerless
ourselves, let us remember “I can do all things
through Christ which strengthened me.”
Living near the fountain we may be kept holy,
with hands undeliled, showing forth
the
praises of Him who hath called up out of darkness into His marvelous
light.
Chas. H. Jonbs
The committee on mission work in North
Carolina and other States made their report as
follows:
The committee have continued their care
during the past year and are grateful to report
that their efforts have been blessed.
Three
schools have been sustained a portion of the
year, all in Iredell county, as our limited
means prevented
us
from extending them
farther.
These
schools were at Hunting
Creek, Winthrop and Cedar Grove. That at
Hunting Creek is now in session and is nourishing under the instruction of J, A. Johnson.
The school numbers sixty, aud closes at the
end of the present month, which will complete
eight months of school in that place for the
past year. The leaders of the school were instructed as scholars in our schools there six
years ago. TJhey and many others from the
school are wen educated and and useful citiThe minute

to

zens.

Fannie Carson continued the school at Winthe present year with the
same earnest devotion
which she has shown
for the past six years, aud in these six
years it
is impossible to express bow a great a change
has been wrought.
The school at Cedar Grove was held for
three months of the past year.
The report of
the teacher was satisfactory; 124 scholars, most
of them children of Friends, attended the
schools.
Two Parrels well-511ed with clothing and
useful articles, one from Lyon under the care
of Elizabeth H. Hoxie and one from New Bedford under the care of Sarah A. Holmes, were
sent hither the past year.
We think it advisable to continue the mission and ask for $350 to prosecute the work.
Hannah J. Bailky, Secretary.
The treasurer’s report on the same mission
showed the receipts for the year to be $365.68,

throp six months of

the expenditures $313.94, leaving a balance of
831.74 in the treasury.
John W. Hanson, Loaisa N. Maeder, Nathan Pope, Sarah W. Goddard, Wm. P. Ma-

comber, Susan J. Thompson, Myra E. Frye,
Reuben T. Jones, Ann M. Hussey, Benj. A.
Chace and Alfred H. Jones were appointed a
committee to nominate a committee to have
charge of the North Carolina mission.
The
committee
for
that
appointed
service proposed the following Friends as a
committee on general meetings and other gospel work, which was satisfactory to the meeting. The committee is made ,np of;
Eli Jobes, Rebecca H. Smiley, Wm. Jacob>
J. Warren Hawkes, Wm. P. Macomber, ChasH. Jones, Sarah W. Goddard. Chas. M. Jones,
Lydia Haight, Henrv T. Wood, Anna GWood, Alice Almy, Henry B. Aydelolt,
Phtfibe 8. Aydelott, Henrietta D. Collins,
Elizabeth T. Larkin, Wm. Thompson, Small
J. Thompson, Cyrus Cartland, Timothy B.
Hussey, Hannah 8. Wing, Geo. H. Farr, Jos.
E. Briggs.

subject of appropriations was referred to
the committee on finance.
An adjournment
was then made until 4
o’clock.
The

to

AFTERNOON.

In

the alternoon tho first thing which
claimed the attention of the meeting was tlie
report of the committee on freodmen. It was

given thus:
Again, in presenting oar report to the meeting of the work done last year at Maryville,
Tennessee, for the elevation of the freedmen,
by giving them Ja good secular education to
fit them for usefulness, and a sound Christian
training that looks more to the change of a
bad heart to a good one, than to a mere profession of religioD, we find much that is encouraging and for whicii we ought to be truly

thankful.
The school opened favorably at the usual
time in the eighth month, with 107 enrolled.
Owing to many who were arranging to teach
district schools, only eight were in the normal
class. Atthe close of the fall term in tho
twelfth month, 172 were enrolled and 80 were
in the teachers' training class and (12 of the institute's former students engaged in teaching.
Tim Bpring term opened in the first month
18H8, and had 225 enrolled and H5 of them in
the normal clans and fifty former students
This number
teaching |in different States.
continued to increase until 287 were enrolled,
and. daring the year, 100 had been in tho
teachers’training class, receiving instruction
with the view of being fitted for teaching, aud
80 former students, during the year, were engaged in district or common schools.
The interest, taken in the Sabbath schools
and the religious meetings indicate a growth
in the religion of the Lord Jesus Christ,
which, while it fils for business gives true

trustees.

482 4C,
2 11

Interest.

8601
Purdee, Mexico.$ 76
624 copies Momolrs Stanley Pumphrey_ 314
480 copies "Valiant for Truth.. 240

34
00
40
00

Sent to Sarn'l A.

14 66
17 31)

Transportation.
Remaining in hands of committee.

were

institution, and all strangers visiting tin city
dignity to man.
cordially invited.
We have reasons to believe, that, in no prehas the institution accomplished
Knowlton’s Greenwood Garden, at Peak’s vious year
more successfully the object for which it wixb
Island, will be opened under the auspices of
established.
Win.
the Portland Cadets sometime the latter p rt of
R Hustings, 'lie principal of the
\n
will
attractions
such
of.
school, has been much ol the time from homo,
and
next week,
laboring i„ the interest of temperance and
fered that will make this one of the mos ;uc- education
among the colored people; the manthe
so
son.
cessful excursions of
agement has mostly devolved upon the assistSolant superieutBodent, his daughter, L. A. GarThe regular monthly meeting of the
ner, helped l>,y her husband, mother and othdiers’ Monument Association, to have taken
ers; bat all under the general supervision of
^
next
until
Monday
place tonight, is postponed
the principal, whose labors from home, we
stand
financial
the
of
trust, have made the institution more generalevening. A full report
ly known to those H was designed to benefit.
that
at
ing of the association Will be made
dome needed repairs have been made the
time.
past year upon ilia building,
principally upon
deSociety
members
e porch, but not being able lo make a
of
tl
the
Abyssinian
Hbo
satisfriends
for
factory
arrangement
the
to
m3ny
covering the roof unsire to express their thanks
too iate, it was allowed to remain at some
til
the
purwho contributed so generously for
little inconvenience, but, phi, are now oi,
chase of a new Sabbath school ULrary In i ou
baud which It is hoped will result satisfactorilyor of the late Joseph Spencer.
are

—

amount due the principal above last
year's appropriation, aud the repair, have boen
paid by the reut of rooms in the dormitory.
Tlio whole work doue at this institution for the
colored people aud our couutry, we hope will
not he ourtailed for the want of pecuniary help.
Wo therefore ask an appropriation of $1000.
For the committee,
B. F. Knowles.
The

sponses to his remarks.
A committee was appointed to make a suita.
ble response to the message from the Congre-

Rlnes Bros.—2
Bonds—City of Lewiston.
City of Portland
4th of July—Chas. Day, Jr. & Co.
Special Milinery Sale—Bibber, McMann & Co.

and
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Alfred II. Jonhs,
11.
Kkbecca
Smiley.
The statistics of Sabbath schools are as follows:
»

:

O

Rhode Island

o
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8
S
10
7
3
5
0

571
400

|
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*
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240

401

81

Salem.•....
251
256
Sandwich.
267
153
223
Falmouth
390
234
217
Smithflold.
262
130
157
Vassal boro.
120
72
tit!
Dover.
160
114
120
Fairfield.
468
540
270
Four schools with an aggregate membership
of about 180 have not been reported.
Phkhe Wino, Secretary pro tem.
O. T. Maeder, Chairman.
The Treasurer's report is as follows:
Balance from last year. 831.60
60.00
Appropriations for 1882-83..

ssiTeii

Printing.

Other expenses.
Travelling expenses

Printing reports
Literature supplied.

38.54
10.00
0.00
9.00
10.28

880.03

Balance

6.17

581.60
EVENING.

A good audience assembled at the public
meeting in the evening. The matter which
occupied the evening was but a continuation of
the subject which had occupied so much time
and excited so much interest in the afternoon
session.
After reading of the scriptures by Friend

George Barton, the chairman introduced as
the first speaker of the eveniug Friend Roth
S. Murray, who spoke as follows:
Those present expressed their interest in this
matter by comiDg here, and be thoughts on
the subject had turned toward the kind of
books which we pat into Sunday schools libraries. No requisites were required of hooks in
such a library; they should exert a good influence and be interesting. Highly wrought religious literature was to be condemned from its
hurtful tendency. Some works in such libraries are so very dull that they are never taken
oat and so are useless.
Between these two we mast select a mean.
Books which taught of flower and bird and sky
as beiRg the handiwork of the great Fatherwere
useful; books which lightly described the lives
<vf Christian worthies were needed. Not weak
Kut strong and wholesome and real works were
what the children needed; and such books
would be Bure to supplement Christian instruction.
Friend John Derlan spoke of the constantly
needs of Sabbath schools, and how
weakly some schools attempted to do their
work. He agreed with the former speaker and
believed that the lives of the church worthies,
of the noble missionaries, were the books that
would be interesting. He also
believed in
school helps, and that the Quakers should publish their own and intelligently show the world

increasing

why they believed and practised thus aud

so

Friend Luke Woodard concurred with the
views of the others; a man had better put poi'
sou in his body than poor literature iu his
mind.
Friend A. M. Purdy then followed

with

a

very interesting object lesson, illustrating the
fall on conditional men, their equality in the
sight of God, and their purity in the eyes of
God and men when they have been baptized
with His spirit.
Friend Isaac duarp next spoke aud uttered
words of courage for workers iu this cause. He
illustrated the progress which had been made
in this work, and the advantages enjoyed by
the present over the past. He congratulated
the Friends on their progress iu this regard)
and believed that Bible classes
the church from many dangers,

would

defend

Friend Emeline Tuttle followed:
She believed in a catechism for sho had
found it necessary in her mission work, and
thought this was a good way to teach the
Friends’ principles in Sabbath schools. This
coarse had been successful in her Indian work.
Another duty which the religious teacher
owed her pupils was to bring them to Jesus:
this duty was a possible one, prayer would
There is no need of disoouragiavail here.
ment; look upward and press onward, believing that God is able for all things.
Frieud George Barton briefly spoke of the
necessity of Bible helps for certain classes, but
warned those who had time for work on the
lesson to be careful in Its use.
Frieud Mary lingers of Kansas thought the
most important thing was tho conversion of
the children; Intellectual knowledge was not
enough, we must affect and turn the heart.
Knowles spoke
Friend Benj. F.
but a
moment and was followed by the last Bpeakcr
of the evening, Friend Amos Kenworthy who
in fitting words cloBed what had been throughoui an interestng meeting.
He spoke of the
need of light even here in Now England, for

dark corners were to be found. Teachors
should ask God to bless their classes; should
have the schools full of fire and go to work as
if there were souls worth saving. It is time
for us to have the spirit of the Master, aud live
a self donylng life.
A public missionary meeting will he held in
City Hall this (Wednesday) evening at 7.J0
o’clock. Isaac Sharp, Ell Jones, Charles M.
Jones, Emeline E. Tuttle and others will adTho public aro cordially
dress the meeting.
Invited to attend.
Fercv Village.
The subscription fund to procure uniforms
for the band is attaining considerable size.
They will commence their free outdoor concerts in a fow woekr.
There will probably bo a race in working
brats boro on the morning of the Fourth.
Efforts
being made to bring one about and
also a procession of Fautaslles aftor the pattern of last year, which was so successful.
A young son of Mr. Harmon Henley fell
from the wharf a few days ago and very narrowly escaped drowning. Ha went under
twice before assistance reached him, and was
much exhausted when rescued.
are

DIOCESAN CONVENTION.

A BEAUTIFUL STORE

A

The New Home of the “Domestic” Com'
Tbe tilth annual convention of the ProteBtant Episcopal Church of Maine began its sessions in St. Luke’s Cathedral yesterday morn-

iug.
prayer was said at !> a. m. by KeyMr. Small, of Saco, &Dd Kov. Mr. LeffingwnUi
of Itur Harbor.
The convention then organized. There were
present of the clergy, Iltshop Neely and Rev.

Morning

Messrs. Dalton, Washburn,

Upjohn, Lefllng-

well, Kyne, McLaughlin, Walker. Nlobols,
Small, Wellman, Bradley, Sills, Eiske, Pratt,
Little, Yen/in, Martin, Jarvis, Sawyer, Lee,
Hill, twenty in all. Also, of tbe laity delegates from tho parishes in Portluud, Brunswick, Saco, Bath, Wlscosset, Gardiner, Augusta, Hallowell, Thomastou and Lewiston,
twenty-one representing eleven parishes.
Among these delegates were such men of
prominence in general interests as Mr. Geo. E.
B. Jackson, Hon. floury Ingalls, of Wisoasset, lion. Jas. Bridge, of Augusta, It. H. Gardiner, of Gardiner, Prof. Atwood, of Bowdoin
College.
Tho ltlght Rev. the Lord Bishop of Quebeo
was welcomed to a Neat at the right hand of
Bishop Neoly, being received by the convention standing, and returning thanks for the
oourtosy.
Other visiting olergy and candidates for orders were invited to seats in the oouvention.
The Rev. C. M. Sills, ot Portland, was unan-

imously elected Secretary of the oonveution,
aud Mr. C. S. Deake, of Portland, Treasurer of
the Diocese.
Tho following committees were appointed:
New Parishes—Revs. William Walker and
A. W. Little; laymen II. Riley and J. 0.
Shaw.
Carons- Rev. Messrs. Upjohn, Sills and
Small; luymen C. B. Merrill and It. II. Gardiner.

Fiaauoe—G. E' B. Jackson, H. Ingalls,
James Bridge, S.T. Corser,William P. Moody.
Diocesan Education—Rev. Messrs. Pyne,
Nichols und Bradley; laymen It. H. Gardiner
and C., B. Greeuleaf.
Unfinished Busluess—Rev. Messrs. Sill aud
Fisk; layraeu J. W. York aud H. L. Wood.
Standiug Committees—Itev. Canons C. M.
Sills, W. H, Washburu aud S. Upjohn; laymen George E. B. Jackson, Henry Iugalls aud
8. T. Corser
Mr. George E. B. Jackson presented the report of the standiug committee. Testimonials
hare boeu signed In behalf of Henry Babb
Carlton and Lionel Watson for deacon’s orders;
Rev. John H. Veazey and William D. Martin
for priest’s orders; and Goorge W. Rabun and
Frederick H. Rouse for admission as candidates for holy orders. They have also consented to the consecration ot tbe Rev. Hugh M.
Thompson as Assistant Bishop of tbe Diocese
ot Mississippi.
Charles B. Merrill presented the report of
the

Cathedral of St. Lake. Some small expense has been laid out ou the cathedral building. It is now in good condition and will not
require any more outlay daring tbe coming
year, unless some addition be made to tbe
porch. The cuuon’s house will require some
expenditure in order to make it a continued
residence for the canon. The insurance on the
property expired during the past year and has
been renewed at S15.0C0 on the cathedral

building, $2000 on

tbe organ and $2000 on tbe
canon’s bouse—all in live year policies.
At 11 o'clock tbe convention attended divine
service. A procession of twenty choristers and
fifteen clergy entered from the robing rooms,

vested, singing “Thechurch’s

foundation.’
The music was full and strong. The sermon
was by the Lord Bishop of Quebec on The Educating Power of tho Holy Scriptures,iutellectu*
ally aud spiritually. Tbe Holy Communion was
celebrated by the Bishop assisted by Rev. Mr.
Sills[of tbe Cathedra),Mr. Upjohn of Augusta,
aud Rev. F. S. Sill of New Brunswick.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

•

the morning.
After full discussion on canons the convention adjourned till 0 a. m. Wednesday.
Id the evening the Bishop gave a reception
tojthe visiting clergy at the Episcopal residence.
MCJSIG AND

DRAMA

THE LYCEUM.

Despite

the hot weather a good honae held
the Lyceum last night.
Miss Sherwood’s reappearance, after her illuess, was most welcome, and her act with Miss Blanche Webster
a hit.
Everybody was glad to see Lew Keyes
and Gus Wallace again on the ends, and
Keyes's banjo busiuess was met with the usual
favor. A middle-piece was introduced, “Going to the Ball,” affording Miss Clara Wilbur
opportunity to enact one of her excellent lady
parts. The afterpiece gave good scope to
Misses Webster, Mortimer and Phillips.
The management of the Lyceum has very
generously offered to give a benefit at City
Hall, Saturday night, for the Soldiers' and
Sailors’ Monument Association,the proceeds of
the entertainment to go to that fund. This act
of liberality will of course be heartily appreIn addition to the regular Lyceum
ciated.
company other talent will appear.
notes.

Mr. Jas. E. Murdoch, the celebrated actor,
lias goue to his summer residence at Folly
Cove, Itockport, Mass. In the autumn he will
give a series of readings at the Boston Theatre.
Grimmer’s orchestra will not

Lyceum.

appear at

the

Blown Over.
new coal shed erecting on
Boston and Maine wharf by Henry L. Palue &
Co., blew over yesterday morning. The frame
was about 100 feet long and considerable extra
work will be necessary to put it np again. Geo.
W. Adams, residing on Cumberland street,was
badly hurt by falling timbers. His jaw and
several ribs were broken and the full extent of
his injuries aro not yet known.
The frame of

a

Limington.

Very

warm,

past few days,

sultry, summer weather tho
interspersed with showers a'-

most daily.
The prospect of an abundant hay crop Is
good in this section and will be realized if the
continues favorable.
The fruit trees show a medium heavy bloom.
Tho prospect of a good crop is quite flatterihg.
Capt. Malcolm McArthur, of tho regular
army, is here on his summer furlough.
Mr. L. J. Strout of this town has in his posseason

session the trowel nsed in building the first
brick structure erected at St. Panl, Minn.
Tho building was a small structure uted for a
postofllce. It was erected by a brother ol his.
The Maine Western Yearly meeting will
bold its next session with the Free Baptist
church at South Limington, on Wednesday
A busiand Thursday. Juno 20tli and 21st.
ness mooting will be holden o n Tuesday afternoon, the lilth lust.
The arrangements for the Fourth of July
celebration at this place have been nearly
completed. The following Is a cony of tho Invitation, Including tho order of exercises,
which lias been forwarded to 250 at least of the
non-residents:
SONS ANJ>

IIAUOBTKRS

os

I.IMISOTON.

It bus boon deolded by a committee of (he old
residents of Limington, now llvlug In New York
and Boston, to have a reunion at the old home on
July 4, lSSIl. The citizen* of
join with
this committee niOBt cordially In inviting you
to be present on that day.
The oxcrelscs will be as follows:

Limington

Deeds:

Portland—John F. Proctor to Julia A. Ripley, lot of land. Considerate n $1. !
Aslibel Chaplin and Win. T. Small to John
II. Davis, lot of laud. Consideration $1.
James A. Todd to Henry Pennell, land and
buildings. Consideration $1550.
Df'iirlng—Jas. M. Road to Htepben M. Watson, land and buildings. Consideration $2175.
Gray—Emory Osgood to BenJ. F. Skillings,
lot of land. Consideration $250.
Stand ish—Ervin Libby to Holes 0. Hooper,
]< t of land. Consideration $100.
Harrison—Geo. VV. Brackett to Geo. H.
Cummings, lot laud. Consideration $500.

Please address L. J. Strout, Secretary, Limington, York Co., .Mulno.
The Limerick Cornet Baud has been engaged to furnish music under the leadership of
J. Cole of Portland. A Sira Tyler of Boston
lias composed an original song to he sung on
this occasion entitled "Forty YearB Ago,” to
bo
to the tune of “Twenty Years
sung
Ago.” A gentleman from Boston, whose
name wo have not learned, a manufacturer of
pyrotechnics, Is to furnish the fireworks, and
is expected to ho present to exhibit and manage the same. It is designed to make the celeP.
bration a (rand success.

Real Estate Transfers.
transfers of real estate in this
been recorded at the Registry of

following

county have

ton,

pany.

Liming-

was

launched at

ing schooner of about 100 tons, 90 feet long, 24
feet wide, 8 feet hold, built on contract for J.
W. Sawyer & Co. of this city, to be in charge
of Capt. Orchard, lato of schooner W. S.

SATIN PARASOLS

Sawyer.
When Fluent Block was remodelled by its
owners, the Union Mutual Insurance Company
of Maine, an invitation was extended to our
citizens to visit the most beautiful and artistl0
building this side of Boston. Not that the ex-

Mr. Chrlsteuson has commenced another
sohooner for a Portland house, which with the
increased facilities of his new steam mill ho

terior was as commanding as many others but
its internal finish aud furnishings were such
ai delighted
everybody for their richness aud
great taste displayed in selections of marbles,
and woods, in the superb frescoinga, and the
harmonizing of colors. The great store in the
block, on the corner of Exchange and Congress
streets, has awaited a tenant for gome time
since the rest of the blook was occupied, but
has now found a tenant in the person ol Mr.

The Government Chemist Analytes two
of the Leading Baking Powders, and

Frank P. Moss, agent of the Domestic Sewing
Machine Company, and Mr. DeWitt, the President ol the Union Mutual, after the store was
arranged by Messrs Faseett and Stevens, exercised the same exquisite taste in its preparation
for the uses to which it was to be put that
murked his deooratiou of the remainder of the
edifice.
The store proper is about thirty feet square
aud sixteen in height with a large private
ofiloe in the rear facing on Congress street, and
a room for the
book-keeper, nearly as large as
the private office, adjoining. This latter room
would be fully as large as the other were it no t
for its odd shape. These offices are separated
from the main store by an elegant partition'
fashioned in the Queen Anne pattern, of polished cherry, and adornod in the centre by a
large plate glass mirror. The private office in
finished in cherry, and lias a splendid cherry

escritoire,

with sofa aud easy chairs

to

corres-

pond, all richly upholstered and of the
Queen Anne pattern. The main store is hand
sornely carpeted in colors to correspond with
the delioate frescoing of the ceiling and
the deep, rich red of the walls, the red serving
to absord a portion of the flood of light from
tbs great French plate glass windows reaching
from floor to

the

celling,

and of which two sidei of

composed—those on Congress and
Exchange streets. The frieze of the store also
harmonizes admirably with the key note of
color and is of a beautiful antique designQueen Anne furniture also embellishes the
room, and beautiful gas fixtures with shades
ornamented with delicate tracings. All styles
of the “Domestic" are on exhibition in the
store, and artistically arranged specimens Of
store are

work showing that about every thing in the
way of maccreme work, needlework, or embroidery can be done by the Domestic. The
company have just introduced an entire new
style of the justly oelebrated bent wood-pork
that has so long adorned the “Domestic."
This new style is as great an improvement over
the former as that was over the old style of
built up work. They are also Bhowiug a new
set of attachments that are indeed specialities
uo other machine having them. They are all
fitted to oue foot and can be taken off, or pulon without the use of 'a screw driver or the
turning of a screw. In the window are elegant
costumes

doll

made by these machines,

promptly complete.

will

□

what he iluds them made!of

[examined samples

I have

of

"rii’vi'liiuil'a

<m

readily tor the $5.00, but
large quantity of them and

a

to be all with colored linings.
Other Fine Parasols New To-day.

they contain:
Mnperior Hulling Pander.”

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.(1! per cent*
equivalent to 118.2 cubic Inches of gas per or.
of Powder.
11

_

bought
they happen

Baking Powder" and
“Royal
Baking Powder," purchased by myself lu [this

city,

TRIMMED

we

Superior

and I And

LACE

These would sell

"Cleveland’s

Sale Commences this

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Add
Starch
Available oarboulc acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per or.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inones per or. of Powder.
Notb.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined witli ammonia, and exists in tbe Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
New Your, Jan'y 17th, 1881.

RINGS

WEDNESDAY, Juno 13, we shall
offer 100 dozen elegant quality Fancy Hosiery, at 50 cents per pair.

Free of Charge, If it Does Not Cure.
Adamson’s Cough Balsam at all drug-stores.
Owing to its perfect harmony in combination,
it is the very best mixture for the speedy cure
and relief of croup, colds, throat, or lung diseases.
Large bottles 35 cents. Trial size 10
cents.

Goods that have never been sold less
than 75 cents before, and cost to import §7.50 per dozen. Included in
this lot are about 10 dozen out sizes

______________

To the Kditor •/ the Press:
Having noticed an article

in your paper
headed “Look out for the engine," and signed
“Geo. W. Bradley, engineer Maine Central It.
R.,” I beg to call public attention to tbe fact
that no such person is engineer on this road, at

present,

nor ever

Owen, Moore Sc Co.

has been.

E. E. Pbootok,
Time Keeper Motive Power Dept.,
M.C. R. R.
Watervilie, Jane 11th, 1883.

juia

ADVERTSEMENTS.

NEW

*

LADIES’ FINE HOSIERY.

dtt

ADVERTISEMENTS*

NEW

—

Stock of

OF

Grand

Cor.
TbeJeurnal correspondent In New York
Bays that officers of tlio New York Centra
Railroad vigorously deny that there is any hostility betwesn their road and the Grand Trunk
of Canada, in consequence of the transfer of
the Michigan Central’s throngh passenger service from the Great Western of Canada to the
Canada Southern. The Grand Trunk has offered to supply the Now York Central with
business from the Chicago and Grand Trank.
Actfou on this propoeitlon has not yet been
taken by the Central. The New York Central will continue to connect with Detroit
by trains to Niagara Palls, and thence over the
Great Western to that city. The through Chi.
cago trains necssarily go by the way of the Can
ada Southern, because the Michigan Central
refnsed to take through trains from the Great
Western. When the Michigan Central announced the transfer of its throngh passenger

Congress

tion.

1.1, 1883.

Exchange

Sts.

Real Estate owned by Company,
$1,255,966.12
Loaned on Mortgage,
6,456,832.77
Stocks and Bonds owned,
10.639,697.29
Loaned on Collateral,
7,664,106.43
Cash in Office and Banks,
680,484.57
Accrued Interest,
339,486.71
Balances at Branch Offices and Agencies,o26,889.12

1

Total Assets.
$27,463,651.01
$447,496.79

Unpaid Losses,

Reinsurance Reserve—

Fire,

Life,

All other liabilities,
Paid up Capital,

DOMESTIC
Sewing Machine.

OPEN.
ju!3

the Finest Exhibition
niradc in Portland.

~AND

EVENING

During the Week.

m.

CITY OF LEWISTON BONDS
Pursuant to a vote of the City Council, the six per
of I^ewlston. amounting to
cent. Bonds of the
Two Hundred and Twenty-Four Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars, and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after June 80, 1883, have been called in,
and will be redeemed by the City Treasurer, after
that date. Of this amount, Twenty-Four Thousand
Fire Hundred Dollars will be paid from the sinking
fund, and Two Hundred Thousand Dollars, in new'
bonds, bearing interest at four per cent, per annum
will be issued, to pay the balance. The new bonds
will be issued as follows, to wit:
One Hundred
Thousand Dollars payable in ten years from July 1,
1883, and One Hundred Thousand Dollars payable
in thirty years from July 1, 1883, with coupons attached payable on the first days of January and July in each year. Both series of bonds will be In denominations of $500 and $1000, and principal and
Interest
in Boston.
The taxable valuation of the City of I^ewiston,

City

Seth Milliken, Esq., of New York, is in town
for a few days.
Mr. John T. Itogers, a former resident, is
visiting Portlaud, the guest of Mr. George AThomas.
Dr. James M. Buzzsll is very sick at hts residence in Deering.
Kev. II. C. Munson has been engaged to deliver the oration before the Alumni Association of Bnrwick Academy at the coming commencement. This school was founded in 1701
and has seut out several thousand students.
On the arrival of the Scythia at Queenstown
on the 28th uit. Mrs. Woolson and Miss Wes'
selhoept left the ship to visit Cork, Dabllu and
the Laker of Klllaruey; they will rejoin their
party In London. Mrs. Brewer, of New York,
(formerly Miss Sewell of Portland) was also a
passenger in tho Scythia.
The Washington Evening Star contains tho

following:—"Isle

A. Lord was to-day grauted
decree of divorce from flie bonds of matrimony with Charles O, Lord, and responden1

a

decreed to pay costs. Tho petitlou stated
that sire married defoudant Sept. 18, 1802, at
New Sharon, Me., hor maiden immo being

April 1, 1883, was $10,679, 926, an increase over
last year of $341,766.
The debt of the City is os follows:
Six per cent, bonds.$265,000.00
Five per cent, bonds. 474,000.00
Four and one-half per ct. bonds
Four per cent, bonds (as above).

131,000.00
200,0Ou.00

SEARLES’

ADAMS, Agents,
22 Exchange Street,
Portland.
law3wW

FIRE

discuss rates and docide on routes to the national encampment to ho held at Denver July
nixt.

William H.

Smiley, of Lewiston, graduated

yesterday from Columbia University at Washington, D. C., with the degree of LL.B. Mr.
Smiley is the Washington representative of
the larwiston Journal.
At a session of tho trustees of the Maine In.
sane Hospital Dr. Horace B, Hill was elected
to fill iho position ut the hospital left want by
the

election of J)r. Sanborn to the

cyHon.

Buperiuteu

Dorilns Morrison, of
Minneapolis,
Minn., was on Friday evening last married In
Pittsfield, Mass., to Mrs. Abby J. Clagstoue, of
New York. The ceremony took place at the
residence of the bride’s brother and was strictly private. The bridegroom formerly lived in
Bangor and about thirty years ago loft for
Minneapolis, where In that enterprising city of
the Northwest be lias amassed a fortune estl
mated at 93,000,000. In celebration of bis wedding be Is to present his adopted city of Minneapolis with a costly public library.

ATHLOPHOROS
a

MPEFIFIC far

Rheumatism
and

CRACKERS!
German Crackers, Torpedoes, Paper Caps, Bombs
and Guns to fire Paper Caps, Mammoth Paper Caps
Japanese Torpedoes, Roman Candles, Rockets,
Shells, Mines, Wheels, Hags, Japanese and Chinese Lanterns, Fire Balloons, etc., wholesale and

Neuralgia,

Has met with unparalleled success wherever it has
been introduced, not only curing cases of
simple
forms of these diseases, but many wonderful cures
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM are
and
recorded,
thus far not a single instance where relief has not
been afforded.
This medicine i* put up with great care, containing nothing that would be in any way injurious to
the most delicate constitution. Every one who has
used it has recommended it to other suherers, and if
given a fair trial it w ill prove its own merits.
The following testimonial came to us
entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of scores we have on
hie, the number increasing daily.

New Haves, January 1,1883.

W"*Send for Price List.
Also a large stock of Hammocks, Feather
ters, Base Balls, Lawn Tennis, Croquet, Lawn
(new), Baby Carriages, etc.

R. X. Searles:
Dus* !
Dear Sir.—I am glad to certify that your RheuPool j matic cure, Athlophoros. has cured
my wife when
all other remedies and the doctors failed. She was
prostrate with severe rheumatic pain—could scarcely move in bed. After taking three doses, according
to directien, I assisted her into a
carriage, and sue
enjoyed the ride very much after being confined to
her bed for three week9, hoping for
something to
give relief. She has taken but one bottle to effect a
permanent cure. Yours respectfully,
\o. 18? Middle Street.
REV. E. N. SEEL YE,
juir.d3w
Agrnt Board of Charities, Hew Haven, (bn*.
For Sale by H. H. HAY & SOX, Portland Me.
PREPARED BY

(’Ills. DAY, .111.4-CO.

THE ATHLOPHOROS

SPECIAL

MILLINERY
—

FOB

COMPANY,

1
Wall Street, New York.
W. Perkin* A Co., Portland, Me.,
Wholesale Agents.
d&w3m
John

SALE

*1*21_
THE

—

ONE WEEK.

“AUTOMATIC”

BUND AWNING FIXTURE.

We shall offer lo the Ladles of Port
landand vicinity all our stock of Hats,

Attachable to Old

a?

well

as

>ew Blinds.

Bonnets, Flowers, Feathers, Laces, etc., 1
at greatly reduced prices ; call and examine our stock and you will be convinced that you can save money here.

mm, mm & co.,

t!17 CONGRESS ST.,

GARCEIiON. H. N. WAGG, R. C. REYA. TRACY, F. W. PARKER Finance
Committee.
Lewiston, Mo., May 23, 1833.
iul 3.10,18,21

REMOVAL.
Closing

(3rent

Out

Sale

MILLINERY

GOODS.

off Port In ml.

In Board of Mayor

ani»

•Tune

Aldermen, \

J

12, 1883.

that upon the petition of the Portland
Railroad Company for permission to construct
a turnout on Pearl street near Fore street, so that
they may be able to run tlieir cars so as to better
accommodate the public travel to and from the Islands and along Commercial street. Notice be given by the City Clerk that this Board will meet at
the place above mentioned, tbeu and there to hear
all parties interested in the matter prayed for. and
thereafter they will adjudge and determine whether the public necessities and convenience of the public reqniro such turnout should be constructed.
A true copy of the order.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

ORDERED
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OF —

m

Pity

A. M.

NOLDS, J.

Farrington Bl’k.

Jui3

urer.

Cooke, and she charged that in August, 1870,

"Campmeeting John Allen,’’ of Farming,
ton, Is nt the Lako Walden, Mass., Holiness
Convention, and preached there Sunday evening. Mr. Allen was 88 years old In March,
and this is tho 333d campmeeliug which he has
visited within the past fifty-eight years.
Senior Vica Commander-in-Chlef Bangs, of
Maine, will preside at a meeting of the Department Commanders of New England to he
held at the Fifth Avenue HotSl, Now York,
next Friday. The object of the meeting is to

octSdtf

funds and

was

he abandoned her at the town of Deering, and
compelled hor to oaru her own livelihood,
which she has done in this district for more
than two years past.”

Consignments solicited

Total.$1,070,000.00

available assets. 143,663.80
Net debt
$926 436.20
Of this debt, Five Hundred Thousand Dollars was
for Water Works (the interest on which is paid by
the income from the Works), leaving as the ordinary
Municipal Debt, $426,436.20, or less than four per
cent, of the taxable valuation.
Sealed proposals for the whole or any portion of
these Bonds will be received until June 23d, next
at which time the Bonds will be awarded, the City
reserving the right to reject all bids not satisfactory.
Proposals and all communications relating thereto to be nddressed to CH AS. WALKER, City Treas-

Sinking

o. W. ILUJ

ROLLINS &

retail.

(lit

18 Kiel »|e Mi.

BAIUIT,

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchant
dise every taturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.

payable

Personal.

Half.room
P. 0.

A*

sec

OAY

Fire

England Depabtni ext,
6CILL A BRADLEY, Manager*.
GEO. P. FIELD, General Agent.

On Exhibition.
ever

F. O. BAILEY dc CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

New

Crochet Work

Tail and

about half way to Libby’B Corner. This is a desirable
tract of land situated about one mile from Market
Square; should attract the attention of capitalists.
F. O. BA1LEY.& lO., Auctioneers.

§27,463,651.01

Net Surplus of any
Insuiance Company in
the World.

1883-Jili OFJl'LY-1883

-AKI>-

from the Great Western to Canada
Sonthern, the Grand Trunk gave notice that it

7,963,063.54

junl3

Paper Suits,
Home Decorations,)

Trimmed

ON

juSdtd

1,447,725.00

Largest

THE-

”

Valuable Land near Portland, by
Auction.
Thursday, Jane 14, at 3 o'clock p. in., we
shall sell about 15 acres of val uabie land, sit*
uated about 300 feet from city line in Dee ring, opposite Longfellow property, Saccarappa road. This
property has a frontage of about 440 feet, and runs

282,295.86 18,052,767.47 !

bilities.

New Attachments
-FOE

2,989,069.82

14,333,895.00

Surplus beyond Capital and Lia-

-A2I1>-

“

Reserve-

Reinsurance

The New Style Wood-work

trains

would not be bound, prohibiting the payment
of commissions on passenger businessOut of
this fact has growu the rumor that a war of
passenger rates was imminent between the
Grand Trank and Central. The officers of the
Central say that they will refuse to honor
throngh tickets from the Michigan Central if
the latter cut rates either directly or by the pay
ment of commissions. They look to the Erie
to take a similar position as regards the Grand
Trank. If, however, the Graud Trunk shoald
cat passenger rates between Chicago and New
York, and the Erie refuse to reject the former's
through tickets, the Vanderbilt system will retaliate. The prospect of a rate war. it is declared, will therefore ^depend upon the action
of the Grand Trank.
Minor Notes.
It is understood that a meeting of the Trank
line railroad representatives was held in New
York yesterday to discuss |tlib relation of the
Grand Trunk and Lackawauna Railroads to
the pool. It was expected that the discussion
would cnlmiuate either in the entrance of
Lackawanna to the pool or the expulsion of the
Grand Trunk nnless it ceases co-operation with
Lackawanna.
The new railroad between Kennebunk and
Kennebunkport is nearly finished. The laying
of the rails has been completed, and the road
bed is nov being ballasted and will be ready
for business on Monday, the 18th iust., when
regular passenger trains will commence running, connecting w ith all trains to and from
Boston via the Boston and Maine Railroad.

&

Country Store by Auc-

VSTE shall sell on THURSDAY, Jane I4tb, at 10
▼ ▼
a.m. and 2V% p.m.. at salesroom 18 Exchange
street, about 200 pairs Boots and Shoes, Clothing,
Cloths. Dry Goods,Fancy Goods, Grrjceries and Fat.
Medicines. Crockery Ware, School Books,Store Fixtures, Scales, Show Cases. Desks, Sic.
F. O. B.tlLEY Sc CO., Auctioneers,
jnl2d3t

LIVERPOOL.

JANFAK Y

THE—

a

—

ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY

GRAND OPENING
-OF

OF THE

SALES.

AUCTION

STATEMENT

and a large

Central and the
Trunk.

$3.75.

ME.
PORTLAND, ait

juia

RAILWAY NOTES.

The New York

at

BROS.

241 MIDDLE ST.

Tbe above shows conclusively that "Cleveland's Superior" is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder.
It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale College; Dr, Gentb of ttie University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
Win. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst for tbe
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronounce it absolutely pure and healthful.

Yesterday afternoon the opening of the new
parlors took place and they were filled all the
rest of the day and evening.

Morning

ill'll lilting Powder."

beautifully dressed.

our

The convention resumed its session at 3 p. m.
The Bishop delivered his annual address,
giving an account ot his official acts, speaking
ot the losses sustained by the diocese and
church at large in the death of active and
earnest churchmen; and closing with an earnest protest against “the Epicurean
deism”
with which the Holy Scriptures are now assailed in some quarters in the church.
Eight delegates were elected from the dim
oese to tbo general convention of the church to
be held in Philadelphia in October, the Key.
Messrs. Upjohn, Washburn, Laffiugwell and
Fiske; and Messrs. McMullen, Gardiner, In'
galls and Bridge of the laity.
Mr. John Marsbalt Brown was elected trustee of the Diocesan funds in place ot Hon Jas.
T. McCobb, deceased.
A rising vote ot thanks was passed to the
Bishop of Quebec for his admirable sermon of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

KenDebunkport yesterday by George Christenson a first-class (lab.

Report of Yesterday’s Proceedings.

At Sunrise Ringing of bolls and tiling a (aliilo In
the States from “Hid itylngton."
At l> o'clock A. M.v-ProccBSiou of the “Antiques
and Horribles."
At JO o'clock A. M.—Address of welcome by \V. (J.
Lord, M. A.., of Limington, ami response by A.
(J stockln. Jl*q., of Boston, at the Town Hall.
At 12 o’clock M.—Collation will ho served in a
large tont, and toasts, after dinner speeches,
reminiscences and songs will follow. M. B. Pole,
Esq., of Now York, presiding.
In the evening tboro will bo a promenade and band
concert, with a splendid exhibition of lireworks.
M. B. Cole, George S. Small, A. C. Stockln,
committee for New York and Boston. W. S. Small,
L. ,1. Strout, J. If. Brackett, committee for

The

Launching.
There

of

Portland,

The very best blind hinge and a per*
feet Awning fixture. No cloth to tear
and wear out. >'o iron frames to shake
and rattle. Blinds instantly converted
to awnings. Awnings instantly convert*
ed to blinds. A child can operate them.

Inde«peu*able

for «.iintincr
hotel* and
Room* always cool and ->hndv.
Thousand* of mcIm in *ncce«*fnl n*e. For
-ale by KI.M. A DEXTEK,
Middle
IV.n.PIKKnw A t'O., i Free Ml.
Block.
jun0eoti4w

dwelling*.

ss.

Notice is hereby given as required by the above
order which is made a part of this notice.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest:

JnlSdtd

_

READ THE

In order to reduce our stock
before moving, we will sell at cost
and less than cost for the next

thirty dajs.

SUNDAY

GLOBE

NEXT SUNDAY.
jun!3

WF&S

Wanted.
and young'men In llio city or country to
take n light work at their home.; my one can
do it; work sent l)y mail, good salary, distance no
objection, no canvassing. Address with stamp,
Bl'KT A EMMONS, Box 2173, Boston, Mass.
dlw*
juul3

LADIES

CAPEN & CONNOR,

ima^8 Congress St.
BOSTON

SUNDAY

Jlw

RLOBE,

iirrlvrN ill I'oi'lluuil by sprrinl
triiiu, coiiuurnciuK nr\i Siuuliiv.
Ortlcr your puprr in udvainrc 10
hr sun* of li. For sale by priori,
pul iirw wlrnlrrs,
WFSS
junlH
IN HKHRRf U1VKN, that
VIITin;
11 the subscribers have been duly appointed Executors of the Will of
SAMUEL S. HIGH, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken
themselves that trust, William
upon
K# Nonl havin- given binds, as tho law directs. All persons Having demands upou the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit tho same,
and all persons indebted losaidestito arc called
upon to make payment to

ANDREW J.IUCH ) pMentors
WILLIAM K. NEALf 1 xeoUtor5,
Portland, June G, 1883.
Jul3dlaw3w*

FdE
COW anil CALF,

SALE.

WILSON CHASE & IILLIKEN,
SELLING AGENTS

»

EI.FORATEO PHILADELPHIA

PURE LEAF LARD
in

Tierces, Falla, Tubs ami Gases.

$o. It Moulton

Street,

Pori land, Mo.

Jane 6, 188!t.

—OF—

FRENCHMAN’S and BLUE
HILL
—

—

WJM. SEKTER «V GO.
j.llt

A full assortment of Cabriolets, Russian opeu Carryalls, Beach Wagons,
Standing Top Phaetons. Corning and
Box Buggies, on Kliptic, Tinikin and
Brewster Spriugs, 2 second-hand Phaetons, 2 Jumpseats, 2 Cabriolets at a bar-

gain.

my *10

PREBLE

ST,
cod8t*

HOUSE AT HIGHLAND PARK
Will open June 13th.

For descriptive t-irenii,l terms aulfireNS
R. F. HI XiCKI.I., Frye__burg Me., or rail at 14S
High Ml., Porliaiol.
juu7tl2w

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.
WI1.UAM READ (M.
Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (SI. D., Harvard, 187*!), 41
MoiticrM'i almt, Blowion, give *peoi&l Attention

to the treatment t.l FlSTI L t, FI BrfC» AMD
ILL IIINLAMEH OB«' TilK UKiTI'HI,
without detention from businefle. Abundant refer

BAAS,

BY

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS!

jn0d3w

CHART.

NEW

Manufacturer auil Dealer in Fine

80

GEO. C. NAPHEYS & SON’S

Inquire at

UORsL A CARUI HE MART,
FI a hi Sli ert.
jnisuiw

FOU

ALBERT CHASE,

U3-W

gU ou.

eucew
v >tttoe

»T»)

Pamphlet# pent ou Application,
Hours—12 to 4 o’clock P. M. (except

8un

febiOdljpr

~

MISCELLANEOUS-

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 13.
Killing Weeds.
The New England Farmer has an Instructive article with the above caption, from
which we make the following extracts:
Perhaps there is no single farm operation
in which there lias been such a needless
waste of hard manual labor as iu that of
field and garden hoeing. It Is true, there
was some excuse for
making hard work of

weeding and hoeing, when there were no
really good ploughs, harrows or horse cultivators in tbs market, with which to suitably prepare aud work the soil. A field that
is but half ploughed, can not bo put in good
condition for planting by the use even of

POWDER
Pure.

Absolutely

This Powder never varies.’ rA marvel of petty,
aud wbolesomeness. More ecmiomleiu than
tha ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold iu competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold on Ip in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

strength

mch6

dlyr

BEST THiNG KNOWN

t«

«»

WASHING^BLEACHUG
IN KARS GR S8FT, HOT OR CBU) WATER.
4AVES LA KOI!, TIME and SO VP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction,
tp family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BKWABE of mutations
well dosijned to mislead. PEA It LINE is tho
ONLY SALE lubor saving compound, and
*2 way* boors the above svmbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YOKEL.

products.

And yet we can not afford to grow weeds
among our crops. Nor is there any need
that we should. A good horse hoe, with
reversible outside teeth, that can be set so
as to throw the earth either towards or from
tin hills, at pleasure, aud with expanding
braces to lit it for wide or narrow rows, may
be run with perfect safety, even before the
crop begins to bieak through the surface,
aud it may be run daily if necessary, till
everything between rows is as dead as bay.
One thorough ham) hoeiug is all that the
very weediest of fields ever ought to require.
All the hilling, where hilling is desirable,
may, and should be done by horse power.
have been discussing methods of
handling very weedy fields, such fields as
have neither been well ploughed nor well
cultivated previous to being planted. Where
the preliminary work has been done well,
no such amouut of horse cultivation will be
required. The smoothing harrow drawn
over a thoroughly tilled and properly planted corn or potato field, will, in two hours'
time, do the work of both man and cultivator for a whole day.
A great many acres
of cultivated land were kept clean of' weeds
last year without any hand labor with hoes,
an occasional weed to be pulled by hand
being all the hand labor required, and these
were so scattering as not to pay for pulling,
except to keep the land clean for succeeding
crops. By adopting better methods of eul
tivating and weeding our crops, we shall be
better prepared to cut the early grass at the
right time, iustead of leaving it to go to seed,
while we are grubbing and sweating among
the weeds in our fields and gardens.

Admiration
or tux

WORLD.

Mrs. S.A.Allen's
WORLD'S

HairRestorer
IS PERFECTION!

Public

--->
Beaofhstress.
A. Allen fcosjuvly earned tltitle,
and thousands are tlu; day r i :«:i; j

hair rad’.^c
unequated prepa; ati. u f. r

over

her

a

fine head of

!
:

y
r-

ing, invigoraiir 5,

and be. .; by :• : ;
Hair.
Her World's ii *r l-c= -r.^c
.v
quickly clear.sea the
;•
Dandruff ani r-ress 1
if
is
.j
it;
;-.r
c!.a::..t-l
hair, gray,
.}
color, giving it the
luxurious quantity r-; i 1 c.
•*

«•

C0M?Li2S2ir?A'rj.
hair is now restored :
s
:c.
youthful color ; II:..
a gray hair left.
I r. : 3 Oisfied that the preu .is not a dye, but acts on
the secretions.
?.r; h.hr
ceases to fail, which i; certainly an advanta e to me,
who was in danger of b
This is
coming baid.”
the testimony of all who
use
Mrs. S. A. Allen a
World's Hair Restorer.
>

loss of jibstay.
Soh Victor, Ellsworth, Franklin for

A French lady at Nice went to her room,
pat on a white satin dress and blew oat her
brains. It rained her dressmaker, as ladies
considered she was driven to the deed by the
badness of the fit.—Boston Post.

fc

fe

|

§2
fi

Horsford's

Acid Phosphate,
Article.

a

Reliable

Da. E. .CcTTaa, Boston, Mass., says:
I
found it to realize the expectations raised, and
regard it as a reliable article."

■

I
I
I
5

"We never speak as we pass pie" would be a
good song for dumb waiters in a restaurant.—
Boston Star.
Sanford's Ginger for the worn-out.

Sch Casco Lodge, Dyer, New York—Geo Sylvester.
Sch British Tar, (Br) Evans, Chester, NS—Chase,
Leavitt & Co.
Soh A B Crowley, (Br) Boudrot, Ariohat, NSChase, Leavitt & Co.
Soh Alice Dean. Garnett, Boston—N Blake.
Soh Ella Eudora, Pray, Ellsworth -N Blake.
Sch K L Warren, Bahbidge, Belfast—N Blake.
Soh Shepherdess, Kellis, Duiuartscotta— N Blake.
SAILED—Barone Caroline; brig Nellie Ware; sch
elite Star, Frank O Dame, uud others.
FROM OUR OORRK8PONDUNT.
June

O-Ar,

soh

Sylph, Rines,

CAUGHT
a BAD COLD
SUMMER COLDS and
Coughs are quite as dangerous as those of
midwinter.

The

But

they yield to the same
treatment and ought
to be taken In
time.

For all diseases of THROAT,
NOSTRILS, HEAD or
BREATHING APPARATUS

strange providence that blows down
cburch steeples and lets tbe shot-towers stand.
—New Orleans Picayune.

SOVEREIGN Remedy

ALL DRUGGISTS KEEP

KILLER

PAIN

"SWEDISH REMEDIES!

The average reader would a thousand times
read fiction than fact. This is because
lying is so rare an 1 truth so terribly trite.—
Boston Transcript.
The National Medical Association awarded
a Gold and Jewelled Medal to the author of
that truly great medical work, “The Science
of Life; or, Self-Preservation.” It was fairly
won and worthily bestowed.

Hatter:
Here you are, sir, very latest style
of white hat.” Customer: "Guess I won’t
get a white one. I like to be considered ec*
centric.”—Philadelphia News.
A “pocket guide” for instruction in the art
of swimming has been published in New York.
When you fall overboard, and don’t know how
to swim, all you have to do is to tread water
and read your guide—Cincinnati Saturday

urea

An Altera
tive Tonic &
Blood Purifier. Itpuri-

rase*

good many people are just Itching
mosquifos.—Boston Post.

Lung*,
Swedish

A”13

strengthens

Cures Con

the system
and acts like
a charm on the

eUpaUon.
digestive organs.
SWEDISH REMEDIES._
When taken together according to directions,

have times and times again cured consi’MP+ion
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of its wonderful cures.
pamphlets and circulars—Sent Free- M.
T>.,
F. W. A. Berg*ngren,
ProprietorLynn. Mass.

I consider Swedish Botanie Compound the best
Blord Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Maas.
A lady writes: “After years of severe goffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dysjtepsia
year Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured
me.

aul6

had swallowed the nose without biting it off,
it must have proved fatal to the boy —Pittsburgh Commercial.

al l dlsof the

Pep8 In

fiestheblood

An exchange says: "A Mississippi dog bit
off a boy’s nose and swallowed it.” Thig
shows the thoughtfulness of the dog. If he

Ltmg

Balsam

Compound

_

The universal verdict, "The Hop Platter is
the best porous plaster ever made.” Only 20 cts.

To Ladies.—If you wish to render your skin
white and soft, use Glenn's Sulphur Soap.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

Swedish

Swedish
Botanic

a

sooner

Night.
Is the

MWKDIMH KEn EDIBM,
For Sale by all Druggists. ood&wlj

A

to

kill

The great sale of Swedish Remedies is aston
ishing, and for enriehing the blood, creating
an appetite, or
strengthening the whole system nothing can surpass these remedies.

Tucker, Portland.

barque Payson Tucker,

inst, brig Jos Clark, for DelaBreakwater; brigs Leonora, Blood and Elizabeth Winsh w, Looko, do.
Ar at Caibariou 4th, brig Mary T Kiuiboll, Allen,
Ctd at Cardeuas 5th

ware

New York.

SldUth, biig Helen O Phinney, Sylvester, North
of Hatteras.
At at Nuevitas *J6th, sch VV K Chester, Thompson,
New York.
Ar at Trinidad 30th, sch Dora Matthews, Brown,
Philadelphia via St Jago.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres May 3, barque Anna Walsh.
AratCardiil 11th, ship Wilua, Simmons, Portland O.
Ar at Aniior 4th, ship Ice King, New York.
Ar at Melbourne Pth mat, ship Emily F Wlatuey,
Rollins, Boston, S3 days.
iHKIUOKANUA,

Barque Niphon, Rogers, at Rio Janeiro, took tire
May 15, aud damaged some loose sails, clothing,

and nautical instruments.
Soh Albert H Cross, Pendleton, from Bay View
for Delaware Breakwater, with granite, went ashore
11th, on Chatham Beach, and remains. Probably
come off without domago.
A contract has boon
made to float her for $300.
Soh Albert H Cross was floated PM, 11th, without damage, and proceeded.
VlNllFiniEN.
Gloucester llth, sobs Alice M Gould, aud
WiUio Seavey, of Porilaud, shore Ashing; Edward
do; D it Webb of
Morse, and Wave, of
Deer Isle, aud James Pool, of Boothbay, do; Fairy
Queen, of Portland, shore flsbtug.
Ar

at

Friendship,

mny:am

This

plaster Is fafor Its quick
and hearty action In
curing Rheumatism
Sciatica, Kidney Disease, Lame Back, Side or Hips,
Sharp Pains, Pleurisy, Heart and LIT r Troubles,
Stiff Muscles, Sore Chest, Cramps, and all pains or
aches In every part. It soothes, strengthens and
mous

ship

Humphreys, Hong Kong.

tee

parts. Bold by
druggists, every-

A GREAT

SUCCESS

where at 25 cents.
nop Planter Co., Bole Manufacturer*.
Mailed on receipt of price.
(f)
CARTER, HARRIS A HAWLEY, Gen Agt r,o', ton.

U A D nB flooring,

B^B £1
}|
p

■

■ m

wB

widths and

qualities.

mu v-James&Abbot,
r»^

MII
I

re

II

I®

mm

apr6
IS* HEKGRV
subscriber has booD duly
ofth® Will of

NOTM'K

Kilby St.,

boston.

Pierre.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar

Pressey, Belfast.

GEORGE JEWETT, late of Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and ha/
upon herself that trust, as the law
direct®.
All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to
eabiblk the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon t«» make payment to
MAItY JANE JEWETT, Executrix.
jun6dlftw3w'W4
Portland, June 5tb, 1883
la the
taken

—

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now la it* THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, aud at no time lias It been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous t.r more successful.
last \ear was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSIINCREASED
INCREASED
SURASSETS,
NESS,
PLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS ami all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.
oTho

WORK

FOR

The sure effects of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla are
thorough and permanent. If there is a lurking taint of Scrofula about you, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will dislodge it and expel it from your
system.
In nine cases out of ten an official will go
abroad for his health sooner than go to jail.—
New Orleans Picayune.
In the days of adulterated articles of food it
is a pleasure to use the Congrest Yeast Powder
w#iich is absolutely pure.
lUARRIAUK*.
In this city. June 12th, at the residence of the
bride’s father, by Key. C. F. Allen, D. I)., Ella FranKolfe. daughter of Samuel Kolfe, to William

ces

Albert Allen.
In this city, June 12, by Kev. S. F. Pearson, Isaac
and Miss Jane Knowles, both of Portland,
In this city, June 12, by Kev. S F. Pearson, Frank
F. Libby and Miss Jnlia Nelson, both of Westbrook.

Knigbt

OKCATHB
In this city, the 12 inst.f Daniel *j. Itoako, aged 21
years 0 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Freeport, May 16, Lucy A., wife of Walters.
McFarland, aged 47 years 8 months.
In Damanscotta, May 16, Mrs. Mary, widow of
the late Joseph fllscock. aged 70 years.
In Greene, May 18, Joseph M. Klckardsoa, aged
72 years 11 months.
In Georgetown, May 27, Benjamin Rowe, aged 74
years 11 months.

MINIA'J'UBE ALMANAC.JUNE 13.
S JO ttwv.
.4 16, High wftter, (pm
r».48
0.13
San sett. .7 44 Moon sets...

VIA K I N K
PORT or

N'KWK

PORTIiAI^D

TUESDAY. June 12.
Arrived.
Steamer •Falmouth, Hall, St John. Nit, .la East
port for Bouton.
Barque.loKe It Lopez, Momitfort, Havana, with
sugar. \ ersel and cargo to Phluney * Jackson.
Brig Harry Stewart, (of Bangor) Pendleton, Cal-

A

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourih
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popular with the People, the
largest financial institution of any
kiud in ibis State, aud this is a
good opportunity for ilrst-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

FERRIS,
for Me. & N. II.

CTS^GommunlcHtiouH treated confidentially when
so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what. basis they
can represent a
great, progressive idle company
whose popular features amt phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to oomniunioute with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in scouring and building up a permanent business.
itiH>M»odt<

U

P

Cheney,

—

Arthur Burton,
Thomaston.
Hilton, Rogers,

Bath.
CHARLESTON—Cld 11th, sch Helen A Chase,
Adams, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 11th, sch Broxle B Rokes, Beu
net.. Jacksonville.
Also ar 11th- barque

Syra, Petteugill, Brunswick;

brig Ernestine. Norton, Galveston.
Cld 11th, sch Addle Sawver. Cook, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA— Cld 9th, sch William Cobb,
Chase, Bogtou.
CHESTER. PA—Cld 9th, ship Tillie E Starbuck,
(new) Rogers. Portland.
Ar lltb, schs Liszte
Dewey, Peters, Cardenas;
Carrie A Norton, Hodcdou. Kennebec.
Cld 11th, brig Mattie B Russell, Atherton, Cardenas; sch Sarah A Ellen, Yorx, Portland.
NEWCASTLE-Passed down 9th, schs N J Dins
more, for Portland; Thos N Stoue, for Oardiner.
Aral Delaware Breakwater

11th,

sch

Kmersou

Rokes, Marstou. Matausa*.
Sid. brig Mattie B Russeii.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 9th. schs R W Denham.
Blucklev, New York; (Jen Howard, Henderson, do.
Sid 9th, schs Reuben Eastman, for Oardiner; E M
Golder. and Gen Howard, for Augusta.
NEW YOKK-Ar 11th. sobs Nettie B Dobbin, fm
Chatham; Alexandria, Joggins, NS: Prod Gray,
Bowdoinhain; Governor, Sedgwick; Katie Mitchell,
Bath; Elixabetb M Cook, and Win Todd, fm Calais;
Webster Bernard, and Isabella Thompson, Bangor;
M B Mahoney, do; Hattie E King, and Spartel, fm
Hillsboro; J B Knowles, St John, NB; Geo E Pres-

cott, Vinalhaven.
Also ar llik. barque Chalmette, Chadbourne, Calcutta 114 days; barque Skobeleff, Tucker, klatauzas; brtg Ellen M Mitchell, Small, Cak&nen. (partly dismasted); schs Auuie R Lewis, Lewis, Arroyo;
Sarah F Bird, Far well. Guantanamo; Fannie A Millikan, Roberts, Jacksonville; Susan A Pickering,
Haskell, Peusacola: Helen J Holway, Libby, Windsor, NS: Lucy Hammoud, Robinson, Alina, Georgieita Waodward, Sullivan.
Cld lltb, hrlg Atalaya, Eye, for Clenfuegoa; sch

PROVIDENCE—Sid 11th, sch Chattanooga, Lamson, Wilmington, Del.
«
FALL RIVER—Ar lOtb.sch Mary Langdou, Mullin, Rockland.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 9tb, brig Mary
E Pennell, from Fall River for New York; sebs Edward W Perry, St Jobu far Charleston; El bridge
Gerry, Vinalhaven for New York- HarryC Chester,
Machias for do; Thayer Kimball, Rockland for do;
Maria Adelaide, and Edwin A Stevene, Bangor for
do; Idaho, Rockland for New London; R L Keuney,
Providence for New York.
APPONAUG—Ar 10th, sch Jane, Haskell, from

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE LWOT.
Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
about 3Vfc
cent. tupremium
a

pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Reiter limit
as

Also

ar

9th,

Amboy,

Yates, Ferris. Weehawken; Fanny Flint, Warren,
Hoboken, Jo le, Bryant, Machias; Mount Vernon,
Loud, Surry; r. A Anderson, Cotter, Gardiner for
Albany.
Cld 12th, barqne Henry L Gregg, Dyer, Buenos
Ayrec; schs Cbas K Moody, Cates, baracoa; Minnie
Griffin, Stocking, Rockland; Josie Burt, Burt, for
Rockland.
Ar 12th, schs T A Stuart, Falkingham, Hoboken;
H Prescott. Davis. Bangor.
LYNN—Ar lOtb, schs I) Sawyer, Rogers, Philadelphia; Angola, Dyer, Elizabethport; Vashtl R
Gates. Warnock. Calais; Ophir, Banger.
SALEM—Ar 11th, sch F A Magee, Stanwood,
Port Johnson.

GLOUCESTER—Ar lltb, schs Zampa, fm Machias
for New York; Stella Lee, Portland for do; Elizabeth, Ellsworth for Weymouth.

Policies In

Results Accomplished.
THE NORTH WESTERN

baa paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Reside# giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to ft3,#per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxe#, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 oer
eent. reserve is $3,022,012.
SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
l»etter by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
Tilt* above

§s

Endow niciii
for sole at

Montevideo.
In port May 11, barques Woodside, Montgomery,
for Boston; sarmlento. Gould, unc; Samul B Hale,
Haven, an<l Sarah A Staples, Klwell, unc.
Sid fin Montevideo Apl 29. barque Albert Shultz,
Eldrldge, [from Portlaed; for Rosario.
In port slay 12tb, ship Portland Lloyds, Hussey,
unc; barque Carrie K Long, Park, from Buenos
Ayres, for Boston.
Ar at Rio Janeiro May 18tb, barque John RStauhope, DeWinter, New York.
In port May J9tb, barque Niphon, Rogers, from
Cardiff.
At San Andreas May 23, sch Mary M Dyer, Bradley, for New York.
Sid fm Cow Bay, CB, 4tb Inst, brig G I* Sherwood,

Taylor, Portland; Gtta, barque Isaac Hall, Stone,
Sydney.
Ar at Port Caledonia 7tb,
barque T K Weldon,

Baldrey,

Boston.
St John, NB, 9th

Ar at
Inst, sch Afton, McIntyre.
Portland.
Cld lltb, sch Ida May, Gorham, Rockland.

KPOKEKt
April 8. lat 1 N, Jon 20 W, ship Ell well, Barstow,

Hong Kong.

tlott

—AND—

LEWIS MeLELLAN, Gorlnuu.

AG EATS

T. T. MERRY

State
jue23

take my life. Having failed to obtain relief from
doctor, I finally consulted our druggist, I)r.
Morryman, of Brunswick, and requested him to fur-

my

mo

with the most reliable ami

speody

enre

for

such sick ness, for I was suffering too much for
human nature to endure long. The doctor recommended mo fo use Hunt's Remedy, as it had been
used with remarkable

success

in

good many cases
purchased n bottle;
a

Brunswick and vicinity. I
and received such great relief that I continued, and
had not used two bottles before I began to improve
in

l»eyond

my expectations. The pains In iny kidneys
and loins disappeared. I gained strength, and my

began to pass naturally, and f was able to
sleep soundly, and obtain the greatly needed rest
which for a long time I could net. 1 am fully
restored to health, and can attend to my business
water

Thanks to Hunt's

Remedy for my restoration, and 1
to all who are troubled with

highly recommend it
kidney complaints.”

COUIjD NOT I II T A POUND.
The above are tlic words of Mrs. Harriet. Bailey
of Putnam, Conn.
Bho writes May 3, 1883: u{
have been troubled with kidney and llvor disease
for two years. I suffered severely in the hack and
loins.
Before taking your wonderful medicine
Hunt’s Remedy, I could not lift a pound. After
giving It a fair trial, I began to improve, and can
now truly say it was a ‘Godsend to me,’ ns I am now
able to do my household work and enjoy the best of
health. I have recommended Hunt’s Remedy to
two of my neighbor’s, who have been greatly benefitted by it. This Jotter I send voluntarily, with th®
hope that it will be the means of Inducing some
sufferer to use IIunt’8 Remedy, and be cured as j
have been.”
Junl3\VFM&wlw24

balance

suit

JuDdlw*

purchaser.

WM. II. J ERR IS.

For Male.
fill IE beautiful residence of the late A. K. Shurt
X leff, No. 82 Free Street, one of the heat built
Iiousoh in the city; commands a line view of the
liarbor and islands; has all the modern improvements; heated I»y steam. Terms easy. Address
S VL V AN SHURTLBFF, 82 Free Kt., Portland, Me.
or 11. SFIA.W, No. 48Mi Exchange St.

jo6

dtf
_

Grand Trunk

___

forIale.

Jun6

dtf

For Sail*.

Property

Mule.
the provisions

iuimii. Hi. I.oiiim, O jhuIiii, Hagin*
Ml. Paul, Mull I.hIm* Pity,
Ufn»«r, Han Prun<i»ru,
and all points in the
NorlliwMl, Weal and Houtlm*»t.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
MW

Auction

by

to
of a trust deed to
me from Marv A.
Waterhouse and others
dated March 25, 1861), recorded in the Cumberland
Registry Hook 376, page 106, and agreeably to the
wish of a majority iu interest, I shall sell by public
auction on the premises, on Saturday, .June 30,
1883, at 3 o'clock p. in., the lot of land and buildings thereon situated on the northeasterly side of
Winter street in Portland, being the Name formerly
owned by .loaeph Ayers, and adjoins that known as
the “Nancy Hanson’* lot, which is on ibe corner of
Winter and Spring streets. The lot has a frontage
of titty seven and a half feet on Winter Street and
runs backward from said
Winter street uniformly
tifty eight feet. The title to be conveyed will be
by quitclaim deed from me, as 1 received only
such, but is believed to be perfect, the particulars
whereof will be made known at the sale. The
property will be sold to the highest bidder, who will
he allowed three days to assure himself of the
perfectness of the title. The terms will be cash.
Jl. M. HART,
GEO. F. EMERY,
Trustee.
Attorney.
eod till ju23tdtd
JunG

PURSUANT

For Mule.
Land and Stable on Adam* Street, almo iu Cape Elizabeth a oue story House
and Laud, and three acres of Land on
Cape Cottage road, fine situation for
Summer Residence. For particulars Inquire of H. J. WILLAItlL, No. 43 Commercial Street, Portland Me.
eodtf

apr5

IIOIJS K FOR SALE.
WO

Company’s

Farm for Sale.

WINTER

NEAR

BEREINUTON

VT„
OGDEN8BERO, N. V.,
AND MONTREAL.

On mid after Monday, Nov. liitli,
INNA, Pwwgiirr Tri-.in. Iru.e I'orilnuil
until further notice
S.SI5 A, 1*1.- For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. It. K., St. Johns
bury,
Burlington, Ogdens burg and all points on O. A L,
C. it. It., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
on
Southeastern
Railroad
and branches.
points
.*1.00 P. in.—For Fabyau’a
and
intermediate
stations.

TraiuM arrive

This

York,

residence at Paris Hill,' Oxford

DESIRABLE
County, Maine.

House of

twelve

all
modem improvements, thoroughly finished, heated by furnace, full view of White mountains and
surrounding country, Shire town, excellent church
and school privileges.
Enquire of MRS. E. M.
MARBLE, 284 Congress street, Portland or J. S.
WRIGHT, ESQ., Paris Hill.
may28dtf
rooms,

Cottage for Male.
French Roof Cottage No. 38 Howard street.
Contains eight rooms, good dry cellar. Sebugo
water, price $1600. half cash, balance to suit.
WM. H. JEKRIS.
my26d3w
of

For Male.
carle ton and Brackett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua Hobbs.

8t».,

corner

for-

Inquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
so. 80 Market Street.

as

water borne.

soon as

on Mariuo KUks from 1st
.January 1882, to 31st December,

Policies not marked off

January, 1882

l!t
Total

Marine Premium!...

1,616,844

85

$5,020,638

43

ASSETS,=====

113,171.675.0 2
Sis Per Cent Interest tin Outstanding
.Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6, 1883.
Dividend

to Policy
Holders on
Premium* TermiimlliiK
1883,

40 PER CENT.

Losses

Pa'rt in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. II. Chapman, Secretary.

J.

Bum l ord Falls & Bucklleld
M A1X.B.OAP.

J. W.
<

FOR SALE.
STAND. On© of th© hesitations in th© city. It is in th© centre of a district that has been recognized as physician's headfor a century or more. The house is
urnished with all th© modern improvements,
large
new brick furnace, cemented cellar, hot and cold
water in every chamber, bath room, two water closets, gas, Sic. No repairs will l*e needed for many
years.
Has been occupied by the same physician
for nearly 15 years. Terms easy. For further particulars enquire at 14 Brown street, or N. 8.
mafniif
GABD1NKK, 93 Kzchaiuo street.

PHYSICIAN’S

auarters

Farm For Sale or To
of the best farms in the County of Cumberland. situated in Cape Elizabeth, knows as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. 8.
L. CAKLRTON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Borland, Me.
marHdtf

Let..

SUBURBAN
FOB

Father

S^XkEI.

very deelrable residence of the late Rev.
Zonae Thom peon, eltuatet on Lincoln 8t.,
Woodford's Corner, Deering. Contain, fine garden
and fruit tree. For particular* apply to
ZKNAS THOMPSON, ,lr„ or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.. City.
fet>22
dtf

THE

sacjlstnoodT

uncom-

Hook for Krery illnu ! Young, middlengcd nud Old.
The untold miseries that remit from indiscretion

in carls life may he alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the I’enbody
illrdiml ln«tilnle, Boston, entitled The w«*i
rnce of lilfe; or, Nrlf>l*rr*crvniion.
It is
not only a complete and perfect trratlseon Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In man. Errors or Youth, etc.,
hut it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, Vnrh one
of which !• finvntnnblr.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years Is such as probably
It
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
contains 800 pages, hound in l>cautlfu) embossed
covers, full Kilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to ho a liner work In
evory iense—mechanical, literary, or professional
than any other work rot ailed in this country for
12.60, or the money will he rofunded. Price only
#1.25 hv mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. II. PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch Street. Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases

requiring skill and experience.

strengthens the blood,

WINES k

a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p.

stim-

Dr. J.C. AVER A CO. Lowell, Miws

OHIO Is

liFAiSOiV
Portland

round *i

and

ofllee in
cau

Oct. 10, 1882,

Monday,

!{TI{\|Sh will llavk
I'OKTLAND for IIOMTON
8.46 a. m.t 1.00 and
3.30 p. ni.,
.‘arriving at Boston at 1.16, 6.10
—“-and 8.00 p. in. HOMTON FOK
POKTI.ANK at 8.00 a. in., 12.30 au<l 3.30
p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
FOKTI AND FOK Mt'AKKOKO
in.
p.
and PINK POINT, 8,46 a. ni.,
KF A<11
m.
3.30 and 6.40
FOK
(Bsc note.)
p.
OLD
ORCHARD
KFACH,
M At'O,
III DDKFOItD AND KKNNKK lrN K at H.46 a. in., 1.00, 3.30 and 6.40 p. in.
FOK \\ FT*KM at 8.46 a. in., 3.30
p. in. (See
note.) FOK NOKTIf ItMCU ICK. NAL*IO*
nUEAl
FALL8,
FAILS,
DO
II A V Fit II ILL,
KXJKTKH,
I.A AVKFNC'K, ANDOVKK AND LOW*
FI.I* at 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p, m. FOK
NKW MAKHFT at 8.46 a. in. 3.30 p. in.
FOK KOCMFM'I F.Kand FAIIMINOTON,
N. »■., 8.46a. in., 1.00 and 3.30 p. in. FOK
AI*TON KA 1 at 8.46 a. in., 3.30 p. m.
FOK
JIAN< IIFMTKK AND iOXlOBD N. II.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. in. (via New Market
.Jet.) at 3.30 p. in. tlOKNING TRAIN
LKAVKM KKNNKMLNK FOI1 PORT.
LAND at 7.26.
1.00 p. in. train from Portland
Notk—The
will not stop at Scarboro Beach, Pine
Point,
or
WelU
to
Take
except
Pn»M«-ug«*r» FarfloMioa. Parlor Carr on ail
Seats secured in
advance at
through trains.
Depot Ticket Office.
rr-i'be 1.00 p. m., train from Portland connects with Mound l.iae Mteaaaem for New
Vork and all ltail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. in., train with ail Kail Ciaes for New Work
and the South and West.
MCNDAV

TRAIN*.

Portland For Ronton and Waj stations at
l. 00 p. m. Bouton For Portland at 6.00 p. in.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. PL t class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Siu
-n, Exeter* Lawrence and Boston
THKOUG. TICKETS to all points West and
had of NI. JL. Willianas, Ticket
South ma>
& Maine J>epot, and at irniwa
Agent, Bos*
Ticket Oh
,40 Exchange St.
J. T.FUKBEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ap5

Portland

and_Worcester Line.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

Arrangement

be

No. -'id Middle f*U

-U’-?Portland

Wanted.

jel2

dlf

m.

Wanted.
For two ladies, a child one year old and
a nurse, good
accommodations with
board in a private family, (or House
where very few boarders are taken) in
the neighborhood of Portlaud near the
sea, and easy of access. Address at once
with fall particulars as to locality, advantages and terms Ac. BOX D2(*,
junlldlw
Montreal, Canada.
Partner W'anted.
KTNEK with a few hundred dollars, in
well established business.
Address

Af'A

a

PARTNER,

JunOdtf

Office.

This

Wanted.
first class cook at 183 High Street. Reference
A required. Call between
seven and eight o'clk
In the evening.
jut-dtf
Wanted.

A

t

For

Clinton.
Ayer; Jane.,
Fitchburg,
Nn.bua, K.awrll, Fiodhan, and Kp-

ping at 7.30

a. m.

and

For *1

1.06 p.

a*.

nor be. ter. Coseord and poinuNcrtb, at
1.06 p. m.
For Koeheater. Nprlagvale, Alfred, W’.lerboro and Mac. Hirer.7.30 a. at., 1.03
an., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Retorting
are Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m..
11.16

C.

and 3.36 p. m.; arrlrlng at Portland
9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p. in.
For Corh.a,
Maeearappa, C a as be r la no
.72 ill.,
tVe. (brook
and
Woodford’.,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03, 6.30 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. at.
The 1.03 p. nx. tialn from Portland eonneeta at
Aye- Juac. with lloo.ac Taaael Koate (or
t l«We*t, and at Union Depot, Wrorce.trr, for
New V.rh ria Nerwirh Cine, and all rail,
UNpringlleld, also with N. V. & N. E. K.
K (“Steamer Maryland Soote”) for Philadelbin, ftnliimore, Washington.
and
the
oath and with Boston dr Albany R. R. for
the West.
01o*econnection* made at Westbrook June
tioa with through train* of Me. Central K. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with through
train* of Grand Trunk R. R.
ticket*
to all point* South and Weet, at
Through
Depot office* and at l> ''Mm* A Adame’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
3J* Doe* not itop at oodford’*.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
a.

m.,

(mixed)

5

jel7

WASTED.
FIRST-CLASS Drug Clerk for tbo

Summer

Apply to C. H. GUPPY & CO.
Corner Congress <fc Preble Streets,

months.

J ldtf

Portland,

Wanted

Eastern

Maine.

Immediately.

reliable

for best territory
of the United
just
Agents are doing an immense business with it.
Apply immediately to S.
K. LUCE, U. 8. Hotel. Portland, Maine.

energetic Agents
in Maine,
Lester's History
11KN
out.
States. Book
on

jun4

over I'dnard’ii and Wait
era’ Hardware store from
Jim*' 4, to June 43th

June 18, the Steamer City of Richmond will b*
placed on the Bar Harbor Route, making Thrw*
I ripe per Week.

GEORGE I*. DAT,
Trea*.aud General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.

Portland,

FOB

Summit

I HK

Water,

auglO___
T.

Advertising

c.

_

EVANS’
nnd Printer*’

Agency

Warehouse,
WASIlIINtJTON Mi.,

R

MTON

Wood and Metal Type, and all kind, o»
Printer* Materials Advertlsu&ents inserted in af*
In
the
United StaKw or Uauadaa at vablitkerif
paper
Send fur estimator.
owest price*

julldtf

1883.

FOREST GITV STEAMBOAT CO.
STEAHEK MINNEHAHA
Will leave Custom House Wharf for the Islands,
daily except Sunday at §.45, 7.00, 0.00 a. in., 2.16,
4.20, 0.10 p. m., r«rturning immediately alter #ach
trip. All mail matter shouid be sent to Forest
City Steamboat Co., or
C. If. KNOWLTON, Manager.
myftttf

WHITE mu LI\E.
U. 8. aad Koyal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kates reduced for Fall and Winter. Theee steamers take the ex
r*
r
remit sont Lerly routes,avoiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60 and $80; Excursion $110 aud $ 144; Steerage at low rates. The
sailings are as follows:
Germanic...

...Jan. 20 I Baltic...

.....Feb. 1
.Feb. 10
cabin
sailing li«ts,
plans, passage rates And
drafts, apply to J. L. FARM Kit, 22 Exchange St.
deli)
dly

Republic.Jan. 25 | Brttania
For

_

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
Li. desiring to
nd for friends in the Old Country will save money by buj ing their prepaid
steerage ticket# at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by tbeCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across tie
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from lee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
tickets
from Queenstown, Londonsteerage passage
derry and lie]fast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardifl and Galway. $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Rot
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har logon, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ!; isand, Bergen
Trondbjem. Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children on
der 12 hair fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
22 Exchange St.
jan 24dtf

A

Maine

Steamship Company

Railroad.

after

Saturday the second day of June,
ON next, the steamers
KLEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin

Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, East River. New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York. Price, including State Room, $6;
these steamers are fitted up with fine
accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard

Haven.

Goods shipped by this line destined beyond Portland
or New York, will be at once forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
J- B. COVI.E. Jr.. Came ra I Agent:
Portland, May 10, 1883
dtf

Boston
and

—

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From B0S1 95

Erery Wednesday and Saturday,

From PHILADELPHIA

Erery Tuesday and Friday.
p.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. ra.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

_i

mission.

Pa«*agr Tea Delian.

Meals and Room

For

FALL AKRANGEXENT,
Commencing Sunday, October *5,1882.

Freight

or

Bound Trip
included.
to

818.

Passage applv

E. B. 8AMPNO.T, Agent,
70 l ong Wharf, Beaten.

deSltf

BOSTON

Wanted.

A

my31

dtf

DIKES WANTED.
Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

CAM ASSEKS WANTED.
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
GOOI)
Wringer on installments. Men who can giva
good reference or security can have outside territory to handle.
novl5

Address

TO

No, 36

Temple St.
dt£

LET

To Eet—Furnished.
June 15 to Sept 16, a cottago at Woodnear horse-ears.
I-urge lawn witli
M.I). Clarke, Corner Lincoln and

FROM
ford's,
trees.
Mrs.

Deeting sts., Woodford's

I'o Eel.
collage at rino Point. Inquire of EZRA
CARTER,or MAFFETT M1LL1KEN, at Pino

House._in6eoti2w
To Let.

Modern Style Brick Uotise, No. 113 Pine
Street. Contains 10 rooms, Bath Room hot
and cold water, immediate possession. Call on
N. S, GARDINER
No. 1*3 Exchange St.
junlld3t

THE

To Eel.
Markot Square suitable for Offlccs, or
Manufacturing purposes.
Apply to
DOW, No. I'JMarket Square.
dlw

ROOMS
light
KRKD N.
Jttnll

4 a. m. Dally (Night Pullman) tor Saeo,
Btddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth.
Kawbnryport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriring
at 6.30 a. m.
A epeeial Sleeping Oar will be
ready tor ooenpancy In Portland station, at 9.00
m.
p
(Sunday nights lip. m., and is attachod to

this train for Boston.
N.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth, Searboro, Saco,
Biddeiord. Kennebunk, Welle, North and South
Bern ick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway IMrislon. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, lioockort,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriring at 1.16 p. m.
11
p. m. for Cape Eliaabeth, Searboro, Saco.
Biddeford. Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, K ittery, Portsmouth.
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriring at 6.10 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
t

in

TOLET.
Store M. 117&119 Middle SI.
Tost Office where all tho large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of g.suls. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair, lloated' by
a furnace.
Inquire of II. E, THOMPSON J04
Braokett St. where the keys nmy;bo found.
dtf

BELOW

9.00 a. m. and arrire in .Portland at l.(u
At 12.30 p. m. ami arrire in Portland at 5,0
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and attire in Portian

At

m.

at 11.00 p. m.
Pnllmau

Parlor Cara.

On
trains
9.00
a
m.
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Pol’land
6.45 a. m„ and l p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
lug Carson trains learing Boston at 7.00
m
and Portland
at 2.00 a. m'.
Through tickets to all nolnta West and
Month may be had of J, M. French. Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Menu atf
Berths S#id at Depot Tlckrt Oflre.
New, tlrst-cl.ase dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
Oenerul
D. W.

ocl6

SANBORN,

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Passenger and Ticket Agent.
Transportation,
dtf

Master

oct2_

small
SUNDAY
a

sum

Found.
Cap© Cottage,
of

can

have

property,

jol'Jd3t

Asa general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Schnapps

saltr of

<>ver

Is superior to every

SUM of money which the owner can hive by
calling at No. IT Hanover street, bet ween
12.30 ami 1.00 o’clock, p.m. ami paying charges,
ld3t*
jul

A public

30 rears duration In

ov

•>

section of our country of L'dolpho Wolfes

Schnapps,

Found.

({^Tickets
YOUNG’S,

_dtf
General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passage tickets by the White Star,

FOR

Cunard. Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin aid steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

Agent,

Tan10

dly

EUROPE!!!

Cook’* kraml Exrurwiou* leave New York

April 2(>tli, June 1st, June 13th and June 30th,
1883.
PaN«age Ticket* by# all Atlantic
Ntenmcr*. Special facilities for
securing good

berth*.
I onri«t Ticket* for individual travellers in Europe, by all routes, at reduced rates.
4'ooU'm Excur»ioni*t, with Maps and full particulars. by mail, lOets. Address TIIO*. COOK
A *ON. J6I Mrondv*ay,ft. ¥. feb!3W*S17w

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO

GuMl’Ort,

Me.,

John, S.

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

a sale unequalcd
by any other alcoholic distillation have

For sale by Ail Druggists

and H rovers.

Uii )l|i i ) Wolles Mk.

THREE

TUIPs"pER

<

WEEK.

AND AI'TKH
O.VX, MAY I4ih

MON.

,f
ibia
I,in.
will
l.tavt Knilron.i Wli.rl,
foot of Stats street, ererv Monday, Wednesday
and Friday a! 0 p. ta., for
Eastport and St.
John, with coossettlons for Oalais. Bobbins ton gt,
Andrews. Pembroke, Honl'.on, Woo.lst.-oU elrai d

Menan, CamtK.belle, Digbjr, Annapolis. Varmostb,
Windsor, H*i"a», Monoton, Newcastle. Amherst
Pie ton, -Loiliao,
Itathnrst, IVtlliensie, Char
lotto town Fort Fairfield, Urand Falls, and othtl
stations on the Hew Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windv-r, and Annapolis, V’ostern tloitr
ties. Hall Ron
ar.d Stage Bonlss,
Frot cht
twelved np to 4 p. m. and any Inform:.: I-.:
-.ri
the Stune may be nad at the
oib.- ,.f th,- Ftoiglit Agent, Kailroad Wharf.
Fo
...nlats, with Kicnrsioi Ron'es, Tickets
d.«ts» Booms and rurther information apply al
Uonipany’s OlSee, ao Exchange St.
T.C. HK1SEY, President, and Manager
■

may

12__dif

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
FOR

v

18 BEAVElt

3,-a

JAPAN, CHINA,
Naadwlcb

■

»

O I» l»

lelaade.

New

Anatralln.

Zealand

and

Steamere galHrem Now York on I
Oth. 20th
doth of each month,
carrying paggenger. for
t randgoo and all of the ahovo
porta.

in^S’tddL***1
a’ AunralU*1"1
,U1

and
San

'•** #r.»»rieeo regularly for
SilT‘l"*«1' Maude, New Zealand

Paraagf.

rotation, apply

Agent*,
•

STREET,

NEW YORK-

CALIFORNIA,

^

to

or

■

railiug ligta and further

addrcgg

» 1 A

t

t

'*

fctful

he General Kaa-

CO.,
M|«, Kp»i*»

■v.:' T.rrn v a «<>.,
*

Aii.'

Portlr>r4

d'y

!

■

Lonxea and Sper lUorrhuai
r-x.of the braii<, sett abuse or over iiuju’^ n.
!
box coutjiiiH ooc month’s treatment, jjl.ab*
r
6boxrifor$5.00; sent by in wl prepaid c,i r. <. pi. •
price- We guarantee 0 boxes to cure any t 's V.’ uh
each order received fordboxesnccomp .niedwi h$.\
we will send the purchaser our writ: n gu,.
to refund the mon y if tb trr unit 11*.
i.,
i.
J. C. \\
Ucur
T & Co., Pro, riot i>, .>ue
ai.intecs through H. If. HAY & CO.,
Druggists, *»/;•
agents, Portland,Mc.junction Middle ana Free Sts-

Ac.

ON

■

cnin^

Me., St.

ARRANGEMENTS.

SPRING

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

l)u. LC. 0. West's Nfhvi-i ani> IUiain I ki
MKNT, agiurante *<1 spec tic for HysP-na. D
t'ouvuKions Fits, Neivou* N m. -;n, lira
N.rvou* Prostration c'.IIV l by I .<• v
or tobacco, Wakf'ulw’
I D
of the Jlrain rev.'mi <: i I
:y ,,Uc
> ttiitti v. dot
v and do uh, ]
in ci
w-'v, l
hnpotfto-v, V' c;«W'

Culats,

Halifax, N. S„

fr,

Aromatic

wallet containing

The loner
otlioe proving

money.

by calling at this
ami paying charges.
name

SCHNAPPS.

other alcoholic preparation.
a

The favorite Steamers Forest City ami John
Brooks will alternately leave h KAN KLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock n.‘m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston lata
at night.
and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.
to New York, via the various
Tickets
Through
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLK, JrM I*furral Agral.

Schiedam Aromatic

as

LOST AND FOUND

the

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

tho

near

fare si.oo.

Trains lease Boston.

junl2dlw»

NICE

Point

Trains lease Perl la a J
At

West

myl2-dtf

A

Steamers!

FIRST-CLASS cook, to whom good wages wil
be paid. Enquire at 603 CONGRESS ST.

I'OICT-

tlKI ICIIICATCn

Mineral Si>rintr

6,

June

d2w*

Importers.

Also, General Managoi* for New England,

•ealer In

land.)

and

UniDil after .71 ouday, Oct. 16,
I WWJ.Pawenger
Train* will Inn
at 7.30 a. a*.,
and
—“-'1.05 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p.m. and 7)30 p. m.
leave
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m. arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p.

claimed for it.

410 NEW NO. FORK NTKKKT,
1AM*. MAINE.

IOO

Machiaaport

Semi-Weekly Line to Xew York.

Of Trains.

______

PACKAGES,

FROM II AHHinon, maink.

au2K___MW&F&w I w
an

Railroad,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

WANTS.

in ilir

R. STANLEY & SON,

Sold by all Ding ists; price $1, six bottles for

baa opened

m.

\

LIQUORS

'kind*,

PREPARED BY

W.

and

WAUC BY-

ulates the action oi too stomach a; d bowels and
thereby enables lue system to resist and overcome
the attackaoi all Scrofulous iscases, /eruptions qf
the Skin, Hfitfonuiliam Cafah li,
(/au ral
Oebdity
and all disorders resulting from poor or corrupt*
blood and a low state of the system.

i'\

.J.

7.30

at

Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Diafleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and't urner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Sopt.
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882
octl4dtf

mySOd&w I j

IMPORTED

AYER’S SARSAPARILLA
I

Boston & Maine

m.

Itoonii* to Lot.
rito lot two adjoining rooms; also parlor on Brst
X Hour. 86 STATE ST., cor. Gray. myllMl

KNOW THYSELF.
A

fortable itching lmnior, affecting more especially
my limbs, which Itched so intolerably at night, and
burned no intensely, that I could scarcely hear any
was a*so a sufferer from a
clothing over them,
severe catarrh and catarrhal cough;
my appetite
was |MK)i, aud my system a good deal run dow n.
Knowing the value of AYKIi’s Sauhapaiulla, by
observation of many oilier cases, and from personal
use in former years. I began taking It for the above
Mv appetite Improved almost
named dl*»rders,
from the first dose. After a short time the fever
and Itchings were allayed, and all signs of Irritation
of the skin disappeared.
My catarrh and cough
were also cured by the same mnaus, and my
general
health greatly improved, until it Is now excellent.
I feel a hundred per cents, stronger, aud 1 attribute
these results to the use of the Hahs apa killa.
which f recommend with all confidence ns tho host
blood medicine ever devised.
I took it in small
doses three times a day, and used, In all less than
tvro bottles
1 place theso facts at your service,
hoping their publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. 1*. Wilds.’*
The above Instance Is but one of the many constantly coming to our notice, which prove the perfect adaptation of A v idt’H Sarsaparilla to the
cure of all diseases arising fro n Impure or
impov
orlshed blood, and a weakened vitality.

an

Portland
Can ton,

JllO-dtf

Wilds’

The llfv. /. I*. W'iliU, well known city
tni«*iotinry in IVrw Y«trk,nii<l brother of (he
lute eminent Judge Wild*. of the itlnwHnehuHetts Supreme ('••irl, writes nn follows:
“78 K 54th St., New York. May 10, 1882.

Cleanses, enriches

H. P. B ADD WIN
Pun. Agent 0. U. K. o

TO LET.

rt<Aw6wlo

MKSHitH. .J. C. Aver * Co., UontJemeh:
Cast winter I was troubled with a most

for

A IMensui't up Mulra rent.
31 nrrlmnic ktreet.

EXPERIENCE.

Dr.

RESIDENCE

OltKKMFONnENT
mteo

Jan ton

4.15 and y.30 a.
?3wffg||S|Lewigton,
Leave Portland for

ONE

MUNGER,
d 1

Leave

,-■

outbuildings

PORTLAND: ^EXCHANGE ST.

Fabyan*.

10,00
Montreal, Ogdengburg. Burling
ton, Ac.
J. II AMI LTOIV, !*uprriut«‘ud<‘ts
Portland. November 13.1882.
*xovl3dtf

dii

300 acres, a large |«ortiou of which Is
valuable timber land, and alone is worth more than
the price of the farm.
It has a modern 1 Vi story
house, stable 40x60, barn 40x72, with commodious
all in good repair, and a sever failing
supply of running water, There are tlftv acres
excellent tillage land tuidcr a good state of cnlttva
tlon and cuts about forty tons hav, and has one of
the best mountain pastures In the .State. The land is
well adapted for any kind of farming, and is one of
the finest situations on the line of the P. A O. It. R.
Price 17,000. For terms and other information
address
OLIVER I). RICE,
No. 110 Commercial street, Portland, Me.
mar24
dtf

58

:

BOV

Premium!

1882.$4,412,003
Premium! on

Parllaud

about 16 years of age, to learn the gilding
trade. Must be strong and willing to work.
at
503 Congress St.
Apply
jul-dlf

Farm for Kale.
a great bargain. Situated on the line of the
P. A O. K. R., thirty miles from Portland.

policies to merchant!, making risk* binding

open

an

A

FOR SALE.

aprC

Company wilt take risks at their office, New
on Vessel!, Cargoes and Freight!, and issue

A. m.—from
p. M.— from

GIRL to do housework at 234 STATE ST.
None but a good cook, wash* r and ironer,
need apply. Call net ween 3 and 6 o’clock n. m.

FOR SALE.

AGAINST
MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

w Same Day

—TO—

10.60

Ora.

VBBj

oct7dtf

ARRANOIUENT,

Only Lius llirag

Freeport Village,
acres, well divided
in tillage, pasture and wood, nice young orchard, 100 bushels apples last year, 2 story house
ami barn, near school, in good neighborhood. Price
81000; to clo8 an estate. W. II. WALDRON, 180
Middle Street.
ju8eod3w*

AT
Mutual Insurance Co, Contains
INSURE

G. P. A.

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
g

EN«I.AI«n AUKNIIV.

^yjjSBRg

j

60

oodtf

TOKK

STEPHENSON,

J.

W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.

story dwelling

house situated on Turner’s
Island, Cape Elizabeth,near the Eastern Railroad
shops. The house is arranged for
two families and in good order, and is a good in
vestment. Terms easy. Inquire of
BENJ. THOMPSON,
86 Exchange Street.
apl2eodtf

AT

NT.

Tickets sold lit Reduced Rates,
TsC'ueadu, llrlrsii, 4'lii<ugo, t*lil wuukre

a

ff of

WtikltlnKlon Mri'H, Bo<n«n.

mheeit

At 11.16 o’clock or on arrival
Steamboat Exprcs* Train*
front Boston, for Rockland, Cumtine, Doer isle, Sedgwick, (Stage
from Sedgwiek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer).
South West and Bar Harbor*, Milbridge, Jonoeport
and Machiaaport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for
FI* 1*0
It 1*1 F
1111*1*, *1 KltFY and
WORTH. At If Alt IIARIIOR withsteamerforCOlLDSIHiRO', I. \ tIOINE, IIA1K*
(04 K, HI-1*1.1 VAIN and UM.MWOKTH.
Also with B. & h. Steamer* at Rockland, going
Ea*t, for River Landing*.
KH IKMM., will leave
every
Monday and Thursdays 4.30 a. ru., touching at intermediate landing*,and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boetc.u.
Connect with Boston and Bangor SteamCO
Rockland, (coming West, and receive paesenger* aud
freight from Bangor and River Landing* for Po/t*
an

___

-AND-

Graut st,
AT which
Woodford’s,
rented, will be sold at
will be
good investment. Apply to N.
8rice
GARDINER, No. i)3 Exchange st.
my30U3w

Valuable

NEW

Oil

CAPT. CHARLES DEERIMO,
Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland-

——

Tuesday & Friday Eve’ngs,

One
HA.30
New Vork aud Philadelphia, I Biranle., 4,00

I*\MMIM I

TI'EXCHANGE STREET

on

now
a

ItOUTW,

I

On mid after

4’iu«

Woodford’s, 2 tenement House

It KOOK

PARE,
Way,

m.

AUHl VALM.
From l.rwiMion uutl Auburn, H.40 a. m..
12.36, 3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
From Istirhuu, mixed, 0 40 a. m., 6.10 p. in
From f bictiKo, .Tloutreu
aitl <(urb»r,
12.86 p. iu.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor (Jars on day train between Portlanu and

INDIA

LEWISTON!

»ure f

BOUND

Company.

STEAMER.

bay iiruet«(at any railroad or fteanboat office In New England) rim

Be

Strainer

June

Mi Bangor it. Desert

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias

Railway of Canada.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

and

Intermediate Landings daily at 7 a. m., arrive in
Portland !t a. m. Return leave Portland at 4 p. m.,
arrive In Harpswell (! p. m.
Alter duly 1st, will make two trips daily between
Harpswell and Portland.
For passage or Height
apply on board to
CAP T G. F. WEST,
dune 10,1883.
JelZdtf

And Mathias Steamboat

run as

AT
walk from

after Monday,
18, 1883,
ONGordon
will leave Harpswell for Portland and

THiJiD AND BEUK8 8Tb.

AND

TIIKKT OFFITKN

ATLANTIC
MEW

Stations In Philadelphia
ehllad.lphie 6c Beading It. It.
NINTH AND OBEKN MTKEKTM,

Montreal.

Gorham Village, a story and a half house
with large lot let to fruit trees, live minutes
Normal and other schools, churshes and
depot. A nice place for a lady who has children to
educate. Price low. Terms easy. Apply to
G. D. WEEKS, Box 106, Gorham, Me

Philadelphia.

STATION IN m MAMKS'i.

after Iff ON l>A V, October *j:id,
ONhriI
1NN*J, trains will
follows;

p.

IN the mo«t desirable location at FEttliY REACH
J within two minutes walk of the Bay Vikw
liof!»K. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. 8. DENNETT, Saco Me.

Line

-BETWEEN-

6.16 p. in.
For Rurhurn, mixed, 7.40 a. m.. and 4.00
p.m.
For iflontreul, Quebec nutl 4'hiniKo 1.30

store,
clean slock, good location in the city of
Portland, good trade and increasing business. Iteasons for selling will be satisfactorily explained to purchaser. Address “A. B.” Box 1035 Portland, Me.

OF

N6wYork&Philadelphia

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

New fork, Trenton &

UFPAKTUUFM:
Psr Aubura nutl f.ewi«t«u, 7.20 a.
m., 1.16
and

__

apTiltf

Agent.

STEAMERS.

Bound Brodk Route.
On and after June 17th, 1883, n new
Time Table will be in effect on MAINE
CENTRAL It. It., the principal feature
of which will be the establishment of
FAST TRAINS between ST. JOHN and
BOSTON. For time of this and all other
trains the publie are respectfully referred to Time Tables, Fosters and other advertising matter to be found at the
various stations of the Company.
l'AYSON TUCKER,
Central Manager.
Portland, Juno lgt, 1 HMd.
juldiiw

A first elass retail Boot and Shoe

Rev.

Mkurill, the popular expressman of
Brunswick, Me., writes us on May 16, 1883,at
follows: “Having been severely afflicted for about
two years with Inflammation of the
kidneys and
bladder, so callod by my physicians. I sufferod with
In
distressing pains my back and retention of nrlno,
caused by a stoppage of the neck of the hi
wider,
and a complication of other diseases. J was hardly
able to attend te my business, and at times would
be completely prostrated. I was also affected with
incontinence of urine to an alarming degree: indeed, it demanded my attention fifteen or twenty
times per night, and at times it would seem
impossible for me to ride down to the depot on my
wagou
for every Jar from the wagon would almost seem to

Lot 00x100

to

ONE

Portlap <-1.

SPECIAL

contains
brick cistern, filtered
feet. Terms—one-half cash

For Male.
the best honselots in Portland, has a nice
and
stable
stone for cellar now upon it; will
eell on time and advance 12500 to help build a good
bouse on the premises. For particulars call on
L. TAYLOR, 386 Congress St.
Jan22dtf

Boothby,

March 6. 1883

K.YPRKNkXKN UABLK.

AT
water.

Suit'.

Deering; house

Woodford’s Corner,
nine rooms,
has

THE
st.,

Portland, Maine.

V.

Mr. A. S.

nish

Policies

i:\ni i\bi:

FOREIGN POM FM.

Bombay May 10, ship Surprise. Williams,
Philadelphia.
At Huanillos Apl 28, ship P G Blanchard, McIntyre. for Europe.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres May 8, barque Anna Walsh,
Applebv, New York; Otb, Carrie E Long, Park, fm
Ar at

from Cardiff for

'routine

oilier Coinimutes.
shown by comparison of results.

Perth

(an» sailed.)
Sid 9th, schs Red Bover, Edwin A Slovens, Katie
Mitchell. Br&mhall, and others.
Ar 10th, ship Mary L Cushing, from Boston for
Philadelphia, (in tow); schs Reuben Eastman, from
Amboy tor Gardiner; Ida L Howard, Portland for
New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 8th. sch Lucy, Cassidy, New
York for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 12tb, sets Hiawatha, Arey, from
Baracoa ; Mary A Killen, Killen, St John. NB, for
New York, (with loss of jibboomand headgear); R E

lounge lor

gives no Insurance,

—

fer New York.
sch H L Whiton, Portland for

per

Better than the Savings Bank,

which

Bangor.

NEWPORT—Ar lOtb, schs S P Adams, Greenlaw, Calais; Star, Hodgdon. Bangor.
In port lltb, sobs U B Paine, from New York for
Eastport; Emma K Smalley, do tor Machias.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar lltb, sen Laina Cobb,Cobb,
Philadelphia.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 9th, sehs Carrie E
Woodbury, from Pascagoula for orders; Geo Collies
and Jas Barrett. Haliowell for New York; Lottie
Benner, Wiscasset for do; Altavela, and G W Rawley, Bangor for do; T Benedict, Gardiner for do;
(i W Rawley, do for do; Clara E
Rogers, Machias
for do; Franklin, Thomaston for do; G M Brain&rd,
Rockland for Philadelphia; Lodoskia, and Wm H
Archer, Ellsworth for Providence; Essex. Portland
for do; Race Horse. Rockland ior Richmond; Ade-

pays

terest.

_RAILROADS.

use.

closet, four berths in cabin, which is finished in hard
wood; is sound, able and weatberly; m perfect, order, ami lias complete inventory. Address OWNER
8 Congress street,Room 17,Boston, or MeURADY'S
YACHT AGENCY, 308 Atlantic uveuue, Boston.
det
Juui)

FOB SALE.

Com panY

Manager

16

TWIN COTTAGE

HOME

J. F.

42-6x12-

yacht
tons,
KEEL
6x6, in commission ami ready for immediate
lias two staterooms with set howl and water

Jufwl3w

8th. sch T H Livingston,

BRUNSWICK
Sid 4th, sch
Crockett, Boston.
Sid 5th. sob Charlotte Fish, Teel,
DARIEN—Old 9ib, sch Joseph

Similia similibus curantur. A draft causes
cold, and a cold is cured by a draught.—
Boston Transcript.

eodlyrnrin

GIVEN, that the
appointed Executrix

IN A

_RAILROADS.

FORJSALE.
MIST,

schooner

—

FEKNANDINA—Cld 8th, sch Austin 1) Knight,

Persy, St

a

PLASTER

stimulates

an

poktn.

FRANGISOO—Ar 3d,

SAN

In

COMPANY.

I FROM MURCF1ANT8* KXCllANGK.l
Delaware Breakwater 12tb, brig Elizabeth

Cardenas.
Ar at Matausas Bth lust,

it

HOM E

Portland.
June D-Ar, soh Isabella, Lewis, Boston,
Juue 11—Sid, soh J D Robinson, Otis, New York.

Winslow, Looke,

place

*____-

—1————————a———

HOP

fm

Portland.
Sid, sch Robt Woodruff, Lewis, for Boston.
June 7—Sid, sobs Douglas Haynes, Dunton, Bristol, HI; Denmark, Lewis, Boston; Superior, Adams,

Ar at

anti

—

liken.

laide, Harrington

It is

—•

FOR SALK.

MO®

SA VJE YolTlt

Barque Harriet S Jackson, McDonald, Cardonas—
Phinney & Jackson.
Brig Proteus, Rogers, St Vincent—W & C K Mll-

W1S0ASSET,

|

INSURANCE.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

Salem.

Cleared*

Herald. Gray, Cienfuegos.

Wit and Wisdom.

kYOzie Bottle did at.”

That is the
expression of many who have had
their gray hair reitored toits natural
color, and tiieir bald spot covered
with hair, after ucing one bottle of
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s world’s Hair
Restorer. 11 is not a dye.

the best harrow or cultivator. Each
operation must be properly done iu its order, or
ail the after cultivation will necessarily bo
done at a disadvantage.
We never yet knew the man who had just
finished a hard job at hoeing, who was
quite ready and willing, as soon as the last
hill was iiutshed, to turn about and go right
through the same operations again with cultivator aud hoe, and yet that is just what
ought to be done iu many cases. Hut a
belter way is to hoe less and cultivate oftener.
On no account should one use a hand
hoe Immediately after the first cultivating,
nor should a field be cultivated the second
time until the uprooted weeds have had a
little time either to die, or to catch a new
hold with their roots. After one or two
days, if the cultivator is run the second time,
it will count against the weeds. If a field is
rowed both ways, is very weedy or grassy,
and needs a good deal of w ork done, we
would go through with the cultivator one
way first, and then cross it the next day,
The
going but once iu a row each time.
third day go through again and the fourth
day cross ways again. And we would continue this method until every green thing between the rows has been killed.
Then we
would go through and pull, or dig out the
weeds in among the plants in the hills, leaving them between the rows, where, If their
roots caught a new hold, they would bo torn
up by the cultivator the next time it passed
through. Such hoeing may be done any
time when not too wet to work out doors,
while by the ordinary methods of cultivating and hoeing the same day, the hoe might
about as well bo hung on its hook as to be
used in the field, for as many weeds may be
set out or transplanted as killed.
If we use
the baud hoe at all in the field or garden, we
should use it to kill weeds, aud not to cultivate the laud. Let the horse and cultivator,
or horsehoe do that. We can not afford to dig
the ground by hand iu these days of improved farm machinery and low prices for farm

barien, with molasses to Nutter, Kimball A Co.
Soh Black Warrior, Lawrence, Boston.
Sch Keren Happuck, Johnson, York.
Soli Crown Prince, (Br) Cole, Frederick ton NUUK ties to Boston A Maine KR.
Sch Wurrenton. Handlett, Bangor for Boston,
leaking badly. Will discharge for repairs.
Sch Hattie B W'est, of tiloueester, flisnlug, with

S
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Newspaper vdvertlsing Agency,
wAsnno roN ht.,
ronton
Advertisement* teoelved for every Paper in the
and
Rritisb Province, at the Lownat
United State:Oontract Price,
\ny information obeerfnU, a‘r«
and esumaur- prttm M\ furi l,hed.
f,!1
ectton al any time
l •timattm fur nit l cd.
send for areolar
+
l*t of 100 choice uewBfftpera,
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STEPHEN KERRY.
Book, Ca«d and Job Printer.
So. .a
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